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CHEVOLET
NASH
•J Before placing your order for your new
car you will find that it is to your advant
age to visit our salesrooms and inspect the
new CHEVROLET and NASH models
now on display; or if you will call us by
phone we will gladly come and give you
a demonstration.
'

There can be no harveet
unless we plant the seed

t

How to save

•J Several late models in Used Cars at
prices and terms to suit you.

The man or woman who wants
to save and to make those savings
earn more money and thus bring
n a continuous income, can:

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

—save by getting higher wages,
—save by cutting expenses.

TEL. 837-M

—or save by both'methods.

24-T-tf

Here is the practical thing to
do: First determine that you will
save and then cut and watch ex
penses so that you can save.

You will find your wages in
creasing automatically because the
man or woman who is smart
enough to save is smart enough to
earn more, AND DOES

ANNOUNCEMENT

This safe institution protects
trivlngs and uses them s» wisely
that our members get exception
ally high earnings or dividends.

This is to announce that Clarence
F. Joy, formerly representing the
Travelers’ Insurance Co., on life,
accident and group insurance
through the Maynard S. Bird & Co.
agency, is now direct authorized
agent of the Travelers Insurance
Co. in all lines.
CLARENCE
TEL. 715-R

F.

ROCKLAND
LOAN & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION

IS YOUR CAR
READY FOR
SUMMER?

JOY
ROCKLAND
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Result of Protection.

One shows that the past year has
been the best in 10 for lobster fish
eries in those waters where protec
tion and propagation were practiced:
the
picture show’s the depleted
45-other
tf
condition of the industry in Massa
chusetts and other tjtates where the
9-inch law has predominated.
But
fishermen differ in their views, and
the wholesale dealers are not united,
so that it was not easy to determine
what' Legislature might do.
The
matter has been happily settled,
however, and the measure which Mr.
Crie advocated remains on the stat
ute bopks.
Concerning Director Crie

director Crie is 55. Bom 25 mile;
t sea on the little plantation of
Criehaven, he found himself in the
heart of the best fishing grounds on
the New England coast.
Reared in
an atmosphere which reeked of brine,
and where almost every able bodied
man operated his quota of lobster
traps, it is scarcely to be wondered
Remember—we sell the
at that he. too, became a lobster fish
erman with only seven summers am,
winters running to liis credit.
At the age of 12 he had charge of
his father's fishing business and gen
eral store, to which he eventually sue, ceeded. One might suppose that these
1 occupations would not leave many
idle moments, but young Crie found
Famous for its power and depend
enough of them to help manage u
able service.
250-acre farm.
Eighteen years ago he left his shore
While most batteries have ad
acres and went to Castine, where for
vanced in price PHILCO remains
11 years he was engaged in weir
the same.
fishing, catching herring for the sar
One season the
Ford .
$14.50 dine, factories.
weirs yielded him 96,000 bushels, but
Dodge
22.50 the other fishermen were equally suc
cessful, and the natural result was a
low market.
Sardine herring lye
queer critters.
Some years they
hold aloof from the Maine coast, and
other years they are real sociable,
643 MAIN ST.
TEL. 661
and because of these eccentricities
ROCKLAND, ME.
Director Crie has Been the prices run
the gamut from 20 cents a bushel
to ten times that price, in his baili
wick. One welrman In Eastern Pe
nobscot Bay qualified as a pluto
crat the season that he was able to
sell his catch at $4.25 a bushel.
Mr. Crie also operated weirs at
Vinalhaven five years.
He located
in Rockland seven years ago’ when
! appointed a commissioner of sea and
shore fisheries. (He is married and
has three children—'Edward of ReI dondo 'Beach, Calif.; Oscar H. of
‘Thomaston and Miss Ethel Crie a

HARDESTY’S
PEERLESS FLOUR
“STANDARD OF THE WORLD”

The persistent
preference for
Hardesty’s PEERLESS by
particular people
proves its su
perior properties.

THE HARDESTY MILLING CO., Dover, 0.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.

F. W. FARREL CO.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

For Sale by All Retail Grocers

11Nor’^ Nation]

ESTABLISHED IN 1854
A bank which has served for 71 years with
ever-Increasing effectiveness and strengthmay well bo trusted to serve the generations

Senior at Bates College.

of the present and of the future.

The Lobster Industry

RESOURCES OVER $2,000,000.00

I
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUN1S
Limited United States Depository

United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

9

YOU’LI. be delighted with
a dinner eaten here.
Food of proven purity served
In the siyle that will please
you. Appetizing salads and
desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.
Get acquainted with aur

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Without definite figures at his dis
posal Director Crie is not in a posi
tion to give accurate figures as to the
value of last year's catch on t!$e
Maine coast, but in round numbers
he estimates that it returned no less
that $8,000,000 to the 12,000 men en
gaged in the industry.
He feels a
sense of personal satisfaction in the
fact that lobstermen alone earned
more than $5,000,000, or more than
half of the total revenue.
In this
unit is a peace-time army of 4000
men. whose helmets are souwesters,
and who wear oilskins instead of
khaki.
These men, in the opinion
of the director, averaged around
$1200 apiece through the sole of the
prized crustaceans during the calen
dar year of 1924Their success, he feels, is a tribute
to the department's system of en
forcement, and Rs method of propa► gation through the purchase and
planting of seed lobsters.
Director
Crie knew full well that there would
be another bitter fight pending in
Legislature over the question of
whether it should be legal to take
9-inch lobsters in Maine, or whether
the 10-inch standard khouid remain
the law of the State.
To substan
tiate his position in favor of the 10inch law he draws two pictures.

How About Your
Ignition?
IsItO.K.?

Member of Federal Reserve Bank

lobsterman can keep nothing under
10.
“About half of Maine’s sardine
pack cames from Canadian waters.
The manufacturers had a fairly goo I
year, due ill part to their foresight 'll
organizing a selling company which
takes care of practically the entire
Maine output, regulating the price
as well ns disposing of the pack.

THE SEA

H. D. Crie, Director of Sea and Shore Fisheries, Discusses
Last Season’s “Crop” and the Laws—Clam Farming
Looks Good To Him.

Value of Maine's Fisheries

rj

•

HARVEST FROM

With a fine sense
of economy, the State
of .Maine no longer
encumbers its public
printer with bewlld••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 1®
eringl biennial statis
•-I
•••
I can promise to be candid, hut I
tics concerning its
••• cannot promise to be Impartial.—
fisheries. It Is gen
Goethe.
•••
erally conceded that
•••
the industry ranks
••• ••• ••• •••
second to agriculture
in thisiStato, and un
IN SPRINGTIME
til the fishermen are
[Fur The Courier-Gazette]
licensed, and make
Tills morning by my window
specific returns as to
I heard a small bird sing
their year’s catch,
A song of beautiful music,
the officials are in
"Twas Introducing Spring!
tent to let it go at
What were you doing, birdling,
that. Meantime the
Where there’s no shrub or tree?
Department of Sea
Perchance you had a message
and Shore Fisheries,
That was only meant fpr me.
with the wholly in'So all- day I've been happy.
i adequate appropriation of $65,000 a
•Glad a-t this sign of spring.
1 year at its disposal, is doing its best
Musing upon .your message,
And trying your song to sing.
to further the interests of its fisher
Nan key Lee.
men, and to protect the State from
The Cuckolds Light.
■ the omnipresent violator of 'its laws.
Best qualified to judge of the value
of the product which Maine s fisher
men annually wrest from the sea is
I Horatio Dunton Crie of Rockland,
who for seven years has held the
I office of director in the Sea and
Shore Fisheries Department, with his
finger constantly on the pulse of
every phase of the industry.

THE "AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY" AGENCY

.

THE

Volume 80................. Number 45.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS

Our policyholders paid less last year for auto
mobile insurance than policyholders of other offi
ces. In addition to a refund for laying up the car,
they received a 25% refund (dividend) on premi
ums paid for automobile fire, theft, property dam
age and collision insurance. Just ask our rates and
convince yourself.

425 Main Street

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.

“Bill O'Fare"

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Roekland'a Finaat Eating Plaoe

Reviewing Maine’s flkhing operat'ions of the past year Directo/ Crie
had no hesitation about placing lob
sters in the front rank. /He says
i that there are approximately 4000
men engaged in this particular
branch of Maine fisheries, and that
they have averaged $1200 apiece dur
ing the year for their catch. To his
knowledge there are some instances
, where lobster fishermen have stacked
as high as $5000,
Figured on the
above basis, however, the total value
of the catch to the fishermen was
$4,440,000.
Followed through their various
peregrinations, from briny ocean to
epicurean consumer, past the smackmen and wholesale dealers, on jour
neys which take them to the far

Tuesday
Issue

NAVAL BOOTLEGGERS

Rockland Commander Gets
Publicity Through Officers
On His Ship.

The name of a Rockland man,
Commander D. W. Fuller, U. S. N-,
To Search For Scallops
has figured In recent news des
flung Alaska and Mexico, they at
"The scallop fisheries have pro patches In connection with the ar
tain a value which would quite as
vided no small income for Maine
tound persons not familiar witli the
smackmeu in the past 10 or 15 years, rival at Hampton Roads, Feb. 27, of
extent of the industry.
but the fishermen no lunger find the the naval transport Beaufort.
Ranking second to the kingly lob'soft picking’ that existed for a num
Commander Fuller lias been skip
feler in
eier
III Maine
.Maine ’s catch comes sordino
ber of seasons after the Monroe per of the Beaufort for two years
herring.
Thi
The total pack this year
Island beds had been discovered off
kas 2,000,000 cases, but ns some of
Owl’s Head.
More than 100 smacks past, plying between Hampton Roads
the llsh were
ere caught in Provincial
and the U. 8. naval bases in the
fished on those grounds, and so great
West Indies. On the ship’s arrival at
Waters Maine cannot claim all of the
was their catch that the metropolitan
the home base on the above date, a
fredit.
Director Crie thinks it
markets were often tioodel and the
raiding party of marines upon order
Would be fair to say that Maine fish
bottom went out of prices. Now the
of the commandant of the base
ermen received $1,500,000, for their
Monroe Island beds are frequented by searched the ship for intoxicating
sardine herring and that the dealers
not more than a score of smacks, and liquors, which in considerable quan
will receive about $7,500,000 for the
their catches are small, but they
tities were found in the quarters of
canned product.
cling to the grounds because the
Horatio
D.
Crie,
Under
Whose
Di

several of the officers.
Ground fish have third place in
price
per
gallon
has
been
between
No liquors were found in the quarrection the Sea and Shore Fisher
Maine piscatorial league, and listed
$3
and
$4.
Our
department
believes
! tors of Commander Fuller and the
ies Department Is Being Effectively
principally In this division are con,
hat there are other deep water beds offldal
of )nqulry wh,ch mad„
and Successfully Handled.
haddock, hake and pollock.
Thou
just as prolilllc. and if it gels a sufli- fln investl tlon ot the ca8C reported
sands of bushels of clams have found
cient appropriation for that purpose (ha( Commander Fllller bad no
their way to Maine's factories and to they must load in Maine waters, and 1 will make an exhaustive attempt to know,edge of the presence of intoxithe wholesale and retail markets of between sunrise and sunset.
locate them.
I eating liquors on hoard.
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachu
"Wlhen 1 first went Into tiie com . "Mackerel had an off year in comSecretary of the Navy Wilbur, folsetts and New York.
Scallops have mission we had blit few laws which partaon with the three preceding ]ow,nK
r, of t|w board of inbeen taken ill smaller quantities, bn, were enforcible, and it was mainly I
'’tul'-y. has ordered a court-martial
because of their high price have ad a case of bluff.
There were 16 a supply of large herring which were
of six officers of the Beaufort.
ded considerably teg the State’s an boats which were coming here regit- I placed In cold storage for bait.
Commander Fuller, it is slated, will
nual catch of fish
larly from the waters of other States J “Some attention has been paid to be charged with negligence, the
and they were carrying out approx clam farming.
Forty
reservations,
other five officers with having li
Accurate Figures Missing
imately 1,000,000 pounds of lobsters : varying in size, have been set off
quors in their possession.
"I wish we had the exact figures a year, principally ’shorts.’ The ma between Rockland and Jonesport, and
Naturally the readers of this paper
at hand.” said Director Crie. ‘‘but jority of the buyers from out of tiie some of the experiments have been
are interested in the case, as it in
these will not be available until the State are now co-operating with the i very gratifying.
Results are shown volves a Rockland man. Under Ili4
one year after planting.
If the United States law the commanding
available flats on the Maine coast officer of n naval vessel is technlwere properly cultivated and pro j cally held responsible for anything
tected they would furnish enough ; that brings his ship under examina
clams so that each inhabitant of the tion.
State could have two meals a day
A court-mnitial Is the official
for each day of the year.
hearing that establishes the com
"One Knox County town experi manding officer’s responsibility In
mented with a quarter acre, closing ! any given case, as well as that of
the ’farm’ for three years. The reV- any other officer cited in the cannccenue from this little plot in a single I yon
winter was nearly $400.
I claim ! Commander Fuller, it is said, welthat the farms would average 1000 l comes tiie announced eourt-martial,
bushels to the acre and would beat I IIS ;Lfford|ng him official opportunity
any form of upland farming.”
for vindicatlon from responsibility
Mr. Crie's Recommendations
for the violation of the prohibitory
Director Crie has in mind several law Involving the ship under his
recommendations which he considers I command.
Fleet of Scallop Smacks
for the welfare of the sea and shore '
—------ - ---------fisheries department. Briefly stated j
NEWCASTLE YARD
fishermen are all licensed and make 1 department and one reason is that they are:
they are satisfied with the size of the
1— A license for every man who
their authentic reports.
"The lobstfir fisheries last year Maine lobster since the measure was makes a business of fishing, the fee Delivers Trawler and Busy
were extra good—the best for 10 reduced from lots inches.
being a nominal one of $1.
With ®ther Craft—-Get
years in fact. The price paid to the
2— The locating of new scallop beds
Lobsters Cast Upon the Waters
fishermen ranged from 20 to 50 cents
in
the
waters
of
Eastern
Maine,
with
"We made a special test last full.
ting Out Ship Timber.
a pound, the average being about 30 in a locality where an average of 70 the closed season remaining as it
cents.
The price on rare occasions percent of lobsters were returned to now is.
The Snow shipyard in Newcastle is
has gone as high as 75 cents. From the sea as being between ? and 10
3— An appropriation for a fast, sea
living up to family traditions with
Cape Elizabeth eastward the obser inches.
worthy
boat,
to
be
used
by
the
de

After the shedding season
vance of the law has been very gen there was an enormous catch of legal partment. This would not only keep year around activities.
Last week it delivered to Tonv
eral, and In such localities, Vinal lengtli lobsters in the same spot. tabs on foreign smacks, but could go
Frontero of Gloucester, Mass., a yawl
haven for instance, I have no doubt This proved the value of our pro outside of the islands to aid fisher
rigged trawler 58 feet long, 16 feet
that the supply is Increasing.
tective measures, and undoubtedly men in case of accidents, sickness or beam and 7 1 feet deep.
It is
|
disaster.
Such
a
boat
to
be
equipped
“The State buys the seed lobsters, tiie 'fishermen were also reaping the
equipped with a 45 c. o. engine and
with
a
machine
shop
in
case
any
of
punches a hole in the middle flapper fruits of live seed lobsters which have
has a capacity for carrying 30,000
of the tail and liberates them in (lie I,pen deposited the past seven years. ! the boats are in urgent need of re- pounds of fish, with ice.
The crew
vicinity where they were caught, ic It takes from five to seven years for : pairs.
will number eight men.
' The department’s present equip
hatch naturally. These lobsters arc lobsters to attain legal size.
The company is building a 45-foot
collected by the wardens, who pay
"Maine is the largest lobster pro ment consists of three State boats—T cabin cruiser for New York parties,
the fishermen practically the mark"', ducing State in New England, and I the Sea Gull, a 40-footboat for war- who will cruise in Florida waters' a
price, so that the latter get a double Portland and Rockland excel all other I dens, stationed at Vinalhaven last 50-foot "dragger” for Nantucket
benefit.
Here is at least one law ports in the quantity of their ship summer; the Pauline, a 42-foot, I owners; a 45-foot quahog boat for
„
.
j . an(, a M.foot cab,„
which the fishermen unanimously ments. From this city alone last year for general warden work, stationed at I
' wRh 4S „
,itlrgsllnd enwe bought about $12,000 worth of V 506,000 pounds of lobsters were Jonesport; and the Virginia, a 67- ;
........................
.............»
seed lobsters, and plan to continue shipped.
Hancock County leads in foot converted yacht, used for gencr- I glne for
H. I’. Sterling
ot Nantucket
the system this year.
We believe the numlier of lobster fishermen, with ill warden work along the whole
During the winter season Israel
this is the only wny to successfully 700.
Washington County has nearly coast, and stationed at Rockland. Snow. Jr., has had several men get
propagate lobsters,, unless reared to that number and Knox County is a These three boats cover 2500 miles of ting out ship timber for the Bath Iron
the bottom seeking stage, and in the strong third.
The number of ship coastline, and the same is, of course Works and other yards.
true of 20 wardens, who are doing
opinion of most authorities the Gov- pers in the 'State is about 130.
erment was simply wasting Its money
“Formerly the fishermen received work which is sufficient for 60, in
THE NEW STAMPS
when it operated its hatcheries.
notice when their lobster cars were to the opinion of Director Crie.
The
present
Legislature
renewed
Its
This has
Fractional Postage Pictures Will Be
"The legal lobster in Maine meas be "hailed" or inspected.
Ready For Public Next Week.
ures 3H inches from the rear of the been changed by the present admin fight to abolish the Sea und Shore
Fisheries
Commission
but
failed.
The
eye socket along the line parallel to istration, and the fishermen do not
present
members
are
Fred
B.
Spear
The new one and one-half cent
the center line of the body shell to know what moment the wardens may
There is no of Eastport and Linwood B. Thomp stamps are printed in brown ink and
the rear end of the body shell. Tills descend upon them.
son
of
Belfast.
Republicans;
and
corresponds to the so-called 10-inch question in my mind but that if the
bear a portrait of the late President
Charles H. Cahill of Bath, Democrat.
lobster, but such is not always tin fishermen will continue to lilierate
Harding.
Their official earnings do not encumThe Postofflce Department is pre
ben their income tax report, for they paring to till all requisitions for tiie
receive only $5 per diem, and ex new issue and supply all stations be
penses, when working.
fore the new postal rates which re
"Tho abolition of the commission quire them on some third class mat
would mean that the department ter become effective April 15.
Would again become a political foot
in size and shape the new one and
ball," said Director Crie.
one-half cent ordinary stamp re
sembles the current two-cent stamp.
NOVA SCOTIA LOBSTERS
The stamp Is enclosed within a plain
dark border, with the portrait ot
Good Season is Promised—One Boat President Harding printed within it
Cleared Up $300 in a Week.
in brown ink. Below the portrait is
a ribbon with the name “Harding" on
Nova Scotia opened its season with it. Tiie design surrounding tho por
weather and conditions unusually trait is similar to that of the twofavorable ta fishing. Consequently cent stamp, except that the numerals
Lobster Smacks Unloading
receipts from that Province have ’’H4" appear in the ovals in both
been extraordinarily heavy,
tho lower corners, and the triangular or
March shipments this year being naments in both upper corners have
"berried
”
or
seed
lobsters,
and
con

rase. for some lobsters with the above
greater than any since 1921. No been changed.
measurement are 10*4 inches long tinue to practice obedience to the supplles are coming ng yet frt>m
The one and one-half cent emand some are 9% inches, varying just laws, a steady supply for »he future New England waters, though prepa-1 b„”'ed glanl,, ,g the same size anl
is assured.
as people vary.
"The dealers are divided in their rations are under way all along the degjgn as tbe current two-cent en
sentiment some favoring a change coast The Maine lobstermen will do velope stamp and bears the bust of
Would Ruin industry
little before the middle of April. On Washington, with the ifninenils ”1*4'’
“Some of the fishermen, in York because they can better compete the whole, prospects are for big sup
within the circle at the bottom of the
I cannot
county principally, advocated a law with the Boston smacks
plies this spring.
stamp. The color is brown.
that would permit Maine lobster help feeling that the 9-1nch law
Reports from Nova Scotia indi
catchers to take the cruetaceaiis would spell ruin for the Maine Indus cate that the lobster fishermen are
Statistics show that the aver
when they are only nine inches in try.
starting the season unusually well YOUR FAVORITE POEM
length, as is the case In Massachu age mile of coastline 1n Massachu It is said that one boat at Port I
----setts.
This I think would lie the setts yields $268 while the average Moulton made $300 in one week, and j If I h«d to live my life again I would
ruination of our lobster industry, mile in this State yields $1480. Mas that It Is not uncommon for boats i
1 rul1'
TL'LTL™ .
because very few lobsters in Maine sachusetts has 670 lobster fishermen to clear from $40 to $60 a day. The tj10 ioss of these tastes is a loss of happland Maine 4000. Massachusetts coast
waters bear eggs before they are 10
price was 25 cents a pound for large | uess.—Charles Darwin,
Inches in lengih.
If a 9-inch law line is about 1500 miles and Maine is and 8 cents cents for small. Prices |
“
about
2500.
in
other
words
the
Mas

was passed only those which had es
for small lobsters were expected to
® CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!
sachusetts
fisherman
with
almost
caped the fishermen would have an
advance.—The Atlantic Fisherman.
Abraham Lincoln, died April 15. 1865
four times as much coastline to work
0 Captain ! my Captain 1 our fearful trip la
opportunity to breed. The fisher
on hauls but half of poundage that
done.
men average 100 traps to a man, and
Tiie ship has weather'd every rack, tho prize
the Maine fisherman does, and this
with 3,700,000 of these In the water
we sought Is won.
in spite of the fact that the Bay
The port is near, the bells I hear, the people
it can readily be seen that the loir
State fishermen can keep everything
all exulting.
stqrs would have slim chance of es- nine inches and over, while the Maine
While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel
cape.
pe

“The benefit of protection and a
10-inch law is well demonstrated l.y
the splendid catch of the past year.
One fisherman, who was running
about 150 traps told me that onlv
once during the season he failed to
get less than 100 pounds in a day’s
catch- This was in a vicinity where
tho fishermen have
co-operated
strongly in the enforcement of the
law.
In my opinion the number of
'shorts' sold by Maine fishermen to
day 1s not more than 2 percent of
what it was when the commission was
created.
Massachusetts boats arc
no longer raiding Maine waters and
buying shorts as they were a few |
years ago, and one reason is found ‘
in the fact that the owners are comthe captains a bond of $50 before
they can operate in Maine waters.
Another strihgent law provides that

grim and daring;

But. O heart! heart!

<) the bleeding drops of red.
Where on the deck my Captain lies.
Fallen cold and dead

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS
Agents for—

Mode to meet a Demand. •-» not a Price!

MARINE ENGINES

The Legion Canteen

Boat Brokers
Boat Building
and Repairing
Telephone 702-W
36-tf

16 Limerock St., Next to Postoffice
BOB WEBSTER, Prop.
Cigare,
Tobacco,
Cigarettes,
Candy, Fine Sodas and
Arguments
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O Captain! my Captain! rise up and hear the
bells ;
Rise up—for you the flag is flung—for you
the bugle trills.
For you bouquets and ribbon’d wreaths—for
you the shores a-orowding.
Here. Captain! dear father!
Tills arm beneath your head !
It Is some dream that on the deck
You've fallen cold and dead.
My Captata does not answer, Ids lips are pale
and still.
My father does not feel my arm, he has no
pulse nor will.
His ship Is anchor’d safe and sound, its voy
age closed and done.
From fearful trip the victor ship comes in
with object won :
Exult. <> shores, and ring, O bells I
But I with mournful tread.
Walk the deck my Captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead
—Walt Whitman.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.
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THREE TIMES A WEEK *
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. April 14. 19i'.
Personally appeared Frank’s* Lyddle who
on oath declares that lie Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the Issue of this paper <»f April 11. 192*>,
There was printed a total of 6.600 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
. S'

77»'s notice is published to announce the
birth of a neu) industry in this city—“The

Behold at eventide trouble; and be
fore the morning he is not. This is
the portion of them that spoil us, t
and the lot of them that rob us.—
Jsaiah 17:14.

Portland has not abandoned the
idea of having daylight saving this
season. A mass meeting is to be held
there this afterflwon. It is probable
•that a comimittee will be appointed
to organize a campaign of education
for the purpose of explaining to the
people of the State the advantages
of daylight saving and prinei|*ally to
show that the anti-daylight hill as
passed by the Legislature is an in
fringement uim.ii the loeal rights of
the cities and towns of the State to
govern themselves. In order to in
voke the referendum it will be neces
sary to get a petition containing
10,000 names. This it is fully believed
by the daylight saving advocates (.an
be accomplished. Portland business
nten are also to ask the City Council
to begin daylight saving April 20.
Other cities in the State, where the
advantages of daylight saving are
understood and appreciated will like
ly- follow Portland’s example.

Rockland A tuning Co.”

As the proud parent

of this more or less lusty infant, it is my inten

tion to bring it up right—to serve the people of

Rockland and neighboring towns and islands in
a real Way.

tValks, but the men and proper power machinery
i'W.’

are already functioning.

Any favors will be

thoroughly appreciated—Write me ut.P. O.

Box 441 or telephone 862-R.

affects my connection with The Courier-Ga

zette.
JOHN M. RICHARDSON

a*

afternoon liefore a drawn Jury, of
SUPREME COURT
which Charles Montgomery of Owl’s
Head was appointed foreman. The
The sessions of Knox County Su ease ended abruptly after the State's
preme Court were resumed yesterday evidence was in. the respondents re
afternoon with the criminal docket tracting their pleas of "not guilty."
being given right of way. County’ Webster pleaded "nolo" and Larrabee
Attorney Campbell indicated a number pleaded "guilty." Sentences will be
of cases likely to be tried, but the imiHised oa the Inst day of the term.
general impression seems to he that Einery appeared for Larrabee, and
court will adjourn possibly Wednes Tirrell wa-' appointed ,by the Court
day night.
to defend Webster.
The trial of Eugene Larrfabee and
The prisoners were charged with
Allen Webster was begun yesterday burglarizing the store of George
Wardwell on Union street on the
night of Feb. 10, taking cigars, cig
arettes, candy, extracts and part of
a ham. all valued at $18.55. The
Maynard S. Bird has sold hLs es
theft was discovered by Mrs. Wardtate at Ctimberland Foreside, Port
Well who went to the store after ft
land, to Walter S. Hammons, a prom
had been closed for the night, found
inent Portland financier. The Burn
a window open and the goods on the
ham estate as it is known, is one of
counters disarranged.
Deputy Mar
the largest properties of its type on
shal Fernald and three patrolmen
the Falmouth shore. The more than
>unil the men at the foot of Reck
3b acres are equally divided behveen
on! street, intoxicated, nnd in their
cultivated and wooded area.
The
p.' -I ssilin were the articles alleged
large home built hy Mr. Bird more
P ■ have been stolen, together" with
than eight years ago is called a model
tome Country Club cigars said to
of architectural design, and has long
have been taken from X. F. Cobb's
been regarded as one of the show
neighborhood store on Lincoln street
places at Cumberland Foreside.
the same night.
• * * •
Tiie indictment not blade public
,A heroic hit of quieg action and
list week was: State vs. Frederick J.
quick thought on the part of Charles'
Lennox of Warren, charged with nonHills of the Sea
Garage staff
support.
»aved the life of 4-^♦ ar-old William ;
The two indictments against Den
House Friday when the youngster!
nis Hare of Ash Point, charging per
fell overboard at the foot of James |
jury. urge quashed yesterday, having
street. The first intimation Mr. Hills
been found defective.
received that all was not well was
Harmon Bibber was arrested for
the sight of a frightened play
contempt of court, having failed to
mate of William running for help.
make payments ordered by the Court
When Mr. Hills reached the dock the
for the support of hts wife.
boy had partially lost consciousness
• • • *
If
you
know
a
man
these
and it took vigorous first aid treat
ment to rid his lungs of salt water
George J. Newcomb of Warren,
and indutro normal breathing.
A | new Shirts wouldn’t please
who was drawn as a member of the
short time later he was placed in the
so and jury, was finally excused yes
arms of his grateful mother, unhurt
terday because of the death of his
—we wish you’d tell us.
sister in Thomaston.
but wiser. He is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan House, Cedar street.
Two eases were nol proseed yes
terday afternoon—State vs .lames A
Teel, casting a boat adrift; and
•
FLOOD OF DOLLARS
State vs David Colson removing a
Take your city directory—-be- dead body.

The Universalist fnlks took uiv,n
themselves yesterday the task of rais
ing a church budget of P.ioOb. which is
J2000 more than the budget of last
year. It seemed a big undertaking,
but these who thought It would- fail
reckoned without their host, for last!
night the teams had $MSOO in cash J
and pledges, and had assurance that |
belated returns were going to carry
them well over the top.
The drive was |illricted by the
trustees, with William I). Talbot as
chairman, and ihe following team
captains: C. E. iJaniels, Main street;
Asa I’. Kt. f'hilr. Wards 1 and 2;
Edward it. Veaxie, Ward 3; Edward
P. Glover. Ward 4; Oliver 1!. LoveJoy, Ward 5; Edward F. Berry, Ward
6; Henry If. Payson, Waid 7; Hay
mond Bird. Young People's Society.
Fired by the enthusiusni of their
energetic leader, at) ol' the church
workers got busy, and though they
asked for pledges in excess of last
year's were every where accorded gen
erous and courteoii.-' treatment.
WE ALL MAKE MISTAKES
Rockland. April 13.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I wonder if the man who said the
hardest thing in the world is to«ay
"I was mistaken’’ ever had occasion
to say "what a darned fool a fool is9’’
Now just why 1 should have taken
occasion to. omit from the list of de
parted attorneys the name of the
one I knew bast—and whom I per
haps knew’ better than almost any I
other man did—it is a mystery to me. I
I am not trying to excuse the omis
sion of the name of Arthur S. Little-I
field from the list of attorneys pub- i
lushed in your last issue—for I don’t |
see any excuse to be made—except!
the one indicated .above.
The omission of Mr. Hunt’s name,
from the list of survivors of 1885 of
course corrects itself by its appear-1
ing in the 1925 list. I presume there
are other omissions but not as glar- J
ing as the above.
O. JI- Tripp.

CHAS. P. DOW & CO.
Zt/lt m ber
Consolidaiod Stock Exchange
of Mew Yor k

STOCKS and BONDS
Publishers of the

WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request

I losunsiim

MST0M

The world-wide good will which Dodge
Brothers Motor Car- has earned for itself
during the past ten years, is emphatically
the most valuable asset that Dodge
Brothers Inc. possess.

This in no Way

The new song books’ were tried out
at the Forty Club luncheon yester
day under the capable direction of
Dr. Walter B. Conley, acting chor
ister- Associate Justice Sturgis was
the speaker and his brief address
was thoroughly enjoyed. I)r. James
K-ent and Philip A. Jones were ad
mitted to membership .and Alan F.
MacAlary and Harry H. Hanscom
were present for the first time
Considerable interest was aroused
by the challenge of the Rotary Club
bowling quintet to the Forty Club
Yannigans the match to take place
Thursday night at the Elks Club
alleys.

Poured Into Treasury of Universalists, Who Raised
Enlarged Budget.

World-Wide

True, it must creep before it

jin at Ab Abner and go

through to Zeke Zumber and

we’ll wager a 75 cent golf ball
that there is not a man in

Rockland that this new stock

Waiter T. Duncan and Clayton E.
Gilley take possession today of the
iLarrabee & Dodge Market, corner of
■ Rockland and Main streets. The new
proprietors are experienced market1 men and bring to their venture a
I < ity-Wide goodwill. Waiter C. Dodge
I had ltetn proprietor of the business
I for ten year ; past.

wouldn't fit, please and send
home as tickled as a man who

has just found out a good joke
on his wife.

All new patterns—except for a
few old standbys to keep the

stock balanced.

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN

Holeproof Hosiery in all the.
attractive colors.

Gregory’s

ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

THE PAYSON COMPANY
SEEDS
Wc are
in our new store
our

KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR
all set
for
annual
Seed Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
giving us a call. We have all kinds of seeds in
different varieties.
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
Seed Potatoes.
All kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautifier. Our own mixture.
Boxes for shipping baby chicks. B-K, the best
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS, GIVE US A CALL.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US. WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.

THE PAYSON COMPANY

NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.

TEL. 380

The public may rest assured that nothing
will ever be done to jeopardize in the
slightest degree this enviable and price
less reputatioh.
•»
,
The policies and practice Which have
shaped the destinies of Dodge Brothers in
the past, are in full force today, and will
continue jn full force so long as a motor
car bearing Dodge Brothers name
shall
«
be manufactured.

\

t

'

y
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DODGE BRDTKER5 INCORPORATED,

STRAND THEATRE
A photoplay bringing a scathing in
dictment against the modern ten
dency to tear down conventions is
" Cheaper to Marry." which is today's
feature.
A powerful lesson to the
effect that matrimony is Ihe best and
safest, to say nothing of being the
cheapest, policy is foreitTft demon
strated before the final fadeout. The
picture is extraordinary, aside from
its rare dramatic and entertaining
value, because in the course of adap
tation to ihe screen not a single fun
damental change was made in tho
original plot of the play by Samuel
Shipman.
An exceptional east is
seen in this film.
Heading the list
are Lewis S. Stone and Conrad Na
gel. who have established themselves
as among the most popular men on
the screen
They play partners in
business who, on fundamental ques
tions of life, differ radically. Stone
as dim Knight, holding conventions
and matrimony in contempt, and
Nagel, as Frank Tyler believing in
marriage and practicing his theory,
with the aid of Marguerite de la
Motte, as the play reaches its start
ling climax.
Another notable feature comes for
Wednesday and Thursday, called
"Greater Thau Marriage.
It is the
screen version of “Joan Thursday,''
written by an internationally ce!e-‘
lira ted novelist, Louis Joseph Vance
Sooner or later every woman—Aery girl—asks herself die same ques
tion that forces itself upon the at
tention of Joan, the heroine.
It
does not always involve the stage,
but it touches some activity which
may interfere with home life. Wha
ever Ihe outcome, the decision affects
marriuge—the goal of every girl- On
it may hang the shattering of her ro
mance or the consummation of her
fondest dream.
Among the stars in
the cast are Marjorie Daw and l.oif
Tellegen—adv.

PARK THEATRE
“Salome of The Tenements," is a
Paramount picture featuring Jetta
Goudal. Godfrey Tearle and Jose
Ruben.
Konya Levien wrote the
story for the screen from the novel
by Anzi.a Yezierska, author of “Hun
gry."
A comedy and News will
complete the program.
Norma T.almadge, in her latest
First National picture, “Secrets,” at
Park Theatre on Wednesday and
Thursday of this week, plays four
different roles in four different peri
ods and in gowns ot four different
fashion cycles. It is a picture tig
modern romance with glimpses -intd
three oilier periods of American
home life. Starting out in 1028, Abe
picture later shows Norma first as a

young wife of the early days in Wy
oming and the far West.
Then the action switches to the
year 1870. Norma has become the
mother of a growing family. The
passing years of the photoplay’s
story next show her in the gowns of
the late '80s of the last century.
"Secrets” is an unusua, picture.
It has an unusual story which is
developed in a novel fashion
One
is hardly able to believe that the
Norma seen in the early sequences
as a young wife and as a mother is
the same person who is shown later
with grey hair and in black silk
dress so much favored by our grand
mothers.—adv.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
TH Famivi SkMt Multi yia ih aSvirtlwl la «tl Un India* aiaaazlaM.
Ovir lit MlMtisRa—nad far
latalHiii
MAINE MU8IC CO.. Rockland. Me.

A

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

lick

Whin Batter Automobile

Build Than

r-is-n-a

No.l

In Exchange For Your Old
BWtiry

Dodge Battery 124.50
SEA”VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.

M-tf

UeStfottS

Why are

more women driving

Buicks than any other

“USED

UWDSONy
<SUPEB/
.SIX,

CARS

n

Dodge Sedan................................... $695.00
In excellent condition

1923

Dodge Panel Body Truck . . . . .

Perfect condition.

1923

New paiiyjt.

Very lowe mileage.

1920

725.00

Overhauled thoroughly.

Dodge Touring..............................

485.00

Perfect condition

Dodge Sedan............... ...................

385.00

Good condition

Others to choose from.

Terms if desired

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

car?

_m»wer: One reason is the strik
ing appearance of this famous motor car. Then
comes Buick dependability. A woman knows
when she starts out with her Buick that she
will "get there and back.” Other reason^ are—
comfort in driving a Buick—the velvet clutch
action, easy steering; then the power and quiet
ness of Buick’s Valve-in-Head engine and the
safety of Buick mechanical four-wheel brakes.

_

“GUARANTEED”
1923

make of six-cylinder-

TEL 896

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
67 PARK STREET

When better automobiles arc built, Buick will build them

471 Main Street, Rotkllnd

Upitein, 6pp. New York Baki

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorial*
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND

S4-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.
The annual roll call of Miriam Rej bekah ixtdge will be held May 5.

TALK OF THE TOWN

GeK Berry Lodge, K of P.. will
FytLER-Cobb-Davis j have
Work on the third rank Thurs-

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EE NTS
April 15—Warren Baseball Minstrels in
Glorer Hall.
April 15 Baptist Men’s League observes
Grand Army night.
April 10 Annual ball of Janies F. Sears
Hose Co. in Havener hall.
April 16- Rotary-Forty Club Yannigans
bowling tourney at Blits* alleys.
April 17 Bird Day.
April 17 Address, “The Care of our De
fectives. Delinquents and Dependents," by
Grube B Cornish, auspices Woman's Educa
tional Club at Methodist vestry.
April 1,1) » Patriots Day—Observed Monday.
April lit—Singing of “The Redemption ’ at
First Baptist church.
April 26- Odd Fellow anniversary service
in Cni versa list Church
April 20 <'amden—Sophomore Prize Speak
ing in Baptist vestry.
April 21 (7 50) Address by Prof. Wllboi
G Mallett at First Baptist church.
April 32-27- Animal conference of Metho
dist Knlseopal Churches In Augusta.
May I (7 15) Address by Prof. Orren C
Hortnell of Brunswick, auspices of Woman’s
KducaUonal Club, Methodist vesdry.
May 5 Boll Call. Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
May 10 Mothers’ Day.
May 15—Mrs. Percival's Dancing Recital In
The Arcade.
May 30 Memorial Day.
June 11 Rockland High School Graduation
In Now High School auditorium.

We appreciate the fact that you are soon
to be graduated - and to be graduated is one of the events

of your school days vivid in your remembrance, as you

will always remember what you wore on this occasiom.

may z

If you cannot come to our shop - we will

r

send our shop to you*.

Yours for a successful graduation

Z

OUR ANNIVERSARY SALE

*'

* V ’

»

***■

’
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WILL CONTINUE ALL THIS WEEK

‘

Special low prices as advertised in last Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Gazette

All new goods in this sale.

FULLER - COBB - DAVIS

GirU—You are cordially invited to visit our dress department as often as you like during
the next two weeks. Bring your friends—try on the dresses—we have been weeks as
sembling these hundred or more dresses for your graduation.
White canton and georgette dresses.................................... $12.50, $15.00, $18.50 and up
Georgette and silk evening dresses...................... $18.50, $25.00, $29.50, $35.00 and up

Sleeveless dinner dresses in silks and georgettes $15.00, $18.50, $25.00, $29.50 and up

All new bright colors

some of the Specials.

J.

F.

of deeds will
at the quad
State Camp
Fairfleld next

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
The Past .Noble Grands Association
The advance guard of summer folks
is arriving. Saturday, on the Steam will meet In Odd Fellows hall Wed
ship Belfast, came Mr. and Mrs. Goo- nesday, a picnic dinner being served
kin of CamUWdge. Mass., who are at at 6 o’clock.
their bake City cottage fur two
Knox I.odge of Odd Fellows and
weeks.
affiliated organization:; will hold an
Dr. William Ellingwooil has lyjught niversary services In Ihe Universalist
Kev. C. A.
the W. H. Glover residence 1*1 Tal church Sunday, April 26.
bot avenue an<l will reside there af Knickerbocker will preach the sei.
.
«
ter certain alterations have been mon.
made. This is one of the finest es
Steamship Camden which has lieetl
tates in Rockland. Mil rumor has It
that the selliiiK price was remark performing on the Boston and Ban
ably lowThe deal was made gor division the past winter, has
Ihrough Robert U. Collins-real es gone to East Boston for a" general
tate brokerage.
The renorlfcij lrans- overhauling and her crew has"'heeu
fer to S, ‘Xilo Spear, who had con transferred to Steamship Belfast,
templated remodeling the residence Capt. Crockett in command.
into an apartment house did-not ma
It is hard to teach an old dog new
terializepricks, and the same idea a bit con*
torted may be applied to buildings,
for the former composing room, used
for many years hy The Courier-Ga
zette in Jones block, is again under
lease to a member of this paper’s
staff, though this time in the guise of
the loft of the Rockland Awning Co ,
operated hy ,1. M. Richardson.
A
prolonged application of hot water,
caustic )>otash and elbow grease has
made the big floor immaculate and
power machinery has been installed.
CHARLES A- THOMAS

Charles A. Thomas died at his
home 28 Elmdale street, Dorchester;
Mass., last Tuesday morning.
For
ti great many yearb, Sir. Thomas wes
a resident of Rockland, at one time
driving stage between here and Union
and later conducting the LlndBey
House.
For the past seven years he
had been in the employ of Boston
Elevated Railroad. He leaves a wife,
two daughters, Mrs. Ira McLeod and
Mrs. Hazel Allen both of Dorchester:
and two sons. William and <juy
Thomas.
The interment was In
Dorchester.

There Is an unusual treat in store
for music lovers of Rockland and vi
cinity. when next Sunday evening
Gounod’s "The Redemption” will be
rendered by the First Baptist Church
choir, assisted hy local soloists and
orchestra. The service will begin at
7 o’clock, therefore those who desire
good seats should plan Io arrive
early.

Knight Templar uniforms made
their appearance at an inordinately
early hour Sunday morning, the oc
casion' being the. Easier breakfast
served In the Asylum of Masonic
Temple for Claremont Command
ery—Eminent Commander James F.
Carver, who hae come to he known
In Knight Templary as “the mira' le
man’’ had interested the Sir Knights
to such an extent that 76 of them
were seated at the maltese cross ta
ble. in the center uf which was the
Commandery’s stand of flags.
One
of the first Sir Knights to arrive was
hast Commander “Uncle” George
Roberts, 91 years of age, but still
very much in the game where a Ma
sonic affair is In progress.
There
was also a delegation present from
far-off Damariscotta-Newcastle. Sir
Knight Ludwig A. Weiss of NewYork Bakery had made a Idg hatch
of rolls to supplement the boiled eggs
and fried ham which were done to
just the right turn by Sir Knight
James E. Robeits.
Everything was
served piping hot, under the direc
tion of head waiter Edward R Veazie
He was assisted ft ae.vlBg hy the
sfticers of the Cominnnucry Carlyle II.
-Brown, William Flint, William D.
Talbot, Harry H. Hanscont. Carleton
E Morse and Homer E. Robinson.
As the choice viands disappeared
Commaider Carver wore a seraphic
smile.
It waa another Itig feather
In his chapeau.

Winslow-Holbrook Post Auxiliary
held a very interesting open meeting
last night with the members ofWinslow-Holbrook Post as guests
Mrs. Rita Hayes and Mrs. Sadie
Eaton were Iniatinted. A social tirw
was enjoyed, with refreshments.

BEAUTY,

Tomorrow night occurs the big
mepting of the Baptist Men’s League
at which the Civil War veterans will
be special guests.
After the ban
quet has been served adjournment
will lie made to the auditorium of the
church where Rev. H. I. Holt ot
Camden, an old friend of Edwin Lib
by Post will deliver an address
Other patriotic organizations are in
vited to the lecture.

Mr. and Mrs. Kelly B. Crie took a
little motor jaunt around the square
j -sterday. <to Bangor anel around te
Waterville, to tand Hiram at Colby
where he is a Senior, thence to
Brunswick and home. They found
the roads generally in excellent cond it ion, though revere going was en
countered in Frankfort, and at Denmth hill, Waldolmro.

♦

OLD FASHIONED
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Wednesday. April IS
Clark’s Orchestra
A Jolly Good Time It Promised
49-45•

We extend to our friends rad relative;
-ineere thanks tor their kindness end expres
.tons ot sympathy In our rerun bereavement
and for the many beautiful flowers
Rllzabeth Coonvbs, Stanley Kinin,

•

itorlgiort.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,

313-319 Main St.

:

THURSDAY SPECIALS

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Awning TimeS

WALDOBORO, ME.

This is the Month
BORN

To Order Your

Allen—Rockland, April 12, to Mr and Mrs
Alden W. Allen, a son.
Chapin—St on In jrt on. April 8, to Mr. an,I
Mrs. Carol Chapin, a son. tiordon Turner
Kennedy- At Nurse Whltucy’s, Ingraham
Hill, April 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B.
Kennedy of Rockland, a Ron — Raymond Da
vid, 10 pounds.
Brown—Portland, April 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence F Brown, a son
Davis Rockport, April 12, to £Mr. and Mrs.
E.irl D.i.iv, a daughter.- Krlenc Dt.m.

AWNINGS
in order to have them in
stalled in time for full
season comfort. Protect
t
your family from the sun’s
glare, save your furnish
ings from sun fade and im

MARRIED
Grinnell-Glasgow—-Rockland, April 11, by
Rev. B. \V. Russell, Oscar Ethelbert Grlnneil
itnl Miss Gladys Gertrude Glasgow, both of
Catmlen

prove the appearance of your home with some of
our handsome patterns.
STORE AWNINGS—NOW IS THE TIMEREPAIR OR RENEW

ROCKtAND AWNING COMPANY
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.
TEL. 862-R for Appointment.
Write a Card to P. 0. BOX 441
“WE WANT THAT JOB’’

,

• •

•

a

The best equipped plant in this section of th^
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
•

’ /'.

‘

■ t . 1’- *■$*•» „. ♦

■

Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery

B., wife of A’IhtI B. Witherspoon, aged 4(5
ears. 3 months, 15 days
Funeral Thursday
it 2 o’clock from chapel at Mountain View
•emeter.v, Camden.
Douglass L’nion. April 12, Julia M.. widow
if Fairfleld Douglass, aged 73 years, 10
nonths. 22 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock.

. WILLIAM
E. DORNAN
& SON
W . tl-i » - .Vi >
i Ji . n ; 1 A t*1
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite end Marble Cemetery Work.

Telephone Connection

T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

2

$60.80

House Brooms, each 39c
Colored Tutk- Towels 25c

SECOND HAND
RANGES

$60.80

$60.80

$60.80

Tank Extra

White Enamel Umbrella
- <il* /JL

*;iS' '■ ' ■ ~ L

Stands, eac^, only

»

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Tells Price

10 qt. Galv. Pails, ea. 19c

»*! KVffW

WANTED

Small Profits

DANCE

«• •

TeL 745-J

Rockland.

Quick Sales

Wash Boilers, each......................................... $1.00
720 Pieces of Aluminum Ware, each.............. 9c
1
-b * THESE ARE 10c TO 25c VALUES
One lot of, Z5c China, at each .......................... 10c

Round Galv Foot Tub 39c

A Jolly Good Time ii Promited
.
e ’43*45 -

SENSE

W , „, . „

1925

\

Consisting ■ of Double Boilers.
Percolators, Tea Kettles, Cov
ered
Kettles,
Diehpans
and
8aucepant.

;•'

«

L MARCUS, Prop

APRIL 16, 17, 18

Saturday Specials

■ -1 ■ i ’

r. » ►

STONINGTON FURNITURE CUMMNY

3 DAW8INC SALE-3 DAYS

Friday Specials

Clark’s Orchestra

COMMON

z

Reg. $1. assortment of
Aluminum Ware, ea. 69c

Tuesday, April 14
WE ARE BUYING LIVE F0WE"AND CHICKENS

j

CARD OF THANKS

. -

Dictate the purchase of twin beds. We carry a full line of handsome models
COLONIAL MAHOGANY, similar to the set in our window—perfect balance
and masterly workmanship—Metal in all finishes with and without cane pan
els—a wide choice. With the approach of the house cleaning season comes the
time to replace old furnishings with new.

DIED
At the meeting of Rockland Ixulgc
B. P. O. Elks last night the new
Nash—Friendship, April 11, Laura M . wife
officers were installed by past district □f Byron Nash, aged 4.3 years, 3 moths, 27
days.
Funeral services Tuesday afternoon
deputy William W. Case of 'Rockland ,at
1 o’clock.
□aviated by |>ast exalted ruled A. P.
Delano—Friendship, April 11, Elzira E..
Richardson as grand esquire. Th< widow of Horace Delano, aged 32 vears, 13
lays. Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at
list is; Exalted ruler. George W
> o’clock
Bachelder; esteemed leading knight
Ingraham—<Rockport. April 11. Maranda,
Roy L. Knowlton: esteemed loyal wife of Mark Ingraham, aged (12 years, .»
knight, George W. Roberta; esteemei months, 13 day./
Blackiugton—Warren, April 9, Marlettt,
lecturing knight, William E. Elling- wife of Alfred Tllackington, aged 72 years, 6
wood; secretary, Wallace E. Spear; nonths, 17 days.
Sinapins—CaiiMlen, April 12. Emily Ltmlsc,
treasurer, Arnold H. Jones; tiler
laughter of :Mr. and Mrs. Ernest .1. SlnaWilliam B. Mitchell; trustee 3 years pius
of Saugus, .Mass., aged 1 year, 1 month,
Charles W. Proctor; grand lodge del 21 days.
Jackson—(Rockland, April 1i2, Mary
F.
egate, Elisha W. Pike; alternate. Ev
(Cobh) widow of Andrew J. .lackstm, aged 74
erett A. Davis; chaidain, O. B. Butler
years,
months, 5,days
Funeral Tuesday
esquire, Horace Land); Inner guard at 2 o’clock from 72 Thomaston street
Tv J. Foley; organist, Frank B
Daggett—Brockton, Mass., April 13, Emma
ErtgIPh; house comimittee. Fred C 'C . widow of George B. Daggett. Prayers a»
Lake View cemetery, Union, Thursday fore
Dyer, chairman, R. E. Thurston, W noon.
H. -Spear, R. E. Eaton. S. J. Rokes
Feyler—Thomaston. April 13, Sarah K .
Percy MePhee. and Walter II. But- widow ol James L. Feyler, aged 7!» years. 11
Funeral Friday at 2
•nonths. 16 days
er. The retiring exalted ruler, l>r o’clock from Bowes & Crozier
funeral parlors,
W. H. Sanborn, was presented with ; burial in Thomaston.
Witherspoou
-Simonton.
April
13. Blanche
handsome Elks charm.
J *j

OLD FASHIONED

ODD FELLOWS HAIL

F •.

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Mary F (Cobb) Jackson, aged 74 '
w hose death took place Sunday at 72
Thomaston street, wherp for the pas
few years she had made her home,
was well known to older people of th<
city.
She was born in Union. Eel.
7. 1848, and married Andrew .1. Jackson, who long followed the profession
of photography in our city. Follow
ing his death many years ago Mrs
.Jackson had made her home at tin
Northend. and It was there live years
ago that she received a fall which in
capacitated here from active life She
is survived hy a daughter, Mart
Jackson, who for several years ha;
had a position in the Government I’
(). Department in Washington. Fu
neral cervices will be held this Tues
day afternoon at 2 o’clock from 72
Thomaston street. Rev. O W. Stuar
of the IJttlelield Memorial church of
ticiating.

COMFORT,

| Drill nieetinK and pay night for the
G. A. C tonight.

The brain is like a battery tfifft
has to be recharged. Sleep is
the only thing that Will do
thi» at the same time your body is
resting.
.Rockland Red Cross.

CO-

SIMONTON

TWIN BEDS

1855

i

See our Main and Limeroek Street windows for

Mrs. Marcellus Metcalf, who is vis
iting her nephew. Mont P. Trainer
tells how her husband drove acres;
Chickawaukie Lake on a horse sled
April 14, 1862.
Snow was above Ihe
fences on all of the country roads
Quite a contrast to yesterday.

Express your desires by mail or

’phone and you will receive your outfit.

Two bareheaded kids were ob
served Saturday afternoon indulging
in a shower bath on Orient street.
The water came, and quite profusely
from the standpipe used hy the
street sprinklers.

—Ku Klux Kian.

Saturday,

april 14, to

✓

........

Invitations are out to the wedding
of Miss Evelyn, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ltpman Cohen, Willow street
to Charles Grace of Worcester. Mass,
which will tie solemnized April 23 at
6 p. m. tn Temple hall.

this year to furnish your every need

• Uesday,

Franklin M. Lowell of Portland will
substitute at Strand Theatre next
week while .lames J. O’Hara is hav
ing his annual vacation. Mr. Lowell
has been playing in a Hartford, Conn
theatre.
/

ously, as it should be.

eTfc
effort

Our opening of Graduation, Banquet and
0’
Evening Gowns and accessories, will take plaoe

Electricians jvere busy in front of
Chisholm Bros’, store yesterday in
stalling a new electric sign. You just
naturally can’t keep The Brook from
shining.

unit racially and religi

Our

for graduation (with the exception of shoes.)

Due to a variety of causes the oldfashioned dance planned hy a Re
bekah group for tonight with Clark’s
Orchestra has been set ahead to to
morrow night.

The Kian is essentially a

A. W- Clark, register
represent Knox County
rennial session of the
of Modern Woodmen In
month. -

business is to see that all who will let us furnish their
•
>»'
/
.
We have made
graduating garments,
will be rightly dressed.
arme

Gen. Knox Chapter of iRose Croix
has an afternoon abd evening session
at' the Temide next Friday, with de
gree work at each.
Banquet be
tween

Guild uf St. Peter’s church will
serve :i public supper next Thursday
evening, April lli. nt 6 o’clock. Home
made candies and aprons will lie on
sale.
44-45

George Moody has leased E. 1<
Winchenbach'a larger cottage at
Crescent each, and will occupy i'
the entire season, beginning at once.

We want to assist you and make this climax

of your life.

a lot on
where a
will be
Perry.

412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Many of the larger business estab
lishments will join the hanks -in clos| ing next Monday in observance of
| Patriot’s Day.

Rockland Lidgp. F. & A. M.. wiP
hold a special communication tonight
working the Master Mtfcton degree on
live candidates. Refreshments.

My dear Girl (Graduate:

an / especial

DEPARTMENT STORE

Frank F. Butler's cottage at
' Cooper’s Beach was destroyed by lire
I early Sunday morning.
Cause un| known; partial insurance.

T

Standish Perry is driving a Chrys
ler roacLster.

TIip

Rockland, Maine,
April 14, 19,25.

EKVFHTC »JtYM.TrM«.
Fli.VVK W Fl’Ll.FJt

Weather outlook for the week In
North Atlantic h’tates: Fair Monday
and probably Tuesday; showers and
mostly fair thereafter; temperature
near normal most of week. -

The Limeroek Itailroad has a twotrain schedule in effect
The crew
on the Northend train comprises
Howard Waltz engineer, Elmer Dow
human, .lames Doherty conductor
William Widdecomb, Galon Dow* an 1
Walter Davis, brakemen.
Engine
No. 1 is hauling the train.
The
quarry'train has Frederick Waltz en
gineer. Herbert Robishaw fireman.
Geyrge Hassan conductor and Her
bert Rector, Percy Brackett and
Harry Robishaw brakemen.
En
gine No. 2 is hauling tiie train after
receiving a thorough overhauling and
painting

I
Frank Thompson, clerk at Hotel
I Rockland spent Easter at his home in
i Lew iston.

syndicate building

DIRECTORS
XFI.SMW B. <OHR, rr«.

IMONTON-

i day night.

—o DEPARTMENT STORE o—

V'eather This Week

R (’. Perry has bought
Summer street extensiou,
Dutch Colonial residence
built for ljis son, Lawrence

Page Three

Made in Bangor

69c

V. F. ST VOLE Y INC-

i E. R. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to SLOO STORE

Telephone 713.

V >

I

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

Page Four

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.
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“Sweet, the man is guilty; you de
WALDOBORO
fend him, I can’t." Although Lin
Harold Glidden spent the weekend
coin was not the greatest lawyer
Born In 1809 and Died At )He that ever lived. Ire certainly wa4 one with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Hand of An Assassin April of the truest and manliest men that Glidden.
Friends ef Mrs. lEilton Soule were
ever practiced law.
15, 1865.
At the age of 25 Lin uln fell deep saddened to hear of her death from
HOW TO 6OLVB A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
ly in love with Ann Rutledge; but pneumonia at her home in Augusta
When the correct letters (ire placed In the white apacea thin pn*u1«
While living in I)a mar i
on Abraham Lincoln, written by Miss unfortunately for him she had given Saturday.
Will npell words both vertically and horlaontally. The flrst letter In eneh
Mabel
L
Moody,
pupil
in
the
Union
Hlch
Word la Indicated by a number, which refera to the definition listed below
her heart to another who had left to seotta Mrs. Soule was a frequent
School,
and
winner
of
the
Lincoln
Essay
the pnaale. Thns No. 1 under the column headed '‘horizontal” defines a
t Contest ]
bring his parents to New Salem visitor at the home of Mrs. Charles
Word which will fill the white spaces up to the first black square to the
Howard, While here she took irart in
On a bright, and then claim his bride, she k cal entertainments where her excep
right, and a number under “vertical** defines a word which will fill the
White squares to the next black one below, No letters go In the Mach
sunshiny day in waited in vain for Ills return and tional talent for elocution called forth
However,
■paces.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper nnmes.
February,
1 8 0 9. tinaly accepted Lincoln.
much admiration. Mrs. Soule was a
Abbreviations* slang, Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms are
Abraham Lincoln the marriage was put off till Lincoln cousin of Warren AMeston Creamier.
Indicated In the definitions.
was born in a lit should be better situated financially.
Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler has been very
tle log cabin in Alas, the shadow of her old lover ill with grippe at her home at Feysouthwestern Ken haunted her. Had she not sincerely ler‘s Corner.
tucky—born to be promise,! fidelity to him? In a few
Kenneth Weston of Portland spent
a leader and pro days she passed away. Lincoln the weekend with his parents. Mr. and
moter of the wel semed to be ’;ilone in the world.
A few years after this event a copy Mrs. S. H. Weston.
fare of mankind.
The union service and Easter con
His father could of Byron's works came into Lincoln’s cert at the Baptist church was a fit
neither read nor possession. On a page of the book ting c’. se t*o nuwt impressive services
write, but his mother is credited as discolored and worn by frequent at the Methodist and Baptist church
having awakened in Lincoln the de- handling, appeared two verses:
es. The auditorium was beautifully
sir.' to learn that he might know, "The spell Is broken, the eliartn is flown. decorated with Easter lilies, cut flow
This Is it witli life’s fitful fever;
and to know that he might learn.
er.’ and potted plants with an illumi
We madly smile when we should gro >,i
It was she, then, that inspired him
Delirium is our best deceiver
nated cross adding to the beauty. A
toward ihe goal as man among men.
large choir sung anthems with Floyd
In personal appearance “old Uncle "Each lucid Interval of thought
Benner at the organ. The children
Recalls tbe woes of nature’s charter.
Abe." as lie was familiarly termed And
lie that acts as wise nu n "tight
contributed admirably to the program
nnong those who knew him best was
But lives, as saints have died, a martyr “ with
mgs, drills and* recitations.
long, lean and lanky. He was six
Were these lines to Abraham Lin They were assisted by Misses Gladys
feet four inches tall and walked with coln in 1839 simply coincident with Flint. Lois Hagerman. Gl adys Bailey.
a typical.elastic.awkward motion. His his thoughts? Might they not have Evelyn Welt, Emma Bog>’. Elvie
face, though by no means beautiful, been a prophecy?
Black. Abbie Boggs, Betty Weston,
was genial looking and good-humor
• • • •
Verena Waldron, Frances Itassner,
seemed to iurk in every corner of its
For four years Lincoln had been a Lucille Benner and Evelyn Leveninnumerable angles. He had dark busy lawyer, when suddenly the caler.
Several effective tableaux
hair, a good forehead, small eyes, a slavery question awakened him to were given and the solo work elect
long, penetrating nose, with nostrils his life's work.
The “Kansas-Ne ed much applause. Following the
such as Napoleon likdd to find in his braska Bill,” inroduced by Senator concert seven candidates received the
lies; generals, because they indicated Stephen Douglass, provided that the rites of biptism conferred by Rev.
a long head and clear thoughts; and people of Kansas and Nebraska Guy McQuaidee. The candidates were
a mouth which aside from being of should
decide
whether
slavery Mcsdames Ella Benner, Lillian Neumagnificent proportions, was the should' exist in those states. It also berger, Ethel Benner. Gertrude Ben
most expressive feature of his face. repealed the Missouri Compromise ner and Misses Abbie Boggs, Helen
As a speaker he was ready, pre of 1850 and left slavery north ol Claire and Marion Welt.
cis? and fluent- His manner before a 36 degrees 30 minutes to depend
Buster Keaton is the drawing card
popular assembly was as he chose to upon the wish of the people. This at the Star Theatre tonight. This
make it. be.ng either highly ludicrous. act seemed a crime to the Abolition versatile comedian is at his best in
■r very impressive. He employ ists. Justly they rose as one indig The Navigator.” This is a Metro—
(©. 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)
ed very few gestures, but when he nant person whose only aim was to Geldwyn production and it Ha rat
I
Jasued tu make a point he firoduced strike out the slavery evil. Lincoln tling fine story, a rattling fine pic
Horizontal.
Vertical.
’ siirdg of his shoulders, and eleva challenged Douglass to a series of ture and the hero is a rattling fine
1—-Wicked
1— One of primary cokrj
4—Famous prehistoric boat
2— Consumed
tion of his eyebrows, a depression of debates on the slavery question. comedian.
3—Perform
“The Navigator” was
7— One of the voice ranges
4—Like
5—Tear
his tnouth, and a general malforma This time no fooling, no telling of made aboard the “Buford” an ocean
8— Container
6—Realize
7—Debates
tion of countenance so comically quaint stories—nothing but plain, liner of the Alaska Siberian Com
11—Utter musically
13—Real
8— Church officer (Episcopal)
awkward that it never failed to simple logic on Lincoln’s part. pany which was anchored off Catalina
10—Saltpeter
14—Swift
18—Harbor
9— Mimic
Jhring down the hause." His enunci DouglasR was a great speaker, but he Island in the Pacific Ocean. About
18— Period of time
12— Small weight
19— Of or pertaining te motion
13— Light brown
ation was slow and emphatic, and too often sacrificed his moral views 1100 people took part in the comedy.
14— Raised strip
(physical)
his voice, though sharp and power for political gains. When he spoke Katherine McGuire is Buster’s leading
17—Attempt
21—Battle
22—Greek letter 15— Journal
ful. at times haS a tendency to the crowd became sullen, silent and woman and they are supported by a
23— Combining form for Indian
19— Cutting Implements
dwindle into a harsh and unpleasant defiant- When Lincoln spoke the mirth-provoking cast.
24— Rodents
26—Belonging to me 20— Small coin (abbr.)
sound; but the peculiar characteris crowd cheered, stormed and cheered
27—A flag
23—Body of land surrounded by wa
29—Exclamation of hesitation
tic of his delivery was the remark- some more. They loved Lincoln be
ter (pi.)
STONINGTON
80— Species of tree
25—Seats in the chancel for officiat
ai.ie contortions of his features cause he could discuss such a world
81— Ointment
82—Sing
ing clergy
Kenneth Welch, Alb.'na Scarci and
which excited a merriment his wide topic as slavery in such a
84— Girl’s name
28—Entitled
Mary McGuire returned to the Uni
words could not produce
85— Long, narrow Inlet
30B—South American ruminant
pleasing way tj both sides. He did versity of Maine, Saturday.
• • • •
86— Feeling
33—Fruit
36—Barroom
not state any rash, unfair ideas—he
Carrie Stanley of Gorham Norma’
88—Tropical trees
40—Annex 87—Belonging to Ireland
Lincoln's first work for himself told the truth, he upheld his own
School Is home for the Easter vaca
38—Twinges of pain
39—Lively
41—Egyptian sun god
was that of a fiat-boat tender on the principles and those of Almighty tion.
43— One of a caste of Hindu mer 42— South American mountain range
Ohio River- Here he made his first God. How proud of Lincoln the
chants who eat no meat
43— Statements of account
Louie Eaton who is in the hospital
dollar, one day. by carrying two anti-slavery men were
44— Boy's name
45—Twirl 44— Atmosphere
When he in Rockland, is reported better47—Girl's name
pasn ngers out to a steamer. Not had finished speaking the crowd
46—Jumbled type
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goss return
48— Indefinite article
49—Egg of a parasitic Insect
very long afterwards he made his wept for joy amiil rousing cheers,
ed from Jacksonville. Fla„ Thurs
80—Small particle
51—Midday
xeeond
trip
to
New
Orleans.
At
this
they
were
so
pleised
with
Lincoln
’
s
52—To humor
day.
53—Last month (abbr.)
time New Orleans was growing rap speech. Douglass felt called upon to
54— Prefix meaning among, beside, 64—Part of a roof
•Cecil Hendrick is very sick in
idly and young Lincoln naturally in answer, but he could not break the
59—Knock
etc.
56—Homo sapiens
hospital in Portland55— Space
57—Vends 60—That man
62—Negative
terested himself a great deal in charm of Lincoln’s logic. Thus Lin
The Stonington High School gave
68— Engrossed
the new sights. One day he chanced coln proved himself a master speakplay Friday evening, “The Mys
69— Captain of 4 horizontal
up >n a negro auction sale, which, al el-.
tery Girl,” at the Opera House.
61— Roadways (abbr.)
though
something
now,
did
not
ap

At the next Republican convention
Solution will appear In next Issue.
62— Fleet
Mrs. Flora Jackson has returned
peal to him After watching it for they spoke to Lincoln about being a
63— Point of compass
to her home here'after spending the
some time, he said:
64—Unclosed (poetic)
candidate for President. "I do not winter at Sunset.
“Doys, let’s get away from this. think myself fit for the Presidency."
Charles Wood was in Rockland
If ever I get a chance to hit that was his objection. Nevertheless, his Monday for medical treatment.
thing. I’ll hit it hard !”
friends kept on working until he was
Milo Clarke is working in Herbert
Solution to Saturday’s Puzzle
The very thought that such evil nominated. Lincoln won. Indeed,
Warren’s store.
existed was enough to arouse Lin what earthly power could keep him
Mrs. Celia Parsons is working in
coln. Then and there he resolved to from his rightful work? Lincoln
laBdBHSlB H|< iClKlOlRfY
Philip Crockett’s store while he is in
WO.L
erase that dark blot from the face the President was one and the same
SinDE 0Di300
Boston.
of America, the so-called free land. “Honest old Abe." the same true
[•K31300 EjHC
Charles Hendrick was (‘ailed to
Thus he stumbled upon his life work hearted, obliging friend of all.
^Portland last Tuesday by the serious
—to free the enslaved of America.
Now a great task lay before him. Illness of .his daughter. Ceeile who
Lincoln, and one of his friends The nation was at a crisis. Already
is in the Maine General Hospital. He
tried to keep store for a while, but a Southern Confederacy had been set was accompanied by his son Bob.
Beautiful home
he liked to read and his friend liked up and bitter enmity existed between
dyeing and tint
On-Friday evening the Seniors of
ing is guaranteed to sleep, so the store wasn't a very North and South. Could a war lie Stonington High School presented
E1VIE
successful
proposition.
All
the
averted?
Slavery
existeil-spast,
with Uiamond
three-act play “Mystery Girl” at the
ClRlEIClY
Dyes. Just dip while studying to be a lawyer, Lin present--what was to be the future? opera house. Although it was p.
IsJiIIIZlLJ
• • • •
in cold water to coln accepted such jobs as country
stormy night a large audience was
tint soft, delicate postmaster and land surveyor. It is
War it was. bloody war. war for present, and the play was c inducted
said that he "carried his post-office a nation’s cause, and war for a peo in a satisfactory manner A dance
shades,
or
boil
to
0BDC30 cncr an
dye rich, perma in his hat.” When he met a person ple's cause- But with the willing was given after the play. Proceeds
nent colors. Each for whom he had a letter, he took off help of the devoted people Lincoln $105.
TIOITI
Al
LlEjR
□0D0000 I
15-ecnt package his hat and handed the letter to him. safely guided the United States
Clyde and Gerald Turner came
contains d i r e c - . On great use to which he put his through four years of the most de home Saturday.
tions so simple any woman can dye time as a surveyor was to get ac- cisive conflict ever waged on Ameri
On the evening of April 6 a notable
or tjnt lingerie, silks, ribbons, skirts quainted with people.
i>eo
can soil. He saved the Union and event occurred at the residence of Dr.
waists, dresses, coats, stockings,
While he was acting as postmaster preserved the Constitution. All this George B. Noyes. A party consisting
Blot out those sleepless nights
sweaters, draperies, coverings, hang and surveyor Lincoln never failed to he did, but he did even more; he of 13 members oi Juanita Chapter,
with DR. M. HERMANCE’S ASTH
ings, everything new.
help a fellow creature nor to do a freed from their bondage the negro O. E. S.. viz: Emma Small, worthy
MA & HAY FEVER MEDICINE.
Buy “Diamond Dyes”—no other kind deed whenever he saw a chance. slaves. His famous Emancipation
matron; Vernon Small, worthy pat-j
Good for the whole family for
kind and tell vour druggist whether The people of New Salem said Lin
Coughs, Colds, Influenza and all
the material you wish to color is wool coln was “obliging.’’ but the chil Proclamation, although a war meas ron; Nellie Webb, Lucy Collins, Iva
ure. shall always bear a sacred Morey, Nina Gross, Vallie Smith.
Bronchial Troubles.
• or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, dren
of
the
neighborhood
all meaning. From the beginning of the Eliza Morey. Nettie Greenlaw, Edna
or mixed goods.
loved him. What child could help war Lincoln had ret eived letters con Merrill, Linnie Noyes, Roy Gross and
but love this kindly man who always taining threats to kill him.
But he George B. Noyes, Jr., surprised the
knew so many nice, funny stories practiced the golden rule and believed doctor by presenting themselves at
and who sometimes carried candy in all others did tile same, lie never his residence. He was given a cordial
his pockets?
armed himself, and usually went greeting by the company relative to
• • * *
about in public unguarded. Presi his 88th natal anniversary. After
In 1832 Lincoln tried twice for the dent Lincoln always welcomed an a brief time Vernon Small brought in
Plate Legislature, but being a mem opportunity to rest. He seldom a large_cake nicely frosted and beber of the Whig party, whose idol sought it at the theater^ but when studded with led and white candles
was Henry Clay, he naturally had no on the night of April 1 4. 1865, “Our which he presented with a few
chance in the election. However, American Cousin" was to be played marks to which the doctor briefly re
IOO% PURE
<
they did not know Lincoln's true the President and Mrs. Lincoln glad sponded. The cake was very large,
worth. His time was yet to come- ly attended. The whole audience more than the doctor could make use
During the next few months he at rose and cheered as they entered of, so he proposed, to cut and pass
tended all the public gatherings, The band struck up “Hail To The a piece around to the donors, which
thereby getting acquainted with the Chief."
Small did. With the cake a bunch
countrymen and at the same time
The play was nearly over when a of tulips and hyacinths were present
discussing his political views with pistol shot rang out. Lincoln had ed. Punch and assorted cakes were
them. It is needless to say that Lin been assassinated.
passed.
coln won in the next election.
A great sorrow fell upon _ the
He was re-elected a second, a land. Even in the south many
third, and fourth time- However, in mourned Lincoln's death. Great men
the next campaign he had to take broke down and wept. Every town
the same steps—to tell the people and city in the path of the funeral
and
what his principls were, to make train begged an opportunity to show
In the best wet weather togs
slump speeches, to shake hands with their affection for Lincoln.
It
everybody, and to be polite to the seemed difficult to realize that he
ever invented
ladies. Gradually Lincoln became a was gonefavorite
everywhere, among
all “Something beautiful has vanished
classes of people. Where was there
And we sigh for it in vain.
a person that could refrain from lik We behold it everywhere, on earth and in Idle
air.
ing this plain, homely, honest fel
But It never eomes again “
low who knew so much about every
There is one race of people, the
thing yet forgot not his fellowmen Negroes, who will never cease to look
and their cares?
up to and worship Abraham Lincoln
(PATENTED)
As a lawyer Lincoln was as fun- as their saviour. Time shall never
N every can of Monarch 100 per cent Pure
provoking and jolly a fellow as ever. blot out the qtne and deeds of one
Once he had just come into the court so beloved by all- His fame shall
House Paint you will find an exact list of in
room and leaning over the desk of not fade; memory of him shall not
gredients.
a certain clerk, told him a story so die. What greater tribute can we pay
'*^<xC^olwt\^ojt\VoSl^
This formula is your best insurance against the
irressistibly funny that the latter Lincoln than to live up to and carry
broke out in a loud laugh. The out his great principles toward man
extreme weather conditions of our New England
Jl TOWER CO.
judge hastily called the clerk to or and kind?
climate.
der saying; “This must be stopped !
It tells you that Monarch Paint contains only
Mr. Lincoln^you are constantly dis
DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
turbing
this
courts with
your
white lead, zinc oxide, linseed oil, and turpen
Boston, Mass.
Andover, Mass.
stories.
”
Then
turning
to
the
clerk
AHSBTK hFX . 31. 1924
AHHBTS DEC. 31. 1924
tine drier—each 100 per cent pure—scientifi
"Von may tine yourself five dollars Mortgage Loans ...........................$ fiR.MMI U!» Mortgage Loans ................... ...$ 87,750 no
cally mixed to withstand rain, wind, and sun
22.2X6 <»«» Stocks and Bonds ................ ... 219,153 HU
for your disturbance I” The clerk Stocks and Bonds .........................
43,793 51
46.1.58 37 Cash in Office and Bank ..
longer than any paint you ever used.
apologized but told the judge the Cash In Office and Bank ............
16.865 J.5
11.660 ;y Agents’ Balances ...................
Agents’ Balances .........................
story was worth the money. In a Interest and Rents.........................
Interest and Rents.................
1.982 61
7,3.55
18
Monarch Paint does not chalk or blister and
All other Assets
few minutes the judge called the All other Assets ...........................
covers 25 per cent more surface—because it is
clerk to him.
Gross Assets ............................... $ 269,620 06
■Gross Assets ............................... $ 249,153 76
100 per cent pure. Every can ;s sold subject to
• What was the story Mr. Lincoln Deduct items not admitted ........
339 88
1.976 15 Deduct items not admitted..........
told you?" he asked. The clerk told
chemical analysis.
Admitted
Assets
.......................
$
269,280
18
,.. .$ 247,183 61
Admitted Assets ..
him ami be laughed aloud in spite
LLLBBblTIHS I>BU 31. 1924
’LlABtUTnuS DB< 31, 1924
of himself. “Remit your fine !” he
6,346 13
Net Unpaid Losses .......................$
17386 H Net Unpaid Losses .................... $
ordered the clerk.
140,458 77
Unearned Premiums ... . ^........
135,129 66 Unearned Premiums ....................
JOHN A. KARL &
As a lawyer Lincoln did not once All
All
other
Liabilities
....................
3,681 15
3,89.5 72
other Liabilities .....................
4?Averve from his true principles of Surplus over all Liabilities ....
90,792 12 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 218,794 13
305 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
honesty, justice and fraternity. He
and Surplus ..$ 247,183 61 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$ 269,280 18
Ajd not like to take cases he knew Total Liabilities
ARTHUR L. GRNE. Agt.
ARTHUR L. OKNB. Agt
to be wrong. Qnce while trying a
417 Main St.. Rockland. Me
• 417 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
45 T-51
43-T-51
case he turned to a lawyer and said,

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

aaara snnn

□BOS

MONARCH
tiOUSE PAINT

The Formula

Brave the Wino

on Every Can

Storm

There's Father coming
with my Wrigtey's

8. 1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A M
for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
fur Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan's Island.

B. n. STINSON,
General Agent.

Rockland. Maine. Oct 6. 1924.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

A.

CO.

<

«

P. C. DOUGLASS,

\
Wrigleys gives the penny a bigger
value in delightful, long-lasting and
beneficial refreshment

fox

/ J
/;•

M. I.. HARRIS,

B-23-24 V. r. & Gcu'l Mgr. Geu'l I’asscugcr Ag-

I NFLUENZA

As a preventive melt and
inhale Vicks night and
morning. Apply up nos
trils before mingling with
crowds. If feverish, call
a doctor at once.

Owning home on the train or In the
car - It’s so cool and sweet after
smoking. And then when you get home
how eager the little folks are for their
Wrigley's I How good it Is for them!

VapoUsed
Rub
Yearly

Ooer 17 Million Jara

WRKLEYS

RADIO
SERVICE

"after eOety meal

TESTING
REPAIRING
ASSEMBLING
TROUBLE SHOOTING
ANY CIRCUIT BUILT TO ORDER

TUBES REVITALIZED
Single Circuits Rebuilt Into
Selective Non-re-radiating Sets

PARTS TESTED AND
REPAIRED

grass, trees putting forth leaves,
singing birds of all kinds, wild geese
Ruth Chandler is visiting at White
and boats, vessels and barges going
Head Coast Guard Station at the
to and fro.
home of Mrs. Snowdeal.
Mrs. Nellie Chandler, sons Walter
and Lewis and Charles Philbrook
had a very rough passage last Tues
day
from
White
Head.
They
thought at times they would never
reaeh home.
Keeper Fred Robbins has his mo
torboat nearly ready for launching
A Mr Alley, an additional keeper
from Reals is substituting at Sad
dle Back Light Station until a sec
ond assistant is appointed. AndrewBennett keeper,returned last Thurs
day from eight days' liberty spent at
his home at Southeast Harbor. Mr.
Wells the first assistant Is now at
his home at Vinalhaven for eight
days’ shore’leave.
Spring is surely here with green

GREEN’S ISLAND

FELT PLATED OUT TO
START THE DAY WITH
——

..........r -

■

’

RADIO
REPAIR SHOP
P. O. Box 359
Over Express Office
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE
89tf

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
SENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J
l»O-tf

terrible jia-ins in my back they
Portland Man Had Suffered; such
were ahitost unbearable, and my
From
Indigestion
For nights were so wakeful and restless Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
that I just felt played out to start
Years—Distress All Ended the
DENTIST
day with. I simply felt miserable
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
By Karnak.
and worn out all over.
Nearly everybody in Portland
knows Mr. Oliver Hadlock, who for
the past thirty-three years, together
W’ith Mrs. Hadlock, has been pro
prietor of Had lock’s Cove, the popular
summer resort on Peaks Island, Port
land, Me., where he resides. Dis
cussing the other day with friends the
remarkable improvement in
his
health. Mt. Hadlock gave the full
credit to Karnak, the famous new
medicine thuit is accomplishing such
wonderful results throughout this
vicinity.
“Nothing is too good for me to say
about Karnak for all it has accomp
lished in my case,” said Mr. Had
lock. “I had been a great sbffercr
from indigestion for years and had
taken everything under the sun 1
knew 'of for it, but 1 kept right on
suffering with sour stomach and gas
bloating after every meal. I had

“My wife was getting such splendid
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
results fvom Karnak that she induced
ROCKLAND, ME.
39t(
me to try it and I actuallyy felt the
good of it from the very flrst dose. I
kept taking it and am now eating at
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PNC.
every meal and not having a bit of
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORl
distress from nty food afterwards.
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
That tired feeling is gone, and I simp
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
ly feel fine all over. We send to the
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKB. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
city for two bottles of Karnak at a
LARGING.
time so that we will always have it
on hand. It’s a world 1»eater and we
370 Main Street, Rockland
wouldn’t be without it in the house.”
Try Karnak yourself !
And. reFRANK H. INGRAHAM
member—Karnak Pills are an essen
tial and vitally im;i>ortant part of the
Attorney and Counselor at
Karnak treatment, especially if con
Law
stipated.
,
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
sively by the Corner Drug Store; in Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
Thomaston by McDonald’s Regall
Store; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist in E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
every city.—adv.
Offlc, Hour,: I to 3 asd 7 t, I P. M.

RMldssM uatll 9 A. M. asd by A,„lsta.a'
T,l,ph.n, IB*

T elephone
Directory

REFLEX
iLICKER ft'

O

Trains Leave Rockland

Augusta. A 57 00 a. m . 17.30 a m.. 11.10 p. m.’
Bangor, A §7 CO a. m .. t7.S(la. m . tl.lOp m. ,
Boston. A!7.l)0a m . 17.30 a. m.. 11.10p.m.
Brunswick, A57.00 a nt., 17.30a in.. 11.ldp.ta..
' 'utj’st'on. A57OOa. tn.. 17.30a.m.. 11.10 p. nt.
New York, tl.10 p. tn.
Portland. AJ7.00a.m., 17.3C._m., fl.10p.in,
15.30 p. nt.
Waterville. A57.OOa.rn., 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. A|7.00a.m., t7.30a.m„
|5.30 p. nt.
f Daily, except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to W oolwich.

FISH BRAND

Long Wear

«

Eastern Standard Time

'

the °

Guarantees

The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGERS*?
(Subjsct to chahgo without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.

9

THOMASTON. ME.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
T.le,h,ns I3B
3, UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American 8ehool of
Osteopathy

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
LAUNDRY WORK

OILS AND GREASES'

People’s Laundry

5L

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts. Collars.

H. H. Crie & Co.

Co.

Oils for All Purposes

H. M.deROCHEMONT

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Ste.

10«’ PLEASANT STREET

MONUMENTS

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

llT-tf

^Telephone Connection

TeleDhon, 205
GRAFTING WAX
BEES V/AX
ROSIN

A

417 MAIN ST. .... ROCKLAND

Wholesale and Retail

HARDWARE AND RAlNTS

•

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Crsklns

Call 12"
(
THURSTON OIL CO.

Call 170

ARTHUR L. ORNE

’

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
‘ ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

DR. JAMES KENT

Osteopath
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.

T
school money to cities and towns;
WHAT LEGISLATURE DID
the Barwlse resolve prohibiting aid
can Eave a copy of thia 184 Page Cataloi
to sectarian schools, the spine meas
by tending ua your name and addrea
ure which Governor Brewster, then
Biggest Thing, Of Course, Was Passage of the Kennebec Senator from Cumberland County,
introduced in the Legislature two
Bridge Act—If You Would Keep Posted Read the Fol years ago; the Stltham resolve, simi
lar in wording to the declaration
lowing Summary.
upon education matters in the Re
publican State platform and advo
cated by Ur. Augustus O. Thomas.
The outstanding feature of the 82d made for reissuing $340,000 of old State superintendent of schools, and
Legislature, which finally adjourned highway bonds which have been paid the Bartlett resolve, also a sectarian
Saturday night, was the passage of up, in order to provide money that school bill.
An important question before the
measures designed to make possible may be available immediately for a
the Kennebec Bridge, upon which the highway building program and to Maine Legislature was th} protec
welfare of Eastern Maine is so
match Federal aid. A three-cent tion of fiowage rights in the St.
largely dependent. The act calls for gasoline tax was adopted with ex John River valley from possible de
a combination highway and railroad emptions of two cents to fishermen velopment projected by the New
bridge between Bath and Woolwich. and to others not using gasoline on Brunswick Electric Power Commis
sion at Grand Falls. The situation
The selection of a site within a the highways.
certain prescribed area and the con
Five measures were before the appeared to be so serious that Gov.
struction of the bridge is to be car Legislature dealing with the for Brew) ter in a special message, urged
ried forward by a Bridge Commis bidding of the use of State funds for modification of the mill act so that
sion, to include one resident of Sag private schools, institutions, and fiowage on the St. John River could
adahoc County, one resident of either purposes. All of these bills proposed not be obtained without special re
Knox or Lincoln County, and the amendments to the Constitution. strictions. The Legislature respond
three members of the Highway Com The one which was adopted Was the1 ed by amending the mill act so as
I'cdcral and Temple Sh eets
mission. A $3,000,000 bond issue for Maher bill, introduced by Senator to exempt the St. John River and
Portland Maine
-the construction of the bridge is to Benedict- F. Maher of Kennebec its tributaries from mill act provis
be submitted to the voters in Sep County, which is similar -to the ion and require sanction of either
Massachusetts law except that it the Legislature or the Public Utili
tember of the present year.
In recognition of the efforts of makes provision for appropriations ties Commission for the-erection of
in the jurisdiction of the Municipal
Senator Frank W. Carlton of Saga-1 for the University of Maine. It; dams on that river.
Courts.
• • • «
dahoc County, the Legislators or provides that no public money shall
The act incorporating Dexter 1*.
dered that tlie bridge is to be known be appropriated for any' private in
'flic Legislature also, at tlie sug
as the Carlton bridge.
; stitution or purpose after Jan. 1. gestion of the Governor, passed an Cooper to carry on the so-called
The Legislature also adopted a 1331. Tlie resolve will be submitted order presenting a statement by the Quody power project was passed
comprehensive
highway
program to the people at the regular election Legislature of the rights of Maine on with a referendum provision attach
ed and several amendments placing
which is a compromise between the in September 1926.
the St. John River and asking Presi
Similar resolves which wefe de dent Coolidge that the vacancy in regulation of the corporation under
two proposals of a la-ge bond issue
and a pay as you go plan, which was feated were the' Holmes resolve, the United States membership of the the supervision of the Public Utilities
advocated by Gov. Brewster. The identical with the Maher resolve ex International Joint Commission be Commission.
The lawmakers refused to submit
bond issue for both highways and cept that it added a section, which filled by a resident of Maine.
to the people a substitute primary
bridges was fixed at $6,000,000, a $3.- provided that pupils attending pri
The tax rate of the State will be
OPO.OOO issue for bridges and $3,000 - vate schools should not be reckon seven mills for each of the next two measure to be voted upon in compe
000 for highways. Provision was ed In the distribution of public. years. This is made possible by the tition with the initiated primary re
peal bill. The initiated bill, if
failure of the act reducing the taxes
adopted, means a return to the con
on steam railroads by about $200,vention system of making nomina
000 and that cutting the taxes on
tions.
electric railroads by $35,000 to $50,An act was passed providing for
000.
the collection of crop mortgages ol
Tlie total expenses of the state for
members of cooperative farming as
insist upon
the next two' years Will ,be $18,836.sociations through the organizations
013.76. Of tills amourit $9,565,668.76
themselves. Another act sanctions
must be raised by direct taxation.
An act was passed authorizing the establishment of corporations
which shall grant loans for* the
amateur boxing bouts- of three or
anting and harvesting of crops,
four rounds with a decision. An act
he Legislature took initial steps
providing for a professional boxing
in the matter of a State broadcast
commission failed of passage.
ing Station, authorizing investiga
Another act establishes reciproci tion of the project by Governor and
ty with other states In the registra Council.
tion of foreign trucks and automo
A jeweler’s lien act which has been
H828
biles.
sought at several previous sessions
An act also was passed reducing of the Legislature, was passed at
the maximum penalty. for reckless this session.
• • •
driving from one year to 11 months
in order to tiring this offense withA one-deer law for the entire state
was passed, despite strenuous oppo
sition on the part of the Aroostook
County delegation. The measure
was advocated by Willis E Parsons
commissioner of inland fisheries and
game, and by the Maine Sportsmen’s
Fish <tnd Game Association. Under
the present laws the limit is two
deer for eight northern counties and
one deer for the southern counties.
Radical changes were made by the
Legislature in the law creating the
highway police, the measure as
adopted being a modification of a
state constabulary bill, introduced by
Senator Wadsworth of Kennebec.
Under it, the chief of the State High
way Police is appointed by the Gov
ernor and Council and subordinates
arc appointed by the Governor and
Council upon recommendations of
the Chief of Highway Police. Mem
bers of the highway police force are
UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, LIMITED given the same power to serve crimi
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
of London. England
nal processes as to police officers and
123 William Street. New York. N. Y.
New York. N. Y.
I l4-5th Avenue. New York. N. Y.
1924
ASSETS
DEC
31
ASSETS DEC. 31. l'JM
sheriffs and they are also required
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
Real F-*«te ..................................... $ 979.300 no Mortgage Loans ..................... ...$ 488.100 00
Mnrt< age Loans ............................
121.650 00 Stooka and Bonds ................. . . .15,906 063 00 Stocks and Bonds ..........................$2,494,396 00 to cooperate with other officers in
87 Cash In Office and Bank............... 266.192 92 the detection of crime.
Blocks and Bonds ........................ 6 838.913'00 (Tush In office and Bank . . ...
333,698 76
(’ash In Office and Bank............
412.531 33 \cents’ Balances ................. ... 1.76Q.G35 15 Agent-’ Balances............................
Another act takes authority in
2,079 55
53,396 54 Bills Receivable..............................
Agents’ Balances ........................... 670.810 86 Bills Receivable .....................
26.858 00 connection with the revocation and
9 *’72 37 Interest and Rents .......................
Interest and Rents ......................
45.162 51 Interest and Rents ...............
11,713 35 suspension of motor vehicle licensee
94.385 35 All other Assets ........................
Ail other Assets ...........................
75,453 02 All other Assets ...................
from the Highway department and
Gross
Assets
................................
$3,134,938
58
.
.$11,969,717
28
Gross
Assets
.....................
Gross Assets ............................ $9,173,820 72
15,119 26 puts it with the Secretary of State’s
72.951 69 Deduct items not admitted ....
Deduct items not admitted ....
7,796 38 Deduct items not admitted ..
department, which issues the li
Admitted Assets .........................$3,119,819 .32 censes, and where it was formerly.
Admitted Assets ...................... $9,166,021 34
Admitted Assets ............... . .$18 996,765 59
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1924
The Legislature passed a standard
'VIABILITIES I>1JU. 31, 1924
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1924
time bill, which makes it illegal for
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 731.987 71
Net Unpaid Losses ............... . . .$1,503,922 00 Net Unpaid Losses .......................$ 296,751 00
Unearned
Premiums
...................
2,036,477
60
Unearned Premiums .................... 4.471.353 55 Unearned Premiums ............. .. 9.095,415 50
any town or city to adopt any other
56,500 00
386,000 00 A Ik-other Liabilities ...................
All other Liabilities
............
453.712 05 All other Liabilities .............
Cash Capital ................................. 1.500.000 00 , Cash Capital ........................... . . . 3.000,000 00 Surplus over ail Liabilities .... 730.090 72 time than Eastern Standard time
Provision is made for restraining
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 2,008,971 03 Surplus over all Liabilities ... 5.009,428 09
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$3,119,819 32 proceedings before a Supreme Court
59
.
.$18,996,765
Total Liabilities andSurplus
$'.166,024 31 Total Liabilities and Surplus
Justice on petition of any 10 citizens
PHILADELPHIA FIRE A. MARINE INSUR- of the state. The act introduced by
ANCE CO.
Representative Harriman, of ReadROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
Philadelphia. Pa.
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
New York. N. Y.
field, lecturer of the State Grange. Is
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
of Edinburgh. Scotland
.V SETO DEC. 31. 1921
Stocks and Bonds ........................$2,504,660 00 aimed at Daylight Saving time and
ASSETS llEC. 31 1924
Stocks and Bonis ..................... $16,086,242 25 Stocks and Bonds ................. . . .$3.334,#13 33 Cash in Office and Bank ....... 590.519 08
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 1,453.374 86 Cash in Dffl e and Bank . . ... 116.307 82 Agents' Balances ......................... 524,034 la was strongly opposed by the City of
Agents’ Balances ........................ 2.681.870 89 Agents’ Ba'ances ................. ... 524.031 11 Interest and Rents .......................
35,388 53 Portland.
Interest and Rents........................
208.294 21 Interest and Rents ...............
42.595 (8 All other Assets ...........................
13.301 86
The division of the town of JonesAll other Assets............................
324,723 97 All other Assets..................... .. . 133,630
port and creation of the town of
Gross Assets ................................ $3,667,903 60
Gross Assetts ......................$26,754,596 18
27,908 62
Gross Assets ..................... . . .$1,199,876 24 Deduct items not admitted ....

rou

To be Truly Satisfied

n SALADA'u

More than seven million tea
drinRers will now use no other
blend. AsR for S AV AD A to-day.

PERFECT PROTECTION

in every line of Insurance written, with full
assurance that protection offered and service
rendered will be the full

1OO%

for which this agency is noted.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses......................... $8,348,234
Unearned Premiums .................. 6,299.305
All other Liabilities ../.............. 1,026.123
('ash Capital ................................. 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4.080,843

Deduct items nut admitted

0»k
30
03

on

85

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$20,754,506 18
FIELD Ac COWLES. Managers,
Boston. Mass.
THE PHOENIX INSURANCE
of Hartford, Con
ASSETS DEC 31 1924
Real Estate ............................. . .. .$ 548.621
Mortgage Loans .................... ... 261.800
Stocks and Bonds ................ . . .28 864.894
(’ash in Office and Bank ... ... 1.516.241
Agents’ Balances .................. ... 2.984.072
158.757
Bills Rvcievabie .................. . . .
Interest and Rents .............. . . .
198,320
54.970
All other Assets....................
(iross Assets ...................... . .$11,687,677
Deduct items not admitted . ... 129,663
Admitted Assets .......... < .
LIABIUTfKK DEC
Net Unpaid Lossess ............
Unearned Premiums ............
All other Liabilities ............
(’ash Capital ...........................
Surplus over all Liabilities

. .$31,567,013
31. 1924
. . .J1.B33.3I0
. . . 11.232.734
690,061
. . . 5,000,000
. . .13,998.907

Total LiaWlltles and Surplus

367,1)13

............ $23,929,545 71

Admdtted Assets ....................... $23,929,545
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Looses ....................... $1,612,109
Unearned Premiums .................... 12.271.733
All other Liabilities ..................
679,500
Cash Capital ................................... .3.500.000
Surplus over all Lialdlit!es .... .‘,866,202

Admitted Assets................... . . .44.173,87(1
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ...J ;i23.7«3
Unearned Prendunts ............. ... 2,681.745
AU other Liabilities ...........
123.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.345.361

53
53
59
no
41

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,472,870 53

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31 1921
01 Rea! Estate ............................. . ..$ 760,100 91
Mortgage
Loans
................... ... 3,(105,214 77
00
00 , Collateral Loans ................... ... 137,500 on
'
Stocks
an<I
Bonds
................. .. .16.012.477 95
13
20 ' Cash In Office and Bank . . ... 1.613,192 66
07 Agents' Balances ................... ... 2.996.601 77
49 Bills Receivable ................... . . . 636,907 08
81 Interest and Rents ............... ... 201,878 15
All other Assets..................... ... 116,198 21
06
Gross Assets ..................... . .425,510,371 50
98
Deduct Items not admitted .. ... 318,381 71
08
Admitted Assets ................. ..425.1.(1,1(89 79
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, P'24
43
05 Net Un pa hl Losses ............... . . .43.014.892 76
Unearned
Premiums ............. . . .13.413.706 i]
25
00 All other Liabilities ........... . . . 550.903 77
35 Cash Capital ......................... . . . 3.000,000 00
1 Suriuus over all Liabilities ... 4.582,488 75
06
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$25,191,989 .9

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE INSUR
ANCE CO.
Springfield. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
Real Estate .. .•.............................. $ 350.000 on
Mortgage Loans.............................. 2,277,120 00
Stocks and Bonds ......................... 16,635,302 00
Cash in Office and Bank.............. 2.233.691 91
Agents’ Balances ......................... 2,097.499 Cl
Bills Receivable .............................
30.804 78
Interest and Rents ......................
1X19,745 15
All other Asrets ........................... 105,322 23

Gross Assets ...

27,005 71

71

10
82
00
00
79

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$23,329,545 71

Admitted ......................................$3,639,994
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .......................$ 172486
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1,012,750
All otlrtr LiablHtles ...................
50,956
Casli Capitol ................................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1,403,993

9S
30
01
43
00
24

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$3,639,994 98

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1924
Mortgage Loans ........................... $ 210.060
Stocks and Bonds ....................... 10,816,195
Cash in Office and Bank ........... 740,224
Agents’ Ba’ances .......................
‘ '*14.413
Bills Receivable .......................
110.023
Interest and Rents .......................
86,203

00
16
25
51
51
20

Gross Asstt-s ............................$13,277,119 93
Deduct items not admitted ........
90,768 41

Admitted Assets ....................... $13,186,351
LIABELITIDS DHC. 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $1,187,900
Unearned Premiums ..................... 7,298.768
All other Liabilities ..................... 295,two
Cash Capital .........................’.... 1.500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,094,351

52
76
57
oo
00
19

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$13,186,351 52

U. S. BRANCH NORTH BRITISH & MERCANTILE INS. C., LTD.
London and Edinburgh
Kingdom of Great Britain
ASSETS DHC. 31, 1921

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY. LTD.
of London. England
ASSET’S DEC. 31 1924 i
Stocks and Bonds ........................$12,207 ,320
Real Estate ........................... ...$ 309,006 00 Cash in Office and Bank ........... 906 .672
Stocks and Bonds ............... . . . 5.296.270 00 Agents' Balances ....................... 1,602,.421
Cash In Office and Bank . .. ... 310,984 11 Bills Receivable ...........................
7 ,884
Agents' Balances ................... ... 1,568.86.5 48 Interest and Rents ....................... 149,,472
Bills Receivable .....................
*257 50 All other Assets ...........................
37,,453
Interest ami Rents ...............
73.621 15
All other Assets ...................
58,913 58
Gross Assets ..............................$14,911,224
Deduct Items not admitted ....
41,847
(irons Assets ....................... . . .$7,617,924 82
Deduct items not admitted . ... 118,483 78 Net Unpaid Losses ........................$1,089415
Admitted Assets ...............
'LIABILTTIK8 DEC
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
Unearned Premiutnu .............
All other Liabilities ..........
Cash Capital .........................
Surplus over all Llahi.lties

.. .$7,499,441
31. 1924
...4 448,137
... 1,116,296
... 114.000
. . . 400.000
... 2,393,(107

LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1924.
Admitted Assets........................$14,869,377
Unearned Premiums ..................... 7,421,090
0(1 All other Liabilities ................... 573,284
78 .Cash Capital ..................................
400,000
0(1 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 5,385,187
0()
26 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..14,869,377

19
12
17
06
95
72

21
03
00

04

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$7,499,441 04

18
79
12
90
27
18

39-T-45

MAYNARD S. BIRD 6 COMPANY

INSURANCE
14 SCHOOL STREET,

Beals was voted by the Legislature
The proposal had been rejected by
two previous Legislatures but favor
able action wa4 taken at this ses
sion. following the recommendation
of a majority of the Committee on
Towns. The bill sets off from the
town of Jonesport, Heals, Great
Wass and eight smaller islands.
Action was taken by the Legisla
ture to prevent abuse of the contin
gent fund and the amount of that
fund was limited by statute to $300,000.
The posting of advertising signs
on -the highways was prohibited
The manufacture and «ale of cider
so -treated as to contain less than
one-half of one per cent alcohol was
legalized. Regulation of the manu
facture and sale of syrups and poft
drinks was placed under the direc
tion of the Division of Inspections of
the Department of Agriculture.
A resolve directing Governor Brew
ster and his council to protect
Maine’s interests in the St. Joint
river, dealing especially1 with th?
proposed Grand Falls project, finds
expression as introduced by Wing of
Auburn in the House.
The resolve
opens another means of approach to
the big Northern Maine problem.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Admitted ......................................$5,308,538
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .......................$ 372,429
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1,704.208
All other Liabilities .....................
83,0*9
Cash Capital ................................. ) ,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,148,871

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$$5,308,538 33
H 0. GURDY. Agent
42-T-48

HOME FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE CO.
of California

ASSETS DBC. 31, 1924
Mortgage Loans ........................... $ 106,375
Collateral Loans ...........................
52.000
Blocks and Bonds
................ 3,382,524
Cash in Office and Bank .......... 507.040
Agents’ Balances ......................... 426.808
Interest and Rents
................
53,392
All other Assets ........................... 170,392

(-0
00
1•
2J
07
01
14

Gross Assets ................................ $1,698,532 03
Deduct Items not admitted ....
26,988 22

Admitted Assets
.................$4,671,543
LIABILITIES DHC. 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .......................$ 233.205
Unearned Premiums ................... 1,927,517
All other Inabilities ...................
80,744
Gash Capitkl . ............................. 1,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.430,076

ho

73

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,671,543 SI
H. O. GURDY. Agent
42-T 48

COMMERCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Glenns Falls. New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
Real Esate ....................................... $ 65,000
Mortgage Loans ........................... 171,050
Stocks and Bonds ....................... 1,288,506
Cash in Office and Bank ..........
292.556
Agents’ Balances .......................
138,174
Interest and Rents .......................
9,314
AH other Assets ...........................
8,598

00
00
50
99
89
32
57

Gross Assets ................................ $1,973,201 27
Deduct items not admitted ....
3,449 83
Admitted Assets ........................$1,969,701
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, i924
Net UnjNiid Losses .......................$
78,272
Unearned Premiums
............ 724,978
All other Liabilities
............
22,545
Carih Capital ...................................
500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities....
643.904

41
62
4*»
97
00
39

Total Liabilities and Surplus..$1,969,701 44
H. 0. GURDY, Agent.

42-T 48

Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and KM)—Druggists.

Aspirin is Ibe trade mark of Direr Manufacture of Mouoaccticacldestcr of Salierlicaeid

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
: : : and Dealers in : : :

Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
LINDSEY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

That Protects; Service and Experience That
Safeguards Your Interest.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
417 Main St., Rockland
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
London. England

Mortgage Ixians ..........................$ 175,win on
Stocks and Bonds ........................ 4.219,29;! 42
Cash In Office and Bank.............. 274.313 54
Agents’ Balances .......................... 518,671 37
Interest and Rents........................
54 8|1 63
All other Assets ..........................
16,490 68

Reserve District No. 1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF

THE—

Groas Assets ............................ $5,258,419 61
Deduct items not admitted ........
197,846 12

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland in the State of Maine at the close of business on Apr. 6, 1925.

RESOU RCES
Loins and discounts ...................................................................................
Overdrafts unsecured ............................................................. ....................
U. 8. Government securities owned:
. .
Deposited to secure circulation (U. 8 Bonds P’*r va*’,e’ ‘ ’ Y
All other United States Government Seeurltl®3 (including premiums. If any) ..................................................................................... ..
Toial ................................................................................................
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.: ............ '“.7 A-- ................
Banking House, $29,000; Furniture and flxture'1 $2,04 1.39 ..........
Real estate owned other than banking house ....................................
Lawful Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.. - --..........................
Cash in vault and amount due from national hanks .......... ....
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust ™n'l’an7sli1’1
file United States (other than included in Denis 8, .» »nn 10)
Cheeks on other hanks in the same city or tow n as reporting bank
Clierks and drafts on hanks (including Federal Reserve Bank)
located outside of city or town of reporting hank.......................
Miscellaneous cash Items ........................................................... i-””u
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from
U.
».
Treasurer ....................................... ........................................................
Other assets, if any ......................................................................................

31 98

8 '’

nA

•

182.335 tT

Total Liabilities and Surplus..$5,159,564

GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
Stocks au<l Bonds .......................$42,835,926
(’ash In Office and Bank ............ 1,708,977
Agents* Balances .......................... 3,321.977
Bills Rei’clvable ............................
135,155
Interest and Rents......................... 317,629
All other Assets.............................
DM).334

“Vno’i - t
4.63J .»3
»
***

a • -i

’
....... 1’”,H

..

$1,992,157 84

Total ........................................................................................................

LIABILITIES
’’IX m SS

Caplul stork paid In ........................... ..................................................
Undivided profits .......................................................................................
Less current expenses paid .....................................................................
Circulating notes outstanding .............................. ................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 39 days):
Individual deposits subject to check .................................................
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days ((other than for
money borrowed) ......................................... .................................. ..
Time deposita subject to Reserve (payable after 39 days, or eubject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings) r..
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ..................
Oilier time deposits ....................................................................................
Postal savings deposits .............................. ...............................................
United tttatfcs deposits (other than postal savings).'
including
Avar Loan deposit account and deposits of United St'atcs dis
burslng officers........................... .............................................................

'r-ia
«,•»« on

-••04-. -o
. i.vv • •
8<»,uuu io

--1,71a 8)
-,->j1

97» 00
1,481,096 «1
7,242 72
581 37

Total .................. .....................................................................................

$1,992,157 84

Stbte of Maine, County of Knox, as
I. E. F Berry Cashier of the above named hank, do solemnly swear that Hie
above statement is true to the best of my Knowledge and belief.
E. F. BERRY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of April, 1923.
(Seal)
WAITER H. BUTLER, Nptary Public.

Correct—-Attest: G. H. HART,

Dlrcctora.

t

No. 1446.

Reserve Distr.ct No. 1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business on Apr. 6, 1925.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts .................................................................................
Overdrafts unsecured ...............................................................................
U. S Government securities owned:
,
, .
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. b?n,ls par value) ...
All other United States Government secur*”®8 (Including premiums, if any .................................................................................
Total ............................................................... ......................................
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc : ..................................................
Banking House
........................................................................................
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank .......................................
Cash in vault and amount due from national 1 hanks.....................
Airount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies in
the United States.................................................................................
Checks on other banks In the same city or town as reporting
bank .........................................................................................................
Total of three next preceding items .............................................
Miscellaneous cash items ........................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. 8
Treasurer ..............................................................................................

Total

.............................................................................................

$ 922,894 23
.-«««« ....
1j0.900 00
141,667 0^

291.66^

(»l,06.» .»8
131,366 93

17,159 40
_
134,639 93

6,133 60
3,950 89
7,509 00

$2,574,322 58

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in ................................................................................
$ 159,900 oo
Surplus fund ................................................................................................
100,000 00
Undivided profits ................................................................
80,884 95
Less current expenses paid .............................. ......................................
23,956 86
56,928 09
Reserved for taxes, interest, etc., accrued ..............................................
26,162 26
Circulating notes outstanding ...............................................;..........;•
124,190 00
Amount due to State banks, bankers, and tru8’
companies
in
the United States and foreign countries .•••••............... ..........
M
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days):
<
Individual deposits subject to check .................... .. ................... .
409,267 60
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 day8 (other than for
money borrowed) ............................................................... **•••(•
17,736 89
Dividends unpaid .......................................................................................
236 00
Total of demand deposits (other than hank deposits subject
to Reserve ................................................................(........................ 427,240 49
Tune deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or
subject to 30 days or more notice, and postal Ravings) :
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed..............
70,467 58
Other time deposits .>.........................................................................
1,549,306 50
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve.................................... 1,619,776 08
United States deposits (other Chan postal savings),
including
War Loan deposit account and deposits of United States dis
bursing officers ...................................................................................
65,540 00
Total

...............................................................................................

Admitted Assets................... ...$5,150,564 52
LIABIUT1W8 DHC. 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 419,942 75
Unearned Premiums .................... 2,469,175 0::
All other Liabilities ....................
166.193 99
Deposit Capital ............................
299.999 99
Surplus over all 'Liabilities .... 1,993,953 65

’ 99ft77 "o
“i’oO7 87
..
-n’iva -n
>
•*

.

$2,574,522 56

Slate of Maine, County of Knox, ss.
I, Joseph W Robinson, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

41S*Ttf

INSURANCE

AB.SJ3T8 DEC 31. 1924

No. 2371.

81

54
49
05

Accept only “Bayer" package
which contains proven directions.

*

00
09
23
6,;
76
10
10

72
11
01
00
45

Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.

The Complexion
of Girlhood! *

A. S. BAKER.
A. B. J’ACKABD.

33

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” snd INSIST!

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

OLD COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY
Boston. Massachusetts
ASSETS DEG 31. 1924
Mori gage Loans ...........................$
17.900
Stocks and Bonds ....................... 4.839.384
('ash in Office and Bank ..........
104.681
Agents’ Balances .........................
312,4-52
Bills Receivable ..................... ,....
3.794
Interest and Rents .......................
13.068
All other Assets ...........................
34.065

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mra. Lewia Hart of Clark
Island. Mrs. William Brennan of Port
Clyde and Mrs. George Morton of
Tenant’s Harbor silent a day with
Mrs. Farrington Hart the past week.
Harold Hupper returned Thursday
evening from a two weeks' trip
through New Hampshire, New Jersey
and New York; he says the weather
was very spring-like and the grass on
the lawns green. Sunday he took a
trip to HamiKlen Highlands expecting
to arrive in time to attend the Easter
services with relatives at 10.45 a. in.
William T. Barter wishes to thank
all friends and neighbor’s Who so
kindly came and out his wood Thurs
day afternoon.
Kenneth Hooper Is spending the
weekend in Itoekland, guest of his
mother.
Begins to look as though the elec
tric lights arc coming soon. The
Central Maine has been delivering
poles all along the road. They will
continue all the.way to Port Clyde.
Zenos Pease and William Thomp
son had their houses wired the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cook and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hooper were
Sunday callers at the Marie Celeste.

Three Crow Extract of pure de
Whereas. Almeda Kackllff of Washington
In tlie County of Knox and Shale of Maine, licious Almond gives cookery a
by her mortgage deed dated November 11, distinctive flavor.—adv.
1911. and recorded in Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 1$8, Page 436, conveyed to
Reub-n A Jones, then of said Washington,
file following described real estate, namely
"A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon, situated in said Washington
bounded and described as follows, to Wit:
Commencing on the south line of land owned
by.Wiliiam A. Humes, at tlie soutliwest cor
ner of land formerly owned by David Nelson.
thence running south on tlie land of said That’s what every woman longs for.
Humes, thirteen rods to stake and stone3.
thence cast twenty degress north to tlie road Some have it. Many lose it by careless
leading from Stickney Comer to North Wal- eating, by constipation or other prevent
<lubor>>, (hence North oh said road to the
road leading from said Corner to Slater’s able causes. But there’s a remedy, and
Corner, thence west on the last named road to it’s not too late to get back your com
said Nelson’s land, thence following around
said Nelson’s east and west lines to the place plexion. Don’t be too eager to try some
of beginning.”
thing new, but turn back to those days
And whereas, the said Reuben A. Jones is
deceased, and whereas Daniel H Mosher, Ad of long-ago when our mothers and
ministrator with the will annexed of the es grandmothers knew how to safeguard
tate of the said Reuben A. Jones assigned to
me, Effie K. Hill, the said above described
the health of their children.
mortgage, note, debt and claim thereby se It was then that the good “L.F. * ATWOOD
cured and all the right, title and Interest of
the estate of said Jones by virtue of said Medicine was a treasure in the home. It never
mortgage in and to tlie premises therein de failed to overcome indigestion, constipation,
scribed. said assignment being recorded in
biliousneis. It will not fail you now.
said Knor Registry of Deeds, Book 173.
50 cents for a big bottle and you’ll find
Page 235, and whereas, the conditions of saUI
it a most useful corrective for the ills ot
mortgage have been broken, now therefore, by
your family. At all dealers. Guaran
reason of the breach of the conditions con
teed by the L. F. Medicine Co. Follow
tained in said mortgage, I, the said Effie E.
directions.
Hill assignee of said mortgage hereby claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Only
1
cent a dote
KFFTE E KILL.
Washington, Maiue, April 11, 1925
L
F.
Medicine
Co., Portland, Me.
45-T-51

Gross Assets ................................ $5,324,418 8»
Deduct items not admitted ....
15,910 5?

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
New York

Page Five

THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO.. LTO.
of London England
Il4-51h Avenue New York City. N. Y
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
.$ 20,000 00
Mortgage Loans ....................
Stocks ami Bonds .................... . 1.118,835 00
Casli in Office and Bank .... . 531.113 01
Agents' Balances ...................... . 511,799 79
6.101 11
Bills Recclvalde ......................
54.801 0.)
Interest ami Relics....................
8,030 57
All other Assets ......................

Gross Assets .......................... .$5,280,983 83
Deduct items not admitted ..
38,274 21

Admitted Assets .................... .$5,242,709
LIABILITIES DEC 31 . 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .................. .$ 363,611
Unearned Premiums ................ . 2,961.163
•6.400
All other Liabilities ................
Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 1.821.501

52

Total Liabilities and Surplus

09
18
62
16
91
35

Gross Asaets ............................ $48,420,299 31
Deduct Items not admitted ........
244,101 89
Admitted Assets ..................... $48,176,197
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $2,953,387
Unearned Premiums ...................17,76:!,953
All other LiablHtles ....................
622.521
Cash Capital ................................ 12.509,090
Surplus over all Liabilities ,.14.337,235

51

II
17
91
69
32

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$48,176,197 51
THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1921
Stocks and Bonds
........ .....$5,427,876 99
('ash In Office and Bank ............
769.931 33
Agents’ Balances...........................
613.991 86
Interes and 'Rents
..................
68,709 96
All other Assets ..........................
11,130 41

59
00
83
00
76

.$5,242,709 59

NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO
of American
ASSETTS DEC 31, 924
Mortgage Loans ...................... . .$1,218 500
S i'cks end Bonds .................... . . 9.608.099
97H.994
Casb In Office ami Bank........
Agents’ Balances .................... . . I.5: ’» 219
101,128
Interest and Rents....................
705,730
All other Assets........................

09
71
)4
59
7*’
26

Gross Assets .......................... $14,204.1X13 25
11,776 32
Deduct Items not admitted ...
Admitted Assets....................
I.'.ABIL!TIFS DEt 3
Net Unpaid Losses ..................
Unearned Premiums ................
All oilier Liabilities s..............
Cash Capita! j.........................
Surplus over aH Liabilities ..

$14,189,226
. C'JI
.$ ,139.359
. 7.398,203
318,000
. 1,509.000
. 1.093,663

93
83
85
00
0'1
25

Total Liabilities and Surplus $11,189,226 93

THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
of Hartford. Conn
ASSETS DEC 31. 1924Mortgage Loans ................... .. .$ 99 5.200 00
31.000 09
Collateral Loans ......................
Stocks and Bonds .................. .10.119.030 0 )
Gross Assets ............................... $6,881,832 56 Cash In Office ami Bank........ . 3.117.310 41
0.791,500 ,7
Deduct items not admittetf ....
29,854) 71 AgentBalaneN ......................
Bills Recclvalde ......................
17.248 00
132.951 27
Admitted ..................................... $6,s»i9,;i;2 S3 Interest aad Rents....................
All other Assets .................... . 667.39.3 13
iIAABtLITlES DEC 31. 1921
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 651,199 09
Gross Assets .......................... $21,892,645 37
Uneame<l Premiums ..................... 2.436,228 93 Deduct items not admitted ..
35,183 81
All other Liabilities..........
112,513
88
Cash Capital .................................. 1,999,999 oo
Admitted Assets .................... $21,857,151 56
Surplus over ail Liabilities .... 2,631,139 91
LIABILITIES DEC. :n . 1924
Total Liabilities and Surplus..$6,869,972 85 Net Unpaid Losses .................. .$1,977,018 54
Unearned Premiums ................ .11,697,533 55
CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPANY
All other LiablHics ................
611.181 82
of Missouri
\
• 'ash Capital .............................. . 2.000,000 00
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1921
Surplus over all Liabilities ... . 2.538.114 95
Stocks and Bonds........................ $ 583.1!)I 59
(’ash in Oflb-e and Bank.............. 433,464 37 Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,857,151 56
Agents’ Balances...........................
217,478 “8
Interest and Rents .......................
8,156 32
THE AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY CO.
Gross Asrots ............................... $1,272,591 17
Hartford. Connecticut
ASuSETS DEC 31. 1924
Admitted Assets ......................... $1,272,591 17 Mortgage Loans ........................ .$i,r,i.r,-, ij
Collateral .Loans ......................
LIABILITIES DBG 31. 1924
32,000 00
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 194.913 17 Stocks and Bonds .................... . 1 1,97 1,706 ()«
Unearned Premiums
............
481,111 94 Cash in Office and Bank .... . 1.036,24)8 33
All other Liabilities
............
197,218 32 Agents' Balances ...................... . 2.627.915 69
57.235 41
(’ash Capital........................ 299.999
99 Bills Receivable ......................
Surplus over all Liabilities....
286,314 74 Interest and Rents...................... . 233.775 85
All other Assets........................
110,704 70
Total Liabilities ami Surplus..$1,27*2,591 17
(iross Assets ....................
$21,560,121 19
INSURANCE COMPANY OF NO. AMERICA Deduct Items not admitted ....
119,990 33
Philadelphia. Pa.
Admitted Assets .................... $21.11(1,131) Ti
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
Real Estate ..................................... $1,199,999 on
LIABILITIES DBC. 31 1924
Mortgage Loans ..........................
46,259 0o
Stocks and Bonds............ ............. 12.681.299 29 Net Unpaid Lo'ses .................... .$I.I):I.'(I2 21
1
tiearned
Premiums................... . 8,480.129 30
Cash In Office and Bank.............. 4,694,781 69
Agents* Balances ........................ 4,696,892 43 All other Liabilities .................. . 1.615.171 11
Cash
Capital
................................ . 2,000,0'M) ‘10
Bills 'Receivable..............................
155,261 89
Interest and Kents.......................... 417.239 34 Surplus over all Liabilities ... . 5.161.185 15
All other Assets..............................
169,756 39
Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,410,130 7T
Gross Assets ...........................$53,991,291 76
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Deduct items not admltto'l .... 323,!Pi7 48
—jp-------------Hartford. Connecticut
Admitted Assets ....................... 53,667,924 28
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
Real
Estate
.......................... ....$ 31,737 70
(LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1924
7.950.325 04
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $6,969,232 rto Mortgage Loans .................. ....
25.000 00
Unearned Premiums ......................22,394,995 53 Collateral Loans ................ ....
Stocks
and
Bonds
..............
....
18,6202174
11
AH other Liabilities...................... 1,102,550 76
(’ash Capital.................................... 5,000,0(10 00 Cash in Office and Bank .. .... 2.039,379 96
Agents'
Balances
................
...
4.622,704
»l
Surplus over all Liabilities ..$19,042.045 99
Bills Receivable .................. .... 137,958 03
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$53,667,924 28 In’crest and Rents ...... .... 471.819 31
All
other Assets..................
53,387 M
A.KTHLR L ORNE, Rockland
M « BIRD & (X)., Rockland.
Gross
Assets
....................
60
..
.$33,352,716
.1 WALTER STROUT. Thomaston
Deduct Items not admitted .... 181.617 15
IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
Admitted Assets Accident
of New York
&
Liability Department ... . .$33,7713)99 45
ASSCTS DEC. 31. 1924
Stocks and Bunds..... .....$2,557,557
09 Admitted Assets Life Departuient
.............................. ...211.785,519 86
Casli In Office and Bank ..........
154,1*23 *1
Agent** Balances ........................... 277.637 15
Interest and Kents...........................
25,601 M
$245,556,019 51
All other Assets ...........................
936 41
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1921
(iross Assets ............................... $3,015,946 11 Nft Unpaid Losses ............ . ..$11,961,579 20
ncarned Premiums ........ .... 9.127.272 25
Deduct Hems not admitted ....
15,960 89 1All
other Labilities Arc dent
A Liability Department . .... 2,971,396 30
Admitted Assets .......................$2,999,985 34
All other Liabilities-Lite DeLIABILITIES DBC 31. 1921
partment .......................... . ..190.496.W0 88
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 118.425 00 Cash Capital ...................... .... 10,000,600 00
Unearned Premiums ..................... 997.149 79 Surplus over all Liabilities—
Acchhnt A Liability Dept ... 4.710.831 7D
All other Liabilities .....................
45.9(H) 99
(’ash Capital ................................
599,090 00 Surplus over all Liabilities
Life Dcpurnient ................ ....16,289,278 98
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,339,410 55
Total Liabilities and Surplus $245,556,619 31

JOSEPH W. ROBINSON, Cashier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
[Beal]
EDWARD C MORAN, JR ,

.

„

_

.

13ii day of April, 1923.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest: WILLIAM S. WHITE.
WILLIAM D. TALBOT.

HOMER E. ROBINSON,

Dlrectoro.

LET US PLACE YOUR BUSINESS IN
COMPANIES OF RECOGNIZED STAND
ING.
45T51

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gaaette, Tuesday, April 14, 1925.
-i—i jnin.i— —-------- - ■
- 1

Page Six

Summer Cottages and Board

THOMASTON
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot left Monday
on a two weeks trip to Washington.
D. C., and Richmond, Va
Paul iStevens who was occupying
the house recently sold by Mrs. H.
O. Pole is storing his household goods
and with his father will have rooms
in the Vinal block.
His house
keeper will take the children into ihe
country for the present.
Mrs Fannie Edgerton and Mrs. Ed
ward Ahearn went to Fairfield Satur
day to visit Mrs. George Patterson.
Mrs. John Creighton and Miss Rita
Smith are in Boston nnd vicinity for
a few days.
Charles McGinnis who has been in
town a few days returned to Boston
Saturday.
He plans lo spend bis
summer vacation in town as usual.
The officers of the Baptist Ladies
Circle call the attention of the mem
bers and friends to the supper at the
vestry Wednesday at 6 o'clock.
iOur state representative, Hollis
Gillchrest, has returned io town and
opened his place of business. *
Miss Burgess of Warren was the
guest of Miss Harriet Burgess Mon
day,
The sash ot one of the large win
dows in the Baptist church was ship
ped to Boston Monday to ^>e re
loaded.
The Junior Department of the Con
gregational Sunday school conducted
Easter services with the following
program: Easter Welcome song, by
chorus; reading of the Easter lesson.
Blanche Henry: recitation, Howard
Anderson; vocal duet, Dorothy Bren
nan and Barbara Elliot; dialogue,
‘The Easter Nurse," Evelyn Gleason,
Alice Felt, Donald Anderson, Eleanor
Morse, Barbara Elliot and Irene Han
ley; recitations, Myron Jones, Doug
las Anderson, Donald Anderson; pan
tomime, "What the Easter Lily told
the Bluebird," by the schoolFriday’s movies in Watte hall will
give picture patrons the privilege of
again meeting the Queen of the
Screen—Mary Pickford, this time in
"Tiss of the Storm Country," from
the novel by Grace Miller White.
One of the greatest screen gems,
with not an old scene in it. News
and Fables reel.
At the Easter sale at the Methodist
vestry Friday afternoon there will
be a great variety of useful and fan
cy articles, including towels, pillow
slips, aprons for all purposes and a
splendid variety of cooked food—
cakes, doughnuts, pastry, etc. In the
evening the illustrated lecture T'ron.
Ocean to Ocean Thro’ the 1’nited
States," will be given by the Rev. N.
F. Atwood—his personal experience.
Easter was observed by the Thom
aston churches much as usual. Con
siderable attention was given to the
decorations which were made up of
Easter lilies, jonquils and pottel
plants. The musical programs were
given careful attention at each
church and proved a strong attrac
tion. The pastors met the day with
able sermons and the people attended
in good numbers
At the Baptist
church an innovation was made by
bolding a prayer service at sunrise,
5.25 o'clock, at which 23 jiersons
gathered and were greatly refreshed
by the service.
At this church th"
evening service was along a new
line—called a fellowship service. A
leader in each of the church organ
izations called attention to the work
being done and gave welcome to new
members.
The hand of fellowship
was given to Pastor Kilbom and his
wife, after which the pastor wel
comed five to the membership of the
church.
The last act of a busy day
was the forming of a circle arour.d
the vestry, and with clasped hands
singing “Blessed be the Tie that
binds our hearts in Christian love."
With more than 100 forming the cir
cle it made a deep impression.
Adelbert R. Benner has been
awarded the contract for the Port
Clyde mail and stage route covering
Martinsville, Tenant’s Harbor, Long
Cove and St. George, and returning,
St. George. Elmore, Long Cove, Ten
ant's Harbor, Martinsville and El
more. The basis of the contract is
a 12 trip per week schedule, the rate
13.200 per year.

MARY PICKFORD
u

In Everybody’s Cohuna

Advertisements in this
IF YOU have a cottage to let or desire
summer boarders, advertise the fact ln this ceed ihrc- lip— ipser-ed
3
tinvss for 50 cents.
paper where thousands will read of It
cents each for one time,
FOR SALE—( amp all fiirnlshe I near Lily times. Six words make
unit.
t onhI have uae of land for gprdrs:.
if warned.
FRRI> C. ROBIN8OX, I’nlon
Lost and
St.. Rockport.
43-r.i

MESS

TESSOFTHESTORMCOUNTRY1

TO LET—For Ihe summer season, six room
otrage, all furnished at Chlckawaukle Lake,
Rockland.
MRS .IOIIN RAXLETT, Jtockville. Me
Tel 352-14
42-If

’ ■
. •
(From the novel bv Grace Miller White)

The Beautiful MARY PICKFORD as a Girl Again in Rags and
Tattera and Rubber Boots. With the Sunny Curls, Rougiah Smile
Quaint Impudence, of the Inimitable Tess. An Entirely New
Picture—As New As It Is Beautiful—So Gripping That It Hurtt
—So Superb That It Awes.

10 a Button: ♦ 132 a Rip

WANTED—Assistant salesman for Rockland
and vicinity.
L. B BERRY, National Cash
Register Co., care Thorndike Hotel, giving
telephone number.___________ ,___
4.5*47
it a nee fifbu^
WA N T E D—I/oeal and long di sta
bids, <U<%r
ture moving: trucking of all kinds,
niglit.
Prices rea onahle.
lExpeSenced
furniture handlers, 1.. 'MUTH AlSJD V’”“
BUR
Tel, ftlft.______________________ 45-4T
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OUR eyes tell you when trousers are stylish. You
can feel with your hands that the material is right.

: : NEXT WEEK : :
FRED TOMPSON

Y

—IN—

“THE SILENT STRANGER”

GOLDBERG INDICTED
Manslaughter Among the
Charges Against Former I
j
Rockland Man In Boston. I
David Goldberg of Boston, former
ly of thus city, who was arrested
March 9. following an automobile
accident In Weston the night before.
in which Fannie and Bessie Rutman, |
sisters, of Revere, were killed, was
indicted Friday by the Middlesex
County Grand Jury.
In four indictments Goldberg, and,
another referred to as "John Doe,”|
are charged with two counts of man
slaughter, illegal transportation of
liquor, operating recklessly, operatIng while under the influence of li-

ROCKPORT
Mrs. L P. True of Hope was the
recent gueet of her sinter, Mre. Min
nie Piper.
Earl Dunton has returned from
New York where he has been spending several weeks.
Miss Margaret Orbeton of Camden
was the guest of Mrs. Nancy J.
Tribou recently.
Alts*. Wesley Thurston spent Sunday with Mr and Mr, Herbert Mann
jn Rockland.
Capt, Huse Richards has gone to
New York to take command of his
barge
Mrs. Adella Coding returned Mon
day to Hope, after spending several
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Nellie
Wilkins.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
relebrated

Lee's

surren(fcr

j.>ld..iy

Try them on and the matter of fit is settled. But how
are you going to know whether they are made to give
real wear ?
Answer: Pick out a pair of Dutchess Trousers. Look
inside of them on the left rear pocket. Sewn there you
will find a warranty label guaranteeing the payment of
"10c a ^Button; $1.00 a Rip”
This means just what it says—no argument, no “red
tape.’1 We pay you if buttons come off. BV pay you
for a rip or give you a new pair of trousers.
Fair enough? Por more than a generation the manu
facturers of Dutchess Trousers have stood hack of this
famous warranty.

Dutchess Trousers hare to he right in wear and they
are just as right in style, in materials, in price—the kind
of garments that are four-square with our policy of pro
viding the men of this vicinity with clothes that satisfy.

quor, operating so as to endanger; evening Meeting was called to orlicense, and with de”'by' the President" Mrs?* Minnie
operating Without a license.
You will find here just the trousers you want for dress,
knowingly going away without mak Wellman. America was sung and the
for work, for play—and be sure to look at the left rear
ing themselves known after causing flag salute given. The program was
injury to Bessie and Fannif Rut- j
in charge of the Patriotic Instructor.
pocket.
man.
Mrs. Vellie Simmons, and included a
According to the authorities, Gold
reading by Mrs. Nellie. Wilkins,
berg, the man referred to as "John
vocal solo. H. Heistad, Jesse Handy,
Doe,” the Rutman sisters, and Miss accompanist.
Dr. C. W. Steward
Ida Goldstein, of Boston, drove out
read "The War Sixty Years Ago,"
to Mansion Inn. Wayland, on the
recitation, Mrs. Vena Hammond,
night of March 8 They were return
recitation Lawrence Snow, vocal
CAMDEN, MAINE
ing. about 1 a, m. at express-train
duet, Miss Blanche Cody and Mrs,
speed, when the machine hit a tree
Freda
Simmons,
Mrs.
Florence
officials claim.
, Knight accompanist
piano solo.Fannie Rutman was dead in the| r, "
, ____ •
,
.,,,
...
,
,
Raymond Snow, piano solo, Jesse
middle of the road when picked tip,,,
,
<
. ..
v*
Hand>' Remarks by Adj. Ph IR,rick
by other autoists. Bessie Rutman,
. ..... .. .
died on the way to the hospital. Ida
^.bhy Post, Rock and and
Goldstein
sustained a fracturedI Comrade William Snowdeai. After,
skull and other injuries.
I the program a campfire Was enjoyed
Goldberg was arrested sornT hours
the dining hall. The occamon was
later in a Boston hotel. The other' a very pleasant one. •
I’.laekingt.m were held from the home
town of this size. Solos were en
WARREN
man has not been apprehended.
the meeting of the Mah Jong joyed by Mrs. Berfha Thurston,
ut Vaughn’s Neck ^londoy afternoon
Clarence
Russel!
lias
been
employed
1 Club, which was held Wednesday
Tiie great number of those who are
Miss Avis Cox and II. Heistad. T*he
evening of last week at the home of recitations and singing by lh< as a sjKire weaver at th" woolen mill ill from grippe colds here caused the
EMPIRE THEATRE
the past week.
Miss Marion Weidman, a utility
postponement of the Easter concert
Neal Gr.rv
so nt two days in town.
1 ,
.
,
. „ „ i„„
“Urwnarried Wives,” featuring Mil- ' shower was given Mrs. Veda McKen younger pupils of the Sunday School
'
,,
at the Baptist church Sunday evening,
.were
exceptionally
good.
Rev.
J.
N
ttn?: week visiting his i«uent«, Mr.
dred Harris, is a picture that has a ney Brown, who received many nice
4*almer,
pastor
of
the
church,
made
and Mrs. A. P. Giay. while covering ‘
modern love story and will appeal to gifts. Refreshments were served.
losing remarks appropriate to the
Know the tremendous pulling power
all lovers of good films. In con
The officers of Harbor Light ccasloh. They were assisted in the this vicinity as salesman for the of Courier-Gazette ads
National Biscuit Ca.
junction with the feature picture ' chapter, O. E. S.. will have a prao
Mrs. Harlow Drown has been ill
there is “Galloping Hoofs" and Pathe tipe me,Lting at the Masonic hall this chorut by members of the Baptist
'J^unday Schoo', and choir.
with a severe gripiie cold.
NOTICE
News.
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Mrs.
Charles
ftrotton
was
the
The New England Telephone and Tele
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Percy motored
A double feature program will preMiss Susie Buckminster returned guest of her -on Sturgis Grotton' in
graph Company respectfully petitions th
to Portland Saturday and were ac Board of Abler men of the City of Rockland
vail Wednesday and Thursday of this Sunday from the Knox Hospital
companied by Mrs. K.
Overlook for a location for its poles and wires thereon
week.
Richard Barthelmess will be Rockland, where she had a success- Rtjekland Sunday.
Miss
Catharine
Robarls
is
recov

who goes on to M isnachueeKs where and the necessary supporting and strength
seen in one of his newest pictures, i fu, operation upon her throat.
fixtures and wires, in ^he following
ering
from
her
recent
Illness.
che will visit w,;h her daughter. Mrs. tning
The Bond Boy," adapted by Charles! Mr an(J Mr(f Q Lester Hale tennamed streets and highways of said city
Forrest T. Dangs in Boston and with
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
E. W hittaker, taken from the story ; dered a banquet last Friday evening
Mrs. Mark Ingraham
Dr. and Mi'S. A. II. St. Clair Chase one cross arm at the top of all the above
by George Washington Ogden. The j ,o tbe H g Boyg. and Glrls. Basket
poles for telephone, fire alarm and police
other feature is "Let Women Alone.", ba„ teams at -Green Gables.” InAfter an Illness of several months, In Newton Center fur a few weeks.
s4gnal wires, owned by the city and used for
Earl Sheldon is having a vacation municipal purposes
featuring Pat O Malley. Wanda-Haw- I cjuded jn the party were Miss Avis Mrs. Maranda R. Ingraham, wife of
Said poles to be
ley and Wallace Beery. This is an I
aPd
Virginia Bean, teach .Mark Ingraham, pasaed away Sat- front his werk at Warren Garago. erected nnder the supervision of such officers
as
said
eity
may
designate.
Mks3 Ida Steven- who has been
amusing nnd fast moving comedy efs jn ,be nigh School. After the Jurday afternoon at her home on
Following arc the streets and highways
drama with the adventures of a "go- ! banquet principal Hale presented West street. She was born in Wes very Hl. 1s inyu nving slowly at the I above referred to:
Due (1) pole on Lindsey street from Main
getter" insurance agent, his energetic ' [he bf>ys wjth ,he High gchool let- ley, Maine, June 23, iggi. For many home of her -ister, Mr.-'. Raymond
to Union Street
mother and a capable Interior decoand ,hey gaye bjm „ wry hand. years Mr. and Mrs. Ingraham lived Watts, in Re. kland.
Relocation: One (1) pole on Lindsey Street
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist from
If you’ve read the book "Pride of rator—n woman.—adv.
Ma IA to Union Street.
some Masonic ring. Games and ln Mapleton. Since moving here a
church
will
meet
Thursday
afternoon
Paloinlar,” see it on the screen at
Date
April 7, 1925
few
years
ago.
Mrs.
Ingraham
has
music were enjoyed during the even
in the Montgomery r >ms. The usual NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AlND TELE
Watts hall, Tuesday evening.
endeared
herself
to
many
in
the
GRAPH COMPANY
themselves in this club.
A speaker ing.
44-45
6 o’clock public supper will lie served.
The Tag Day which was held In community. She was a neighbor kind
D. K Small.
from out-of-town is expected to be
"Sowing" is tiie appropriate subject
Division Plant Superintendent.
and
true,
ever
willing
to
lend
a
help

connection with the Methodist cam
Coming Tuesday night at Watts present to give an address and help paign added $25 to the treasury. ing hand wherever needed. She for consideration at the Wednesday
in organizing.
hall “Pride of Palomar.” ‘‘His Hid
was a devoted wife and mother, and evening service of the Baptist church. City of Rockland. Maine.
Thursday at Town hall picture Ruth Miller was captain of the girls'
In City .Council,
Mr. and .Mrs. Charles Wentworth
den Purpose" and regular Fables
faithful to every station in life. Be
team.
Maxine
Spofford
secured
the
Date April 9th, 1925.
Comedy.
Our pictures speak for goers will renew acquaintance ol largest amount and Doris Wellman sides her husband she leaves two and daughter Florence of Rockland
Upon the foregoing petition, it Is ordered
themselves. If they don’t, tell us; if “The World’s Sweetheart.." Mary the second. Others on the team were daughters who have tenderly minis were recent callers on Rev. -and Mrs. that notice thereof he given by publishing a
Pickford in' "Tess of the Storm
copy of said petition and this order thereon in
they do, tell your friends.
44-45
tered to her in her illness—Mr*. H. M. Purrlngton.
Country"—a superb screen gem Beatrice Graffam. Mary Veazie. AuW. F. Partridge caught a smelt of The Courier-Gazette a newspaper printed in.
with not an old scene in it. The gusta Noyes, Lois Burns. Florence 'Chester P. Wentworth of Rockport unusual size while fishing Thursday the City of /Rockland, Maine, and »that a
hearing thereon he given at the City Coun
UNION
News and Fables will be found more j Wentworth. Beverly Wellman, Kuth and Mrs. Mark Wadsyorth of Cari night—11 >2 inches long'; weight 7 cil Room, City Building, on the fourth day of
Knowles. Clarence Collamore was bou. She is also survived by two ounces.
Last Friday evening Miss Harriet interesting than usual
April at 8.00 o'clock p. -on, at which time
and place residents and owners of property
________________ _____
.. captain of the boys’ team and se- oisters. Mrs. C. A. Messer of Port
Stewart entertained a party
of
Donald
Mathews
of
Somerville.
upon the highways to be affected by the
1 cured the largest sum, Ernest land und Mrs. Ernst Benninghoven Maas., was an over-night guest of granting
friends al her home where a very en
of the permit applied for, and all
Crockett second, others on the team of Skylalld, Calif. She was a mem hbf parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. V. other persons Interested, sjjall have full op
joyable evening was spent with mu
ber
of
the
Baptist
church
in
Maple

poitunity
to show cause why such permit
were
Vere
Crockett,
Maurice
Miller
sic and games.
Mathews, Saturday making the re
Aubrey Wentworth, Kenneth Want- ton. and took an active part in the turn trip in his Ford sedan which lie should not be granted, the last pirblicati ui
Grass tires still keep the chemical
Regular Business Meeting will be
of
said
notice
to he st least fourteen (14)
work of the church Funeral serv
worth, FJdgar Knowles,
busy and the property owners
days before said hearing
held at
ices will be held this afternoon at 2 had stored at home through the win
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mervyn
Bird
motor

A
true
»op>
of
petition, and notice thereon
terror.
ter. •
Attest:
E. R KEENE.
TOWN HALL
ed from Belfast Saturday and were o’clock at her kite residence Rev.
Mrs. Herbert Grinnell entertained
Funeral services for Mrs. Marietta
45It
< Hy Clerk.
: guests of Mrs. Bird’s mother. Mrs J. N. Palmer officiating. Interment
friends Saturday evening in honor of
Head-of-the-Bay
in
West
Rockport.
Minnie
Piper.
Mrs.
Bird
will
spend
Miss Harriet Stewart, who will soon
j the week in town.
return to her school in 'Massachu
(^Pa r k (“^Pollard Co.
CAMDEN
Easter exercises were held Sunday
setts.
at 7:00 o'clock
Mrs Annie Fossett gave a utility
noon at the Baptist church by the
The Past Nfshle Grands Associa
shower Tuesday evening to Mr. and
Every member urged to be present ■ members of the Sunday School under tion qf Knox County will meet at
j the direction of the superintendent Odd Fellows hall, Rockland, Wednes
Mrs. Alvah B. Ames. The house was
J. A. COLLINS,
Mias Helene Dunbar- The church day, with a box lunch at 6 o'clock.
filled with guests who heartily en
Secretary
Zelma M- Dwlnal has returned
was simply hut effectively decorated
joyed the evening.
Many pretty
46
, with Easter lilies and those who took from Augusta where he has been
useful and valuable gifts were r?
part in the program were: Arlene ser’vinK ae representative in the Leg
ceived.
Delicious refreshments were
Ingraham, Feme Whitney, Thall* islature.
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Fossett are
COrrBiGHT. I*a». -v »"»
a. r-XlABB CO_
iMr. and Alts. George W. Bacon ol
Spear, Cora Whitney. Edith Walt,
ideal hosts.
A real chick starter
i Singing was enjoyed by the younger Somerville, Mass., have been guests
Seven Tree Grange will serve a
J pupils. Mrs. Mabel Crone at the ’of Mrs. Bacon's parents, Mr- ajtd
public supper at the Grange dining
j piano. A reading was given by Mrs. Wallace E. Easton.
room on Wednesday at « o’clock
‘ Miss Dunbar. Exercise around tlu : itr. and Mrs- Charles T. Svfan have
The Grange some time In June will
WATTS HALL
1SJOTHING grows into money so fast as
i cross by Louise Peters; Helen Cross returned f.otn St. Petersburg. Fla.,
have reached its 50th milestone and
THOMASTON
, Evelyn Jenkins, Eleandr Carleton .where they have been spending the
Is planning a big celebration wlih
AT chickens.
When new hatched, they cost
Carolyn Graffam. Others who took wlrtter.
special music und speakers from
Benefit
a
few
cents
each
but
the early pullets when ma
t
Emily
Louise,
year-old
daughter
of
I
part
were
Elizabeth
Heietad
and
away. At this time It is planned to
School Building Fund
Edith Riley. The Self Denial boxes ‘Eviehett J. ahd Cora M. Sinapius of
event a fine large flag and staff and
tured
and
laying
are
paying
handsome dividends
i were brought in at the close of the 'Saugus, Maas, died of pneumonia
present to the town in honor of Ihe
on a value of $10.00 each.
Now “Don’t lose
Sunday at the home of William
exercises.
the proceeds front this supper will go
them.”
Save them all by feeding Baby Bus
A fine Easter concert was given at '^Huntley. 135 Washington street
toward the flag.
On Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
the Methodist church Sunday even 'Wnfere they have been guests the past
ter and Bonnie Booster Chick Feed.
all the ladies of tiie community are
j ing which was enjoyed by a large two weeks.
Invitations
are
issued
for
luncheon
audience. Tiie Church decorations
invited to meet in the vestry of the
Baby Buster is a hard grain chick feed contain
Tickets on sale Monday, l were
very elaborate and attractive gind auction at Green Gables,
Congregational church for the pur
ing
dried
fish, and Bonnie Booster is a soft grain
:23
the
hostesses
being
Mrs.
I
’
.
J.
pose of organizing a Wohian’s Club
and reflect credit upon Mre. Ernest
April 20, at McDonald's.
food containing dried buttermilk. Both fish and but
Torrey, ’who had them in charge Good. Mrs. John G. Hutchins, Mrs.
Which "w ill have for its object any
termilk are high in vitamine content, and essential to
The color scheme was purple and Stephen G, Hitterlipsh. Mrs. Na
and all kinds of community improve
white and an abundance of Easter thaniel Talbot, Mrs. Fred T. Simpment work in which It can help, and
the chickens’ thrift^and growth.
lion
and
Mt'S.
Leo
F.
-Strong.
lilies were effectively used. In the
also to take up special study in good
We are sharing our advertising expense with our customers.
Easter
Sunday
Was
observed
at
center of the platform was a larfce
citizenship and along other educa
You will find your share in each bag.
Look for the coupons.
illuminated cross. The lighting win all -the churches. The Knights Tem
tional lines—H real Woman’s Chili to
done by Capt. Emeet Torrey* and plars attended In a body the morn
be affiliated with other women’s dubs
BUY THEM OF.
W. P. STRONG
added much to the platform decora ing uervioe at Chestnut street Bap
in the State.
This should have the
tions. A chorus of forty voices un tist church.
loyal support of every woman in the
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
der tiie direction of Mrs. W. L.
community and it is hoped that all
WALL PAPER
Ballard with Miss Mattle Russell at,
of them will rally to Its support and
46 PARK STR5ET.
- TELEPHONE 800
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
* A. C. MOORE
the organ rendered the selection* In
try to make It a worth while organi
SUPPLIES
a most creditable manner. In tact
zation.
The girl* of the junior and
Piano Tuner
it would be difficult to find a chorus
THOMASTON, MAINE
senior classes of the High School aie
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
i of stronger and better voices in r
TuAS-tt
also Invited to come und interest

HASKELL & CORTHELL

BAY VIEW SOCIETY

Friday Ev’g, April 17

ONNIE BOOSTER
CHICK FEED

MINSTRELS

APRIL 21-22

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Wanted

WANTED—Girl for general housework, »>ne
•who can cook.
MRS MARY BURKETT. 7",
Kioad St. Tel. i.«9-’M
45-tf

\

Look at the left rear pocket

Call nt
44 46

Eggs and Chicks

Admission............ 15c and 35c

GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., APRIL 18

Found

FOUND—Masonic watch charm
THE t'Ul’RlKR CAZBTTK.

"WANTED— Man to drive team, steady jolt.
Apply io person to C. F. PRESCOTT, 12
Prescott St.____________ * ____________

FABLES
•, . < COMEDY
, „ ,A

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRL, APR. 17

10 -cents for

SUMMER BOARDERS—ArcmninodalIons for
eight. Sir shore privilege Pi I'lisllltlt.
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas
ton. Me
4" 'f

Not An Old Scene in the Whole Film

PATHE NEWS

column not to tzo-"
** —•*
Additional Unea S

FOR SALE—R. I. RED CHICKENS. will
hatch April 22.
TRI'JIAX RAWVEK.
Thomaston.
Tel 114-3.
______4.-4*
JEGGS AND CHICKS Birred
Plymouth
Rock haky chicks and hatching eges mr sa'c.
From'’ trip-nested slock
K. A. WOTTON*.
173 Rankin Si.
44 41.
FOR iALE—-Second-hano empty Rendell AWhitney egg cases at a bargain
PERRY’S

MAJtKEf*

WANTED—Woman wants work by hour.
Price right Addr«s»_7 (MYRTLE ST.
44*4tl
WANTED—Young man desires board und
room In private family, centrally located.
CALL 618-W.
_______ 44-46
WANTED—Young woman wishes table wont
in a HotVl or a Bakery.
BEATRICE PARSOWS, It No. 2. Warren. Me.
42*46
WANTED— Young man, invalid, wants
hoard, room and some care
Write “B. It ” '
care of Courier-.Gazette office.
43*4>
WANTED Awning maker at once. Apply
ROCKLAND AWNTNG CO, l> O. Box 441.
43*
Rockland.
WANTED—Plain sewing, hemstitching, embroidery and mending. MISS LOTTIE AKIN*
NER. 97 Limt rock St Tel 786-W
43-48
:------- -- —--------------- ;
WANTED—Al all times Sliaray eats ahd
„TEI- 352 H'
42 f
JOHN R. RAXLETT, Rockville, Me.

See -;r
FOR SALE Two good hen houses
telephone RALPH I’ <’LARK at (’.regory’s
43-45 I
-------- i------------------ —
|
EGGS FOR HATCHING M ihe Angleifp
Farm t'-nlun
R. I Rub. Aaennaa. M'.-|
iwe»s, Wldft Leghems. Wjandoll.-.. »l b'l'!
15 eaev; J-lsht Brahman from p-'ze pen, $2 I
.... ,........... zL 4J
If IV
---------------------------------------------—
S Ull
ROBIN
for 13- eggs; al«o duck
eggs.
WANTED—Position as houaekeeper In wid
43 4 5 ower’s home
SON. Mgr.
Tel Union 9-5.___
State wages ami all partic
Pinecrest’"orchard strain s—c. ulars in first letter. P. 0. BOX .'2, Camden^
RED Baby Chicks and hatching eggs from Me___________________________ 42*44
high producing stock, raised on free range,
WANTED—Kitchen girl at the WINDSOR
milk fed, good color and type
State ac HOUSE, Myrtle St
16 tf
credited. - May prices, chicks $20; hundred
WANTED—Will ail persons having In riieir
eggs $8TH>.
SIMMNG BROOK POULRK5
FARM. Waldoboro. Me.
43.-48 possession pieces of the1 inside finish of the
Knox Mansion—moulding, cornice, pilasters,
R lT etc, or any other details of finish -kindly
FOR SALE—Two (ood hen houses
4l-tf communicate with the St’ERETARY GKNTel 816-lt
CLARK, 386 Broulatay.
BABY CHICKS 8 (' R. 1 HKDS from KNOX PHAPTEK, D A. R., Thomaston, Me
heavy laying strain.
April. 22c each, Mnv It is desired to exumine these details with
view to the architect’s exact repr<Kiuctlou of
nnd June fOc
Hanhing eggs
per l»»M
them iu the proposed Knox Memorial. ^iMf
BERTHA TEAtrUE, Warren, Me_______ >»
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
BABY CHIX—Wylile'a S.
It. lia raised
Must he first class 'condition and
on free range, trap nested and bred for type 12 feet
and color.
St die accredited for white diarr cheap. JOHN O. STEVENS, Burpee Furni
ture
Co.
,
R ock 1 an tL_________________ 22Hf '
hoea.
ITlce May 22 cents each, June 2rt
cents each, i>«upald
Safe arrival guaran
teed.
F H WYLLLE. Tlioinaston. Me. Ht.
For Sale
1.
Tel 189-6.
..........
38 79
FOR SALE—In Thomaston
The Mrs. S.
HATCHING EGGS—White Leghorn, large W. 'Master 7-room house on Fluker street
size Barron Strain, egg machines
$5 i>er K U. COLLr.NS, Real Estate Agency, 3.'$,
100; also geese eggs, 75c for 5.
EDWARD Main tr««T. Rockland.
T-bpiione 77.
BLOM. Ash Point.
37*45
,
FOR SALE New and second hand National
| cash registers
L. B BERRY, Room 18, AuBABY CHICKS
j g ist.i Trust Bldg., Augusta, Me.
45*47 ‘
Pure bred, inspected and culled
FOR SALE—Five rooms, newly paj>ered and.
50
26
Varieties
IM i painu-'l. with hath, hot and cold water. Call
..$4 75 $8 7r O« 'll ' al I XIHITII MJUN ST. Tel. Tiill
Rhode Island Reds
47-17
16.00
.. 4.50
85
Barred Rocks ....
FOR SALE—House with barn and IP acres
14.00
4 00
Wh . Brn., B’ff L’gh’ns
9.:
18 00 land; two double houses, one sold cheap;
.00
White Wyandotes
Get catalog.
Prices on 500 and 1 >00 lots, two sevei-rnvm houses; house with im
postpaid.
Consult us before ordering else provements, barn and land. ✓ ANNIE F.
H^HN. 67 Rankin Ht.
45*17
where.
H. H. STOVER & CO ,
FOR SALE—Good two-horse lumber wagon
1169 Forest Ave, Portland
with one 12-ft. and one 20-ft. body. Also good
34-69 set double harness
F B HEMENWAY,
Kaler’s Corner, Waldoboro, Me.
44*45

To Let
TO LET—Furnished rooms at 38 HOLMES
STRUCT
.
45*47
TO LET—Light lnmsekeeping apartment u
the .Laurie Annex. . , Apply at the COPPER
KRTTLtf
•
45-17
TO "LET—4-room fiat, unfurnished and 2
rooms • fifrnlsited for light housekeeping. D»
Hummer- Street, also 2-car garage.
Apply
GHIE’S GIFT SHOP
43*4.•
TO LET—Furnished restaurant at 101 Till
son Ate. Rent reasonable
Apply to E. W
MURPHY, rear 101 Tillson Ave
43** 15
TO LET—Light housekeeping apartment.
MRS. MINNIE MILES, 31 Ocean St
T 1
618-W
43-45
TO LET—Furnished apartment.
14 M\
IJ •
SONIC ST
TO LET—Room for light housekeeping.
modern convenietx'es.
Apply at 12 ELM ST
41 sf
DR &KUTHR.
TO LET—Furnished room.
38 Sunoner St.
37-tf

TO LET—Rooms with bath at 14 MA V
SONIC ST.
36-tf
TO LET—Office, steam heated.
VESPER A. LEACH

Inquire of
33 tf

TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
all modern conveniences. P. L. HAVENER
TeL 792-R.
146 tf

Miscellaneous
CRIMSON RAMBLER ROSE BUSHES.
years old $1 each ; snow ball hydrangeas,
•
each; mixed phlox, field grown 25c ea-.li
C. M. THOMAS, Maverick S«|.
Tel. 225-M
45-17
EARN MONEY weekly spare time, home
addressing, mailing, nuisi^ circulars.
MAN
HATTAN MUSIC CO.. 1367 Broadway. New
York.
45-47

I DO ANYTHING kt the cleaning line
Offices, windows, barns, carpets, cellars and
garages
ARTHUR SULLIVAN, 24 Holmes
St
Tel. 833-J.
45*47
ORDER YOUR 8TRAWBERRY7~RtrUBM^B
and horse radish plants now.
GLEXCOVE
STRAWBERRY NURSERrFS, R. I) . Rock
land
45-tf
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING
For
sueft work phone 849-M or call at 16 Pleasant
street, Rockland C C. JOHNSTON.
45*56
A GREAT THING on the market
The La
dles Toilet Tablet-to Jake off superfluous hair
from the face
Sold by A VESTA FLINT
32 School St.. Clty.^ Tel.
356-M
______________
43-4 5
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of de
posit book numbered 26250 and the owner of
said book asks for duplicate In accordance
with the provision of the State Law.
ROCK
LAND SAVIMGS BANK, by A B Black
Ington, Asst. Tress.
Rockland, Maine, March
31, 1925
39*T 45
IF MARGARET L. McFARLAND, known
as Margaret L Wellman of Rocktuirt, Malm,
will correspond with her father. Charles F
McFarland, watchman of the Standard Oh
C.o of 194 Freeport St , Dorchester. Mass., it
wlU he tb her advantage
43-48

FOR SALE—Farm situated at foot of
Coleman’s Pond. Lincolnville, around 100
acres land, well timbered.
Cuts about 1^
tons hav. 9 acres cleared blueber-v land, l’_»
story house, sited and barn.
Inquire at 10
HEA ST. Camden
Tel. 194-5.
44*1»

FOR SALE—1200 lobster sills. 1000 cross
sills and 400 pot limbs—spruce, cut this win
ter.
II. B. SHAW?" Thomaston.
Tel.
157-12.________________________
44*19

FOR SALE—Raspberry plants, extra fine
bit .lies.
OVERNBKS SARKESIAN. L57 Mid
dle 8t
Tel 568-W
43 48
FOR SALE—Cows, all straigiit and good.
W. .1 BRYANT. Union. Maine.
43*>5
FOR SALE Studebaker 1923 model live
passenger touring for sale
Cheap for cash.
Enquire of A. L WRIGHT, at A A P. Store,
at Brook.
43-45

FOR SALE—llandturned coffee mill ; also
2 swarms of lees
YOUNG’S FISH MAR
KET, 237 Main Street.
,
41-’f
FOR SALE—Bo'ls’ <iray Ktycher suit, size
15 years.
Good as new; sell rvaaonable.
Call 65 PLEASANT ST, or Telephone 7tt8 li
I____________
43-n
__________________
FOR SALE—5 acres of land with blue
berry patch and small wood; also liourse,
sled, jigger and wood wagon.
MRS. M.UIY
CLOUGH. Bee4-h St . Rockport
43*45
FOR SALE—7-room honse; fire place,
piazza, city water, large bam, 2 hen pe*i.t,
14 acre land—near town at 72 Beechwoods
St
Apply at ?y BEBCBWOODS St.. Thom
aston._______ __________________
43*45
FOR SALE—3 blueberry farms in <tty; very
handy to trains and boats.
BOX 227, City
42 tf
FOR SALE—45 houses, prices $1,550 to
$16,000.
We also have many go:xl trades in
single, 2-famiIy, 3 and 6-flat houses, busi
ness, gaiages and Investment property in
Portland
BOX 227, City
42 If
FOR SALE—Large barn to lie torn down.
In •! ire of L S. HENDERSO.N, 07 Camden
Sv. Vii 165-M.
10 if
FOR SALE—(’ut flowers, hardy plants,
bulbs, hardy liilles, floral sprays, pillows,
wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
where In Knox County. CLARK'S FLOWER
SHOP, 382 Main St opposite Thorndjke Ho
tel. Rockland
Tel^lOSC-W.
38-tf
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms.
2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
improvement; one of the best locations in
the city: in first class condition throughout;
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
Rockland, He
30-tf

2S|_

ALE—Farm
Fa
FOR SALE
near Rockland, In good
cultivation, real money maker.
L
F.
CIUSE. 45 Middle St.
Tel 665-2
35 tf
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street;
House an,l % acre of land. 186 Camden Ht,
Rockland; 5’^ acre field directly across the
street from 186 Camden street running
through to Waldo Avenue. Nic<f house Jots in
both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
Camden._____________ 28-tf

FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
CHASE, 4.5 Middle, street. Tel. 665-2
__________________ 23-tf
WOOD, LUMBER, delivered in Rockland.
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music
Thomaston, Camden, Rockport.
Dry fitted
While thev last
$15; green $14; fitted limbs $12; 4-ft. wood rolls, wide range of choice.
$1«
T J. CARROLL, P. O. Thomaston. Tel only 25 cents each V. F STUDLEY, ING.,
^9-tr
263-21 Rockland
43-tf Music Department.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 9
NOTICE—As my wife Alice Hilt has left
Apply to MRS. F. H. SANBORN,
my bed and board without just cause, I shall Lisle St.
Tel 903-W.
5-tf
pay no,further hills contracted bv her to 80 Pleaannt St.
me. - CLARENCE E. HILT, Union, April 5.
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt
IMS._______________________________ 43*45 Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights
AR
LADI£9*-Reltabie stock of Hair goods *at THUR L. ORNE. 417 Main St.. Rockland.
the
Rockland
Hair
orders
"•aSc?ted."
“ Store,
HJ5LIN336C.Main
RHODES Iftli
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
1-tf
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
CONTRACTORS AND ARCHITECTS^? garden.
New grocery business well stocks*
tentloi): jWe can Jurnisli wash sand, grkvel, M. G <iURNEY.
Camden_ 37-tf
stone, jigd roofing pebbles in any quantity
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
at reasonable rates.
Let us bid on you:
Island.)
6
rooms,
oak
finish,
well-built
; sightly
next Job. r 'BOX 227, City___________ 42 tf
location close by shore.
Garage and out
BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—Seven passenger; buildings, water ln house
Acre and half
fine eondiffon, new tires last fall
Can be of lardr Fine place fot summer home. ▲<
seek at ARTHUR L. PERRY S, Warren. Me a bargain.
Address DR. 1. B GAGE, At
Tel 174-42;
87*tf
__________ 38*13 lantic Me
RIVER—Submarine work of all kinds
FOR SALE
wharfs-and piling special
Prices or terms
REAL BARGAINS IN THOMASTON
on request,
P. A WOOD,
‘
South Brewer,
1. THE NEWHALL PLACB—W-acre fl«ld
Me
Tel. 3299-R.
t0**51 35-acre woodlot.
Buildings in excellent re
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. pair.
2.
THE
WHITNEY
FARM. Beerhwoods
vPainting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
Large farm buildings
Tel. 338-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD ST Street. 96 acres.
3. THE
39-IfWOODCOCK HOUSE on Main Kt.
Fine location.
PIANO LESSO NS—Teai •her
of
piano.
4. BUNKER BLACKSMITH SHOP. Green
MBS All(T. FI LLER. 25 Lindon SI.
T-l street-would make a good garage.
IM'l_________
37-4H
5. FLINT FARM. 12 acres.
6. 6-ROOM HOUSE on Beediwoods Street
TRUCKIMU. MOVING ANO
tHKANDR
^omPUY. lr.«'«,“VWher..
C. O BAR S;„, SMALL „HOME
R A „.at Oyster River, on
^-3—.—
■ i,
------------------ St.. Thomaston
1\1. 36-P.
45-lf
LET ME QUOTE PRICES JO YOU on lihimond Tltva and Tuhea, Wnd Chains and
Used Cars
Spark Phizs; also fire used cars from ZR.'i
up o $300.
JOSEPH E. CLOVOII, 174
FORD TON TRUCK. 1911—For sale reaPleasant St.. Rovktand_____________
H lf
44*46
bAtlhra HEMSTITCHING, picot^dge SOnoble.___ 173 J*LEAKANT KT.
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOV
DODGE RUNABOUT for sa’e, ■: bargain if
MAM MORSE. >5( Malo St. Tel. 80R-M
sold at once.
12 GREIuN .ST., Thomadmi.
»
.'.jf _________________________ 14f
43*43
‘ SNOWMAN. TEL. «72-R doe. all Unde ..I
DODGE BUSINESsVEOAN—A l randlllon.
Trucking and Moving.
u’tf Apply at 202 MA1J, ST.
umj

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND’S EASTER

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by null or telephone will be gladly received
TELCPHONE ........................................ 771

\Jfra Henry A. Jtucter and son Wil
liam O. Rueter of Boston are guests
for a few days of Mrs. E. K. Glover,
Masonic street.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah F. Staples of
Boston were guests over Easter of
their daughter, Mrs. Avnughn F.
Antes.

Class 29 of the Methodist Sunday '
Behtxd will have a picnic tjupper anti
entertainment, ln the evening Wed- |
nesday. There will be work on com- '
forters.

The Ixmdop address of Mrs.. Jennie
C. Butler, which lias been Willough
by Road, Hampstead, has Iteen
changed to 8 Woodfield Road, Ealing
Wi5, London,
8

Clyde Bagley of the Bagley Jewel
ry Store, and Mrs. Bagley, accom
panied by Miss Grace Blanchard and
Irving Blanchard, alt. of Lewiston,
tvere guests of Miss Helen Sprague
Sunday.

There will be a circle supper at the
Universalist vestry Wednesday. The
housekeepers are Mrs. Nettie Stew
art, Mrs. Hottie Prescott, Mrs. Geor
gia Cross, Mrs. Hlsa Moody, Mrs.
Helena Roberts. Mrs. Delia Cross,
Mrs. Mabel Stevens, Miss Theresa
Smith, Mrs. Gladys Orff, Mrs. McMil
lan, Mrs. Bessie Robbins and Mrs.
Ethel Campbell. Supper at 6.30.

Misses and Children’s

COATS
Coats for the Kiddies and the Miss, made in the
newest styles and colors, plain and fur trimmed,
in two year to 16 year sizes. A big assortment to
choose from. Prices range from $5.00 to $22.50.

Mrs. N. Cook Sholes arrived Satur
day from Utica, N. Y„ *on her way 1
to Vinalhaven where she will spend
the summer.

Mr. and Mrs S. A. Burpee have
Assistant Postmaster Henry C.
moved back to their Beech street Chatto is having his annual wrestle
home, after spending the winte# at : with grippe.
“The Laurie.”
_
William Flanagan of the New Eng
Cards received from Rome from land telephone staff was home to
Mrs. Lillian 11. Mlortland state that spend Easter.
she was leaving that-city on March
25 tot a four-day automobile trip,
Mrs. Harry Berman is on a visit to
ending at Florence, where she will her former Bangor home.
remain a month, proceeding thence to
the Riviera. Her address is . care i
The dancing party of Thursday
of Bankers Trust Co, 5 Place Ven- , night at the Country Club will be
dome, Paris, Frances
under the chairmanship of Mrs.
George B. Wood. Novelty dunces
Mrs. A. D. Morey and daughter and several pleasant surprises will
Marguerite left Saturday for a shoyt he in order.
visit with Mrs. Morey's sister, Mrs.
H. B. Tyler in Cambridge, Mass. Mr.
Miss Eleanor Smfcv entertained
Morey, who has been spending a few j Thursday night at her Talbot ave
days with his family, left for Castine. ? nue home in honor of Misses Mary
Wasgatt and Dorothy Snow ot this
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Powell were 1 city and Miss Irene Murray of Ban
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Munro ’ gor.
■«.
*
Saturday while on their way to their |
home in 'South Hope after spending
Mrs. James Doherty returned on
the winter |n Florida.
the late train Saturday from a
week’s stay in Falmouth Foreside
The Congregational Woman’s Asso- - with Mrs. H. B. MacGunnigle.forelation will held its mouthy mission- | merly of Thomaston.
ary meeting at 3 p. m Wednesday at
the home of Miss Caro Littlefield, 95
Miss Shirley Doherty opens her
Limerock street.
school this Monday morning at
Clark Island.
J terry Alpe.-in’s Rockland friends
wil1 he intere-ied to learn that he
Daniel Doherty is paying a visit
is convalescing from an operation with relatives in Roxbury.
for appendicitis, which was followed
by ihree days aim nights of inces
William Hakala lsx moving his
sant hiccoughing.
His condition at family into the house he lately
one time gave a g.oat deal of con bought on Columbia avetTue.
cern, but his natural rugged coristitu.tioti came to his rescue.
His pres
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. I’lummer of
ent address Is 60 Taylor street. Pitts Old Town are guests of their daugh
field, Mass.
ter, Mrs. Louis Cook
They have
been spending the winter hl St.
Mrs. Marcia Keene, who has lieen Petersburg, Fla.
in Portland for the winter, has re
turned and opened her home on
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Glover
Achorn street.
are in Boston this week.
✓
The third in a series of whist
A- T. Thurston is in Boston on
parties of the Daughters of Veterans business, accompanied by Daniel
took place in G. A, R. hall last even Lakeman.
ing. The prize winners were Mrs.
Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Keating. Mrs.
Mrs. Ira Feeney returned last
Mary Larrabee, Mrs. Elizabeth Fales night from a brief Boston trip made
and,Mrs- Annie O'Brien. The fourth with Mrs. Frank Pratt who entered
party will occur Monday evening, the Denseness Hospital for phservaApril 27.
tion and a week's treatment by Dr.
.Stanley Adelbert Gay proved a Mahey, the throat specialist.
very genial little host yesterday
J. G. Dimick is home from De
when a few little friends gathered at Land, Fla., where lie spent the
his home on Union street, to help winter.
him celebrate his 10th birthday. The
table was prettily decorated in yel
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn i?Ss hostess
low and white, the centerpiece being at a Jolly birthday dinner Saturday
a huge birthday cake on which were night at the Thorndike with nine In
10 Easter bunnies and (10 yellow timate friends as guests. The af
candles. Refreshments were served, fair took on an Easter aspect with
and all had a merry time eating and chickens for place cards. A hand
playing games. Those present were some centerpiece of roses featured
Dorothy Lawry. Madeline Coffey, the decorations. An evening of auc
Mary Lawry. Carl Philbrook. Oram tion at the Sanborn home followed
Lawry, Jr., Alvary Gay and Stanley with prizes falling to Miss Marlon
A. Gay.
Munsey and Mrs. Geneva Rose
Huke. Mrs. Sanborn was given a
\ Mrs. Fred Collamore was called to fitting birthday remembrance.

THE DANCING PARTY
Mrs. E. M. O’Neil and Mrs.
Knowlton Make $200 For
Piano Fund—Big Success.

Vhe prettiest social event of the
season, and the most satisfactory one
in several respects, was the Easter
Monday dancing party given by Mrs.
E M. O'Neil and Mrs. R. b. Knowlton
in the Thorndike Hotel dining room
last night.
The special satisfaction
arose from the fact that the dance
netted more than $2<50. which goes
toward the purchase of a piano for
the gymnasium of the new High
School building. Many persons who
did not attend the dance gladly
bought tickets, but one spell It be
gan to look as though the city's pop
ulation was trying to squeeze Its wav
into the hotel.
Neighboring towns
patronized the event \liberally, and
at the height of the affair there must
have been' between 1.50 and 200
couples on the floor, with a large
gallery of onlookers
The Thorndike dining room, always
attractive, was a vision of enchant
ment, with its special decorations of
balloons and lollyjRRis.
The Jazzimonious Orcfisefra, which made its
dehut recently at a meeting of the
Forty Club, played for the dancing,
and sang as It played with the pow
erful voice of Phil Jones leading tiie
chorus.
The members of the or
chestra were: Dr. Harold Jameson,
Kenneth V. White, A. Bruce Higgs,
Standish Perry, Albert C. Jones,
Walter C. Ladd, Lloy 1 N. Lawrence,
William Vinal, Arthur F. Iamb, Wil
liam C. Bird and Philip A. Jones.
Sandwiched into tiie dance pro
gram were specialties which would
have done credit to a full fledged cab
aret.
George Sleeper and Elizabeth
Clark, who have been dancing at
Healey’s in Boston, and who are soon
to he given a trial on the Keith Cir
cuit, delighted the patrons with three
dances in one of which Mr. Sleeper
also sang.
The young couple have
remarkable talents, and their career
in professionalism will be watched
with interest and pride. Mr. Sleeper
. is a son of Mr. and Mrs Cleveland
Sleeper of South Thomaston. Other
numbers on the entertainment pro
gram were: Vocal solo, “Long Ago.”
Miss Adelaide Cross; Jewish charac
ter Dance. Bobby Brewer; "Baby Sis
ter Blues,” song and danee specialty,
with ukelele accompaniment by the
Befyea sisters of Camden; nnd se
lections by Patchy Savllle, Cuddy
Curtis and Prentiss Aylward, witn
hound dawg accompaniment. All of
the artists were at their best and the
hotel resounded with applause for
each numberMany attractive gowns were noted,
and it was the universal opinion that
the “chicks” were “too cute for any
thing.” Mrs. Philip Jones and Mrs.
William C. Bird served punch, while
Portland Monday by the illness of her
Fred C Vinal, for nine years night busy members of the Parent-Teacher
aunt, Mrs. J. A- Cunningham
Ilian at Rockland Garage, has opened Association sold ice cream cones,
a wash stand, oil, grease nnd light cake and candy.
There were two
The Chapin Class will meet with
auto repair plant at the rear of the very tired ladies when it was til!
Miss Lucy Rhodes, Ced«r street, to
Moody station, Park and Brick over, hilt show us two happier ones
night.
than Mrs. O'Neil and Mrs. Knowlton.
streets.
Grube Burdette Cornish, Educationul Club speaker for Friday night, was

elected Secretary of the State Board
Charities and Corrections in April,
1023. He was thorn in Pennsylvania
and there educated with the addition
of Tilton Seminary and Penial Uni
versity. In 1910 he was ordained
Methodist minister and served as pas
tor In four Maine churches—Eliot.
Rumford, Richmond, York. In the
world War he served as chaplain
With the Fifth Division of 'the Regu
lar Army. He has an enviable record
as an army chaplain, and a total to
his credit of more than 15 month*'
verseos service, where he saw action
I the Anould sector, St. Die sector
i?d both the first and second phases
’ the Meuse-Argonne operation, lie
■rved during the war as a 1st lien■nant returning home to accept
imtnissibn of the same rank in the
[aine National Girard. In January.
)21, he was promoted to the rank of
iptain in the National Guard. He
scently announced his voluntary
ithdrawal from the Maine Methodist
Onference, stating: "I do this with
le confident expectation that so long
s I am engaged in secular business
can better serve the interests of
tie church and the State as a^_ .
lan.” Capt. Cornish will present from
lie inside some of Maine's vexations
nd discouraging and complicated
rublCTTwt also desires the club esjveluLfon to ask questions pertaining to
his branch of State work which inhKjes jplls. almshouses, involving fi
ance and taxes.

MOVING PICTURES
—AT THE—

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SALES ROOM, ROCKLAND

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 18
AT 8:00 O’CLOCK

Through the courtesy of the Ford Motor Co. w* are enabled to
show our friends and customers somt very choice end different
films. The operator will have the following films with him:

-

>•

A Powerful Friend
Tractor picture showing many operations here in New
England.
2. Making Maple Sugar.
3. Making a Rubber Tire.
4. Clear to the Bottom.
Picture shewing various plants and animal life at the bot
tom of the ccean.
5. Irrigation.
»
6. 10,000,OOOth Car—shows the construction of the 10,000,000th
car and its trip to New York City.
7. America and Automobiles. Show* construction of a Lincoln
car, etc.
8. Ford Age shows assembly line Ford cars.
Come and bring your fruutds and enjoy two hours of educational
Entertainment.
1.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES €0.

rmorlaI Sunday Sch001: elected ,?ew
J officers Sunday: President, Milton
Knight; treasurer, Kenneth Stuart;
An Unpleasant Morning But secretary, Farrel Sawyer.
• • •
Clear Skies Came—What
True Easter spirit was manifested
by the record audiences at the Pratt
the Churches Did.
Memorial M. E. cfmrch 'Sunday. Tiie
r
.
Easter Sunday was a nondescript carefully worked out choral program
day, as tb weather, but in spit? of printed In the Saturday issue of thin
paper was successfully presented
the uncertainties It has been many upder direction of Miss Berlha Mc
a year since there was such an out Intosh. choirster and the pastor's
pouring of church-goers in this-city- sermon "From Death Unto Life” was
The cantata
Tradition was maintained in all of thoroughly enjoyed.
the local houses of worship as to “Victorious Redeemer” was given
decorations, music and the general with a chorus of 30 voices.
The
character of the services. Umbrellas evening service was given over to the
were an unwelcome adjunct to Junior choir in a pngennt-rantain
Easter gowns in the morning, but ‘The Easter King.” The choir num
the
evening church-goers could bered 45 voices and special musical I
Wffnr their finest apparel undisturbed support was rendered by the inslru-.
mental trio, Dr. I. E. Luce, Allieiit
by inclemency of weather.
R. Marsh and Mrs. Albert E. Averill.
Congregational Church
The pageant story was carried by
The morning service was largely Miss Louise Dolliver and consisted of
attended. The decorations were beau stories, pantomime and choral num
Mrs. Harriet Knowles di
tiful and in excellent taste. At the bers
right of the pulpit desk was a las^te rected. The decorations were par
with
massed
cross covered with green foliage, and ticularly effective
on either side were an abundnnee of Easter lilies as the theme.
Easter lilies. Miss Charlotte Buffum
and Mrs. A. J. Bird were the commit
FUNERAL OF MRS. MILLER
tee in charge. From the beginning
of the service the hearts of the peo
Thorp was a very large attendance
ple were led into the spirit of worship Sunday afternoon at the funeral ser
through the ministry of music. Har vices of Mrs. Frank B Miller, at h^r
old Green sang with exceptional ef late home on School street.
The
fectiveness “Open the Gates of the Knox Bar Association had an es
Temple." The Pilgrim Choir, under pecially large representation, and the
the leadership of Mrs. Eleanor Cote bearers were four of Judge -Miller's
Howard, was at its best. The Easter brother attorneys—Edward C. Paycantata, “The Risen King.” was sung son, Charles T. Smalley, Frank A.
with lie^uty and power. At the com Tirrell, Jr. and Walter H. Butler.
munion service seven were received The dowers were very beautiful.
into the fellowship fit the church, two
The 'officiating clergyman, Rev. B.
by profession of faith and five by let P. Browne, supplemented his remarks
ter.
by reading a touching tribute from
• * • •
Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop, MaaiC,
First Baptist Church
who was pastor of the First Baptist
Easter, 1925, marked another event church %hen Mrs. Miller united with
ful day ln the hlstory.of the First it; and the following message sent In
Baptist churn h. Four Services were behalf of the church;
attended by eager crowds. Thirty"The First Baptist Church mourns
nine were received into membership in Mrs. F B. Miller’s death the loss
at .the morning service. A choir of of one of its most valued members.
40 voices rendered the morning an Those who knew her in her years of
thems. Two beautiful baptisms were health, remember her constant at
held, at sunrise and at vespers. The tendance at all the services of the
offerings of the day were close *o church and her readiness to do more
$400. Lilies and palms adorned the than her share in all branches of Its
front of the church with striking work. The deep spirituality of her
beauty. Fifty young people in color- life, her fine mind, her business abil
fill garb depicted with reverent grace ity, her social gifts and contralto
the scenes of the crucifixion and voice made the scope of her useful
ieswreotiou in tiie evening pageant, ness unusually broad. After sickness
known us "The Gate Beautiful." Ex confined her to her home, she kept
cellent worit was done by the pageant keen interest in all of the church’s
committee, Mrs. Anna Hall Swimm activities and not only contributed
Miss Eda Knowlton, Mrs. William systematically to its support, hut felt
Brawn, Miss Alice Erskine, Miss hurt if not solicited for all special ob
Christol Cameron, Mrs. Marjorie jects. Her faith enabled her to bear,
Glidden, Mrs. Robert Magune. Those with trust and courage, years of pain
received1 into meirtbership were:
and weakness, and while ever valuing
Mrs. F. H. Hainlng, Mrs. Edith life, to look forward to death without
Chatwynd, Franklin H—Wood, Ruth fear."
Gregory. Mrs. Iva Cunningham, Mrs,
Mr. Browne also read two poems^Nancy Savage. Mrs. Merton K. Ames, one entitled "The End of the Way,"
Margaret Pendleton, Mrs. Mary B. applicable to the life of the deceased,
Gross, William C. Frye. Mrs: Clifton and another, "Our Home-Maker,’
E. Marshall, Mrs. Hattie Richards, which follows:
Mrs. Deliah Sunninghatn, Gladys Sea Where the mountain slope to the westwool,
man, Grover C. Knight, Millie J.
And their purjile chalice hold
Knight. Kathleen Nosworthy, Mrs. The new-made wine of the sunset,
Crimson and amber and gold.
Aldana W. Ames, Mrs. Raymond H
Angel, Bertha Hiodsdon, Evelyn Es In this old wide opened doorway
ther Hamilton, Margaret Lucille Ham
WT?h the elm hough overhead.
ilton, Rose Frances Whitmore, Rich The house all cheery behind her;
And die plentiful table spread
ard Granville Whitmore. Bernice May
Hainlng. Byron Hume Raining. Fred Sho has stood to welcome our coming,
'Watching our upward climb,
crick James Raining, Mrs. Franklin
When tiie evening hour had brought us,
D. Ames.
<)!
many and many a time
• • • •
Universalist Church

With 100 men from Claremont
Commandery, Knights Templar, and
delegates from the Blue Lodges, a
congregation of 500 listened to the
beautiful Easter music at the church
of Immanuel. The sermon by MrKnickerbocker on “Life's Consum
mation” was forward-looking and
encouraging. Life merges, not in co
death but into fuller life. Death is
incidental. Easter does not stand
for death; neither for the bodily res
urrection of Jesus, but for the reali
zation ofilife’s spiritual values which
grew upon fhe minds of his follow
ers after his death. Then they be
gan to see the significance of his
life as a call to courage and faith in
the value of living and hope for a
■constant increase- Salvation is not
an end but the process of develop
ment and is as old as humanity
We find ourselves in service and sac
rifice.
The decorations were not only
beautiful, they were
impressive
Massed along the entire front of the
platform were the brilliant green of
laurel leaves, accented by the gay
catkins of the willow and the sun
shine of Jonquils, while great masses
of Easter lilies added a dignity and
beauty all their own. The same
plan of decoration was carried
across the front of the choir loft
making an ensemble that was elo
quent of life nnd beauty and good
cheer.
• • • «
Littlefield Memorial Church

The Master sermon on "The Power
of His Resurrection” at 10.30 wps
most excellently delivered by Rev. O
W. Stuart to a large audience. Mr
Stuart said es Jesus -went from the
grave so will he go into the -hearts
of i»eople to lift them, He referred
many times to the life of Paul, who
endiured so many hardBtrips hut was
always ready to assist any man
keeping perfect faith through it all
and his coining out victorious. He
made very clear that by keeping our
eyes fixed on the risen Lord eternal
life may be won. Insincerity ln wor
ship, stilted prayer, manufactured
testimonies and no spiritual ideals
were referred to as hindrances to the
power.

The choir sang the two anthems.
“Christ Ottr Passover," Banks, and
"He Is Risen," Lerinan. The church
was prettily decorated with an
abundance of Easter lilies nnd Jon
qulls. Mins Jessie Conant’s class of
girts had the matter In charge.
At 7.30 an Easter concert of an
unusual high order was given by the
children and young people .of tiie
Bil»le school. The auditorium was
packed. Much credit is due Misses
Burla lxird and Evelyn,Jacobs, who
had the program in charge. Mrs.
Eva 1>. Snow, who has been tiie
faithful treasurer of Littlefield Me
morial Bible school the past 34 years,
and Mrs. Frank Packard, who has
served equally as faithful as secre
tary for (23 years; tendered their
■ix si gnat to ns Sunday, April 5, and
they were regretfully accepted by the
school. Stanley Gregory was elected
treasurer and Miss Doris Daggett
was chosen secretary for the ensuing
year.
The class of boys taught by Miss

Grace Dorman, and known as “The
Baptist Bible Boys," at Littlefield Me-

Completely Satisfying

The home furnished with our handsome Overstaffed Suites cannot but be com
pletely satisfying. In sheer beauty—perfect proportion, fine workmanship
and excellence of material—Qur sets are unsurpassed.

PLAIN VELOUR .. $80.00. GENUINE MOHAIR .. $140.00 and $180.00

Genuine Mohair, reversible cushions, all webb construction . . .......... $240.00

These Suites Supplied In AU Colors Desired

SEE OUR

'

WINDOWS

V. F. Studley Inc.
Tel. 713.

I

283 Main St.

ROCKLAND

VALUE

PRETTY SHOES FOR SPRING
Ladies’ New Style Ribbon, Strap and Gore Pumps

a

in Patent Leather and the New Light Tan
$1.98, $2.98,

$3.95, $5.00

tThe Best Values In Town)
A Big Assortment of Misses' and Children’s Dress

Shoes and Pumps, together with a Big Line of

Again is the doorway opened,
And U»e house is garnished anil sweet.
But she silently waits our coming.
And we enter with silent feet.
»

Play Shoes................... >....................... 98c to $2.50

A little within she Is waiting.
Not where she has met us before;
For over the pleasant threshold
She has only to cross once more.

Men’s Oxfords, Crepe Sole, Plain Toe and the

New Broad Toe in Light Tan and Gun Metal.

The smile on her face Is quiet 1
And a lily Is on her breast ;
Her hands are folded together
And the word on her lips is “'Rest.”

$2.98, $3.95,

And yet it looks like a welcome.

Moccasin Type

It is we who may not cross over;
Only with sodk and prayer,
A little way into glory
We may reach 4s we leave her there.

Chemical 2 had h?r first run yes
terday since being rebuilt by the
•McCanns in Portland and behaved
exceedingly well. The tryout was
official because the lire was at the
home of Alderman Holmes on the
shore of the Chlckawaukle. Little
or no damage resulted.' The new
Northern rotary pump was tried out
at the quarry and fully came up to
expectation.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

“THE BOND BOY”
: Added Featu re : ;

“LET WOMEN ALONE”
—With—

. PAT O’MALLEY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“THE HUNTED WOMAN”
By James Oliver Curwood

STRAND
TOday

“Cheaper To Marry”
Was It worth tho price 'to flaunt
their revolt in the face of Conven
tion? An absorbing iwrtrayal of
Love's defeat. Broadway's famous
stage play of modern love and
marriage told brilliantly on the
screen. With—

Wednesday-Thursday

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MILTON SILLS in
“AS MAN DESIRES”

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30.

PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

•

last t,ME

TODAY

f “SALOME cf the TENEMENTS”
—With—

Jetta Coudal, Got trey Tearle
NEWEST COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
THE PICTURE THE YEARS WILL NEVER
LET YOU FORGET

Eugene O'Brien Supports the Star
The Screen’s Perfect Lovers in a Perfect Photodrama

—With—

Wednesday-Thursday

278 MAIN STREET

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

“Unmarried Wives”
—Altw*—

' BOSTON SHOE STORE

These fiirte Lamps—mahogany or
polychrome bases, silk shades. The
BEST BRIDGE LAMP VALUE
EVER
OFFERED
IN
THIS
CITY.

TODAY

“GALLOPING HOOFS”

$3.95

Also High Kicks with Baseball FREE

Lewis Stone, Conrad Nagel
Marguerite De La Motte

MILDRED HARRIS

$2.98; with Crepe Sole

Boys’ Basketball Shoes...................... 98c to $1.98

But we cannot think of her idle.
She must he a homemaker still;
God glveth work to the angels
Who fittest the task to fulfill.

Among those from out of town who
attended the fune-ral of the late Mms.
Frank. B. Miller, Sunday, were the
following relatives: John C. and Bion
13. Tibbetts of Columbia Falls,
brothers; Mrs. Annie C. Peterson of
Columlbia (Falks, jsUster; and 'Mihss
Id j M. Tibbetts and Mrs. Louise I\
Brooks of Columbia I’^alls, nieces.
Miss Tibbetts is a teacher in Brewer
High School. Mrs. M. P. Judkin-s,
with whom Mrs. Miller made her
home for seven years after coming to
Rockland, was present from Union.

$7.50

Men's Work Shoes, Scout Pattern............ $1.98

For her work is compassed and done;
All things are seemly and ready, x
And her resting lime has come.

And somewhere yet in the hilltops,
Of the country that hath no pain,
She will watch in her beautiful doorway,
To bid us welcome again.

$5.00,

“GREATER
THAN
MARRIAGE”

NORMA

TALMADGE
—l.Y-

99

Based on th? novel “Joan Thurs
day.” by Ixiuls Josrefih Vunoe. A
treatment of the age-old problem:

Are long engagements ever advis
able?
Featuring—

MARJORIE DAW
LOU TELLEGEN

Can a husband hide the life he leads away from pome? Can a
husband love others—but •<>*« His wife the most? Can happiness
be where a mother’s smiles hide a father’s indiscretions from the
four children they love?
Only a drama as poignant, as beautiful as searchingly truth
ful as,this, could answer so vital a problem.
COMEDY: “THE HUNT"

FABLES

NEWS

COMING—“LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA” with RIN-TIN-TIN

Page Eighf
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Every-Other-Day

MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE
‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
(By Charles R. Flint)

SIXTY YEARS AGO
a vonng man who practiced medicine
in Pennsylvania became famous and

was called in consultation in many
towns and cities because of bis success
in the treatment of disease. Tiiis ttt
Pr. Pierce, who finally made up hi
mind to place some of his medicine
before the public, and moving to Bnf
falo, N. Y., imt up what he called hi
rFavorite Prescription” and placed i
with the druggists in every state.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription ha
long been recognized as a, tonic i'c
diseases peculiar to womankind. Afti
suffering pain, feeling nervous, dizzy
weak and dragged-down by weak
nesses of her sex, a woman is quiikl
restored to health by its use. Thou
sands of women testify that Pr.Pierce't
Favorite Prescription has entirely
eradicated their distressing ailments.
Put up in both fluid nnd tablet form.
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.,
for trial package of tablets. Write for
free confidential medical advice

they taste like home
We' ve been asked how
we bake beans that taste
like home. Our answer
is—because we bake
them mother’s way- then
can them piping hot,
golden brown and down
right delicious. Four
kinds, too, plain baked
beans or with tomato
sauce—baked kidney
beans and old-fashioned

Yellow-eyes.

To get all that old time,
home baked-bean flavor
and save all the labor—
simply say

HATCHET
BRAND
150 Kinds

OAPPINESS
AA

depends on how you feel!
If you do not feel good, full
of pep and the joy of living
—nine times out of ten it's
your liver.

CHAMBERLAIN’S
TABLETS
Act without making you sick. Take
two tonight. Feel good in the morn
ing. Get a package, only 25 cents.
Sold everywhere

YOUR
PERSONAL
INTERESTS
Can be served especially

well by a connection with
the

Rockland

National

Bank which assures the
utmost
helpful

in

service

and

accommodation.

Accounts subject to check
are cordially invited.
— '4
4% INTEREST PAID

on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

IHE

Rockland
National
Bank
ftEMBti?
^EOERALfiESERvf
SYSIEC

I Continued--- Regan Feb. 26]
hock and soda of civilization, were
Chapter XII—The Way if a Trout ready for work. They were power
ful nten over six feet high—broad
With a Fly
shouldered, and. while lacking the
Fishing has been described as "a refinement of the guides of Main?
line with a worm at one end and a and the Adirondack^, they could
fool at the other," but I am sure paddle longer, faster, and would
that the author of this definition carry loads nearly double the weight
never cast a fly or enjoyed the more of what those guides could carry.
difficult sport of accurate plug and
We caught bass, pickerel, and
halt casting.
ti-out. One evening when we landed
My first experience of fishing was to pitch our tent, about thirty In
when 1 was eleven years of age, at dians. with painted faces and clothes
t point of rocks below the Topsham ■f many colors, rushed down to us.
Falls on the Androscoggin Riter in It looked like the movies, but the
Maine I had a very strong line, as rush was only an Intermission in a
the striped bass that ran up to those medicine dance. 1 addressed the
falls front
the
sea
sometime) chief, whose adornment was approp
weighed twenty-five pounds, and riate to his high station; his dress
fishermen generally provide tackle was picturesque. 1,1s face briliantl?
strong enough to catch the biggest painted and muskrat fur was inter
fish. I tied one end of my line in a woven hi his long black hair.
buttonhole of my jacket, threw my
After the manner of my Puritan
baited hook out into the swift cur forebears I started to trade with the
rent and pulled it slowly In with Indian. He got the better of the
great ex|ieetations- Recanting care bargain. 1 asked the chjef how much
less after many throws. I suddenly to paddle across the great lakes in
slipped and rolled down the rocky his big canoe.
He looked at my
Incline into the water. Not knowing small boat anti named a “had to have
how to swim I was carried down by It" price which I accepted. The next
the current. It is astonishing what morning after we got ready to start,
quick thinking one does under such the Supreme and All Powerful hav
conditions. I had been brought up ing listened to the voice of an Indian
on the theory of original sin, with siren, said it was too rough to cross
hell ar.d damnation as a last resort. the lake. The attitude of the chief
My inability to swim left me no re was annoying to us. During the
course save prayer. The current discussion, our half-breed guide, w ho
turned into an eddy. I felt my liny doubtless hail another siren in mind,
tighten—it had caught in a crevice took me to one side and said. "You
In the rocks—and with the return make a great mistake crossing the
current of the eddy t pulled myself chief. When you are walking down
in so that I could reach the ledge. In that place you call Wall Street
When 1 told my grandmother-of my the chief can will it that you go
experience, she said my life would lame." I told him I shouldn't mind
never have been saved had I not gone that If I could go at all.
to church three times every Sunday
"We will if necessary cross the
ar.d regularly blown the church or lake without you." I said to tiie All
gan.
Powerful and to our guide
* ♦ » ♦ •
• • • »
My fondness for fishing has been
Firmness and the price won and
enhanced in recent years by my as we all went together. In paddling,
sociation with Irvin S. Cobb and It. as is the habit of the Indian, the big
H. Davis, who. although unequalled chief was on his knees, an appropri
in the preparation and appreciation ate position for prayer, which he of
of good food and unexcelled in ex fered up to the Great Father as we
citing good fellowship and convivi entered the rapids, casting his preci
alities at the festive board, "had ous tobacco on the water on both
rather fish than eat."
sides of the canoe, and then—cast
The largest black bass we ever ing a doubt on the efficacy of his
caught we sent to ,my friend and prayer, like Napoleon when he said,
neighbor Theodore Roosevelt. When "The Lord is with him who has the
hp received it. it weighed eight strongest battalions" he paddled with
pounds, but when we eaught it. it almost superhuman energy.
weighed six pounds, the difference
My next fishing was in Finland,
being a two pound fish pushed into catching salmon in Imatra. 1 was
the stomach of the big-mouthed there during the white nights, went
bass.
On the opposite page is to bed as soon as It became dark at
Roosevelt's letter of acknowledg eleven, and arose at daylight at one
ment. If it had not been for four o'clock in the morning. At the hotel
woodcocks which we sent him with I became acquainted with one of the
the bass we might have had some eight messengers of the King uf Eng
compunctions of conscience about land—a fine, handsome fellow. We
that extra two pounds.
were both interested in photography.
Tilt White House
I had a sense of humor; he hadn't
Washington
—as the King's Messenger he didn't
Oyster Bay, X Y .
need it. It was before the movies,
August 8. l'.'OT.
ily dear Mr. F'.Wit:
so photograph stories had to he made
To receive such a magnificent fish as well up by photos in series. He protested
as four woodcock is enough to raise a very
grave doubt as to whether it is really worth when a photograph was taken show
while being President I Certainty there is ing the hotel cook delivering him sal
nothing recent I have done which has given mon, and he resented a series which
me as much enjoyment as your yesterday's
fishing and shooting must have given you. I plausibly implied the possible source
am greatly obliged to you.
I wish I could of his splendid catch.
accept your kind invitation but It is out ot
With the Wahls, who were im
tiie question for tuc to leave here for that portant lumibermen.
1 fished for
purpose.
salmon in the rapids between two
With renewed thanks beticve nte.
Sincerely yours,
of the Saime Lakes one hundred
Theodore Booscvcit.
miles north of Imatra, and on an
Mr Charles It Flint,
other occasion at a private estate in
South Side Sportsmen’s Club,
Oakdale, L. I., X. Y.
company with the American am
George
von Langerke
There are occasions when gener bassador,
osity on the part of a fisherman is Meyer, later Secretary of our Navy.
fraught with disaster, as may be seen I photographed His Excellency with
our catch hanging on the pickets of
from the following incident.
One afternoon, while resting on a fence against which he was lean
the mossy bank of a Long Island ing—which gave me the opportunity
brook from W’hich I had taken half a to photograph him with a notice,
dozen trout, my eyes fell upon a that in the picture appears to be on
fishinS allowed
cluster of wild violets. It struck me his breast—"No
as an excellent idea to gather these here."
« • . •
flowers, moss, leaves and all, and
place them on a basket of fish which
On my return to America I pro
I was sending to Lyman J. Gage. I posed Andrew Carnegie for member
bad often left fish at Mr. Gage's New ship in the best known fishing club
York apartment, but this time I in this country, the South Side. I
wanted to "say it with flowers.' drove him through the estates of two
Hence the violet-created decoration. of its members. Vanderbilt and
• • . •
Bourne. At the last named place our
Unhappily, about the time the host offered us some choice Scotch
basket airlved, Mr. Gage and Frank whiskey, which, although "coals to
A. Vanderlip, who shared the same Newcastle,” was much appreciated
apartment, were suddenly called to by Carnegie. With a real Scotch
Chicago and Mr. Gage, thinking my accent, the ateelmaster told us of a
gift was purely a floral offering, man who had moved into a Scotch
placed it conspicuously on the grand village. With characteristic curl
piano in the music room, where the osity the inhabitants sent one of
violets, thanks to the wet moss and their number to ascertain what kind
superior brand of fish fertilizer, con of a new neighbor had come to their
tinued to bloom buoyantly.
town. The emissary-, on his return,
When, a fortnight after, Mr. Gage was met with the queation: “Wed
returned to his domicile and saunt what kind o'mon is he?” "I'll tell ye,"
ered into his conservatory of music, «aid tho envoy: “Ho came to the
an effluvium crying "Give me liberty door and when 1 went in he asked
for 1 am death" smote him in the me to hae a drink o' whiskey and he
nostrils.
Thereafter whenever I tried mo a glass, an' he took the bot
sent Secretary Gage any flowers. I tle himsel’ and began to pour—an' he
always marked them "Fish." I didn’t said 'say when.' an I 'said 'when,'
dare to t ike any chances. One never an' he stopped—that's the kind a
can tell where a fisherman will hide mon he is!" I noticed Bourne did
trout.
not ask Carnegie to sty "when."
Seeking more distant waters, my
On our return to the South Side
brother Wallace and 1 decided to Club. Mr. Carnegie went fishing: I
fish the lakes and rivers forming the was interested to see how $300,000.northern boundary of 'Minnesota. 1 000 would fish. He went at it a«
telegraphed to the Hudson Bay though he were pulling in another
Company to send, us two guides to million.
Fattvanr.e. a station on the Canadian
Carnegie was known as one of the
Pacific, forty mites west of Lake Su greatest philanthropists that ever
perior. On our arrival at Sauvanne lived, but there were few who were
tve found our two guides, both drunk, shrewd enough to appreciate the
but as generally happens, one was qualities that caused him to be pub
more drunk than the other. Here licly known as the "Canny Scot."
was a pase for daylight saving as it
[To Be Continued]
was late in the afternoon and we
realized the urgency of getting the
guides into the woods beyond the
tempting influence of civilization.
The guide that was uncompromis
ingly drunk we helped into a canoe,
putting into it articles that would
float and others that were not of
prime necessity and started him
down the river. He made a zigzag
course like- a drunkard walking down
a sidewalk, except his zigzag was
sixty yards wide, that being the
width of the stream His balance in
paddling the canoe was perfect. The
near sober guide took the biggest
canoe with most of our outfit. My
brother and
1 had
fortunately
brought a boat which he lowed
while I paddled.
At dusk we came to an island and
ran our canoes to the shore.
Our guides were glad to lie down
and. instead of pitching their tent,
we put it over them. Uly brother
and I pitched our tent, got our sup
per. and slept soundly.
The next morning our half-breed
conductors, without any of the

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER

*
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Dollars

Hearts

Two Statements—one ofwhich has to do with Health
and Welfare, the other with Financial Strength

W

I*.' I

AN OPEN LETTER

•

(Name on T^equest)
Mr. Haley Fiske, President
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
New York City

-

My Dear Mr. Fiske:
YVhy don’t you publish a Heart Statement
along with the regular Financial Statement you
put out each year?
Any company can publish impressive figures
of financial strength, financial growth, etc. But
figures don’t stick. All I remember from your
last year’s Statement is that the Metropolitan has
several million policyholders and is the biggest
life insurance company in the world.
I’ve been following some of your magazine

E arc indebted to Mr. S. for his suggestion.
It is an excellent one. We publish an annual
Business Statement of the Metropolitan, not
because we think that the figures will be remembered, but
because they offer conclusive evidence of unusual growth
and strength to its 22,000,000 policyholders.
And it is this extraordinary financial strength that
makes it possible for the Metropolitan to carry on a
nation-wide campaign for better health and longer life.

W

advertisements lately that tell of work you’re
doing to help people live longer. It isn’t entirely
clear in my mind just how you’re doing it or why
you do it, but since you are doing it,/ii>f its the
facts and figures tn that. Call it a Heart State
ment or a Welfare Statement, or anything you
like, but—give us the facts.

’

DECEMBER 31, I924

Lives saved among Metropolitan
Industrial Policyholders since
1911 in excess of mortality im
provement for population in
general. . t .It *......................................... .....................................200,000 people

mi,Wtad“th“Sln“..................... 340.000,000
Lives saved in 1924 as compared
with death rate for 1911...............................61,958 people
Decline in mortality rate among
Metropolitan Industrial Pol
icyholders for all causes of
death since J911............................................... .... 32.1%
Decline in Metropolitan Tuber
culosis mortality rate since
I9ii........ .. ..................................................................53.4%
Decline in Metropolitan Ty
phoid mortality rate since
ion.................
.............................................. 80.3%

Decline in Metropolitan Diph
theria mortality rate sinco
1911...........................................................................<53.1%
Health information through
magazine advertisements
reached in 1921............ .. ........................50,000,000 people

While the average life span in the United States is
51^ years greater than it was 12 years ago, the life span
of the Industrial Policyholders of the Metropolitan in
creased nearly
years—a betterment of three years
over the general average—in the same interval.
These increases in longer life are due in large part to
the Metropolitan’s Health and Welfare Work among
its policyholders.

You and all the other 22,000,000 policyholders—
ewroutof every six people in the United States and Canada
—reap the benefit through better health and decreased
cost of insurance.
(

The wealth of the Metropolitan belongs to you and
to no one else. The Metropolitan has no stock and no
stockholders. It is owned
solely by it? policyholders.
You, as one of the policy
Financial Statement
holders, share in the owner
DECEMBER JI, 1924
#
ship of all its investments;
in its railroad bonds, its realAmts........................................................ 31,628,174,348.20
estate mortgages, its loans
Liabilities:
to farmers, loans to states,
Reinsurance Fund 31,451,693,897.00
cities
and towns for public
Reserved for Div
idends to Policyimprovements and similar ,
holders 1925 ...
32,694,131.49
Unassigned Funds
91,088,070.71
enterprises.
All Other Liabili
ties......................

You, as a part-owner of
over $1,600,000,000,
should read the two state
ments on the left with a
feeling of pride in what your
company has achieved.

52,698,249.00

31,628,174,348.20
Increase in Assets during 1924................

196,774,929.93

Incomelnl924 .........................................

457,173,167.10

Gain in Income, 1924 ..............................

60,861,502.85

Psid-for Insurance Issued. Increased and
Revived in 1924....................................

....
2,515,728,846.00

Gain In Insurance In Force in 1924........

1,284,23Q,701.00

Total Bonuses and Dividends paid or
credited to policyholders 1892-1925..

213,604,274.13

Health literature distributed
free in 1921............. ............................ 40,474,878 copies

INSURANCE OUTSTANDING

Trained nursing care for sick
,
...
policyholders in 1924............................... 2,1)65,295 visits

Ordinary Insurance.................................. 35,307,887,075.00

Industrial (Premiums payable weekly)..

4,352,250,599.00

Health examination film shown
to............................................................... 2,000,000 people

Group........... ............................................

862,347,295.00

Total expenditures for Health
and Welfare Work among
Policyholders in 1921......................

R »$[*•«

You are the gainer

Records kept by the Metropolitan show an extraor
dinary decrease in the death rate among its policy
holders. Compared with 191 i,for example, there were
nearly 62,000 fewer deaths in 1924 among its Industrial
Policyholders than there would have been if the 1911
death rate had prevailed."

•

••'rn

Perhaps other Metropolitan policyholders like
myself would be interested in a Statement of
that kind.
Very truly yours,
C. N. S------

People now live longer

Health and Welfare Statement

Ik- * r I IT

The efforts as well as the
assets of the Metropolitan
arc dedicated to protection
against future want—to
greater happiness, better
health and longer life.

Total I nsurance Outstanding.................. 10,522,484,769.00
£5,027,001.25

Number of Policies In Force December
31.1924............ •...................................

32,447,644

President

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEW YORK
Biggest in the World—More Assets, More Policyholders, More Insurance in Force, More New Insurance Each Year
A Mutual Company—Incorporated by the State of New York

coach. He enjoys the full confidence
of the boys, and there is nobody for
whom they would work more will
Vinalhaven High Well Fixed ingly.
Vinalhaven High has the following
As Regards Seasoned Ma schedule:
Saturday. May 2—Thomaston in
terial.
Vinalhaven.
Saturday, May 9—Rockland In Vi
It tis doubtful if there is another nalhaven.
team in the Knox and Lincoln Base
Saturday. May 16—Vinalhaven in
ball League »o well fixed witli sea Newcastle.
soned material as Vinalhaven High , Wednesday, Mtay 29—Cantden In
Vinalhaven.
School. Eight veterans are found tn
Wednesday, May 27—Vinalhaven in
the squad which is now out for Camden.
sitring training, and Coach Hopkins' | Tuesday, June 2—Vlinalhavcn in
cup of Joy would be running over If Thomaston.
Saturday, June 6—Lincoln In Vinalit were not for a certain Thomaston
•
youth, "Tippy" Feehan by name, who havep.
Friday, June 12—Vinalhaven in
is the bete noir of the four teams
which seek to wrest the champioin- j Rockland.
ship from that town.
The veterans and the positions they .
will probably fill this season are:
Herbert Sanborn, pitcher; Harold I
Arey,
lb; Kenneth—Smith,
2b;
Henry Anderson, ss; Donald Johnson,
3b; Kenneth Amaro, left field; Paul
Nelson, center Held; Howard Coombs,
right field.
Insist on Having
There is a goodly crop of rookies
on the field this spring and some of
thent look good enough to break Into
the varsity lineup. Here is a list of
the aspirants:
Nickolas Sorrentos, lb; Herbert
Mills, catcher; Raymond Lennox,
catcher; Edwin Tippett, catcher;
Vernard Amlro. catcher: Ronald Pet
erson, field; George Swears, field;
Fosset Bunker, field; Clinton Dalzell,
field: Curtis Webster, pitcher.
Herbert Sanborn is captain of the
AT YOUR DEALERS
team and S. S. Hopkins, principal of
the school, is at his familiar post as

EIGHT VETERANS

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

SWAN’S ISLAND DEAL

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

Parkhurst Fish Corporation,
Capitalized' At $50,000,
Takes Over Fish Plant.
The Percy C. Parkhurst property
at Swans Island has been taken over
by the Parkhurst Fish Corporation.
Incorporated at Gloucester, according
to the certificate filed with the
Massachusetts Commissioner of Cor
porations The company proposes to
catch, procure, prepare, and market
fish, also cod liver oil and other fish
products, and to own and operate
vessels, plants and other property
necessary to those purposes.
The
capitalization is $20,000 preferred
stock, none of which is issued at this
time, and $30,000 common stock, is
sued as follows:
Equity of Mr. Parkhurst in 15,000
square feet of land with buildings, in
excess of $6000 mortgage, at Swans
Island, together with leasehold inter
est of lease by I. W. Stinson to Wal
ter Rich of 7500 feet of land bounded
by the Atlantic ocean and Old Har
bor, $14,000; factory and wharf on
leased land at steamboat harltor.
Swans Island, $8300; machinery,
$6800.
Percy C. Parkhurst, Gloucester, is
president; Frank E. Faulklns, Swamp
scott, treasurer; Everett B. Wlleon,
Natick, clerk; and the directors are
these and Seville B. Wilson, Nahant.
The attorney ls H. E. Miller, 25 Cen
tral Square, Lynn, Mass.
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Where
the trade

finds
APPLES

We also sell other produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Best Prices

Quick Returns

KINGMAN and
'HEARTY'
INC.

20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
•MASS.
T-M-tf

Ask for Pure Three Crow Ground

| Nutmeg In the patent sifter top Can.
adv.

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

